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1.

INTRODUCTION
The terminology in the technical appendix may be inconsistent with the
Draft ES. This will be rectified for the final ES.

1.1

Circumstances of the Project

1.1.1

WSP|PB has been commissioned by Network Rail to undertake an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) on the East West Rail Phase 2
Project. The Project location is shown on Figure 1.1 appended to the Draft
ES. This desk-based assessment (DBA) provides the required baseline
data for the EIA.

1.1.2

The DBA is undertaken in accordance with paragraphs 128 and 132 of the
National Planning Policy Framework which requires the developer to
determine the significance of any heritage assets affected and their
settings. In addition it presents an archaeological and historical context for
the proposed scheme and an assessment of the impact of the scheme on
the cultural heritage resource.

1.2

Location, Topography and Geology

1.2.1

The scheme crosses several administrative areas including Bedford
Borough, Central Bedfordshire, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire and
Oxfordshire. The Project includes 67 miles of existing railway corridor, and
the new land take necessary for new construction works and accesses
either side of the line.

1.2.2

The route traverses a variety of landscapes from open undulating rural vale
to densely grained city centres. From the west the Project commences in
Bicester, heading east to the north of the village of Launton and into the
open rural landscape typical of the Vale of Aylesbury that is a mixture of
both arable and pasture agriculture as well as emparked estate lands. The
line passes close to, but not through, several small villages and hamlets,
but the landscape remains largely rural.

1.2.3

At the junction of the east-west line, with that branching south at Calvert,
there is evidence of the former brick-making industries of the area and
former clay extraction pits. Further to the east, the line passes to the
immediate north of Winslow, where a new station is proposed. Continuing
east, the landscape remains largely rural until the approach into Milton
Keynes via Bletchley, which is distinctly urban.

1.2.4

A section of the Project terminates at Denbigh Hall Junction South, where
the line crosses Watling Street, 4.2km southeast of Milton Keynes Central
Railway Station. The line continues through a series of small villages to the
east of Milton Keynes including Woburn Sands and Aspley Guise. The
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landscape is often rural but with an urbanised feel that comes from the
presence of modern transport links including the M1 motorway. As the line
continues northeast toward Bedford, the presence of Millbrook proving
ground, Stewartby brickworks and various clay pits create an industrial
landscape.
1.2.5

At the, previously mentioned, junction of the line at Calvert the line
continues southeast past the Calvert landfill site and out into agricultural
land. The area north of Quainton and between Grebe Lake, to the west,
and Steeple Claydon, to the east, is located within the ‘Calvert Box’, an
area in which EWR interfaces with the construction of HS2.

1.2.6

The line passes through Quainton railway centre and continues south to the
new Aylesbury Vale Parkway station, to the east of several large estates
including Waddeson and Eythrope. The railway passes through Aylesbury,
through residential development areas and to the south of the town centre.
The line turns south and west from Aylesbury passing through a series of
small villages at the foot of the Chilterns, with the project terminating at
Princes Risborough train station.

1.2.7

The bedrock geology across much of the Project area varies between
Kellaways Formation, Oxford Clay Formation, West Walton Formation and
Ampthill and Kimmeridge Clay Formation - mudstone, silt stone and
sandstones formed in shallow seas. Towards the foot of the Chiltern range,
at the south of the Project area, the bedrock becomes West Melbury Marly
Chalk Formation. The superficial geology across the Project, where
recorded is alluvium and river terrace deposits varying between sand,
gravel, silt and clay.
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2.

POLICY, APPROACH AND GUIDANCE

2.1

Planning Background and Legislative Framework
National Planning Policy Framework

2.1.1

National planning policies on the conservation of the historic environment
are set out in the NPPF, which was published by the Department of
Communities and Local Government (DCLG) in 2012. Sites of
archaeological or cultural heritage significance that are valued components
of the historic environment and merit consideration in planning decisions
are grouped as 'heritage assets'. The NPPF states that "heritage assets are
an irreplaceable resource" the conservation of which can bring "wider
social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits..." (DCLG 2012,
Section 12, 126). It also states that the "...significance of any heritage
assets affected including any contribution made by their setting..." should
be understood in order to assess the potential impact (op cit, 128). In
addition to standing remains, heritage assets of archaeological interest can
comprise sub-surface remains and, therefore, assessments should be
undertaken for a site with potential below-ground archaeological deposits.

2.1.2

NPPF draws a distinction between designated heritage assets and other
remains considered to be of lesser significance; "... great weight should be
given to the asset's conservation. Substantial harm to or loss of a Grade II
listed building, park or garden should be exceptional. Substantial harm to or
loss of designated heritage assets of the highest significance, including
scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites, battlefields, Grade I and II*
listed buildings and Grade I and II* registered parks and gardens and World
Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional..." (op cit, 132). Therefore,
preservation in situ is the preferred course in relation to such sites unless
exceptional circumstances exist.

2.1.3

It is normally accepted that non-designated heritage assets will be
preserved by record, in accordance with their significance and the
magnitude of the harm to or loss of the asset as a result of the proposals, to
"...avoid or minimise conflict between the heritage asset's conservation and
any aspect of the proposals..." (op cit, 129). Non-designated heritage
assets of archaeological interest will also be subject to the policies reserved
for designated heritage assets if they are of equivalent significance to
Scheduled Monuments (op cit, 132).

Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act (AMAAA) 1979
2.1.4

The AMAAA largely relates to Scheduled Monuments and Section 61(12)
defines sites that warrant protection due to their being of national
importance as 'ancient monuments'. A monument is defined by the Act as
"any building, structure or work above or below the surface of the land, any
cave or excavation; any site comprising the remains of any such building,
structure or work or any cave or excavation; and any site comprising or
Page 3 of 241
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comprising the remains of any vehicle, vessel or aircraft or other movable
structure or part thereof...
2.1.5

Section 61 of the Act states that deliberate damage to a monument is a
criminal offence and any works taking place within one require Scheduled
Monument Consent from the Secretary of State.

Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas (P(LBCA)) Act 1990
2.1.6

Section 1 of the P(LBCA) Act defines a 'listed building' as a 'building which
is for the time being included in a list compiled or approved by the
Secretary of State under that section. For the purpose of the Act any object
or structure fixed to the building, which, since on or before 1 July 1948, has
formed part of the land and is comprised within the curtilage of the building
is treated as part of the building. 'Building' is defined as including any
structure or erection and any part of a building'. The key elements of this
Act relevant to this assessment are outlined below:
·

Section 66 places a responsibility upon the decision maker in
determining applications for planning permission for Project that affects a
listed building or its setting to have special regard to the desirability of
preserving the building or its setting or any features of special
architectural or historic interest which it possesses; and

·

Section 72 of the Act places a duty upon the decision maker in
determining applications for planning permission within conservation
areas to pay special attention to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the character or appearance of that area.

Local Planning Policy
2.1.7

An overview of local planning policy will be provided for the final ES.

2.2

Approach
Consultation

2.2.1

Consultation was undertaken with Historic England in order to agree an
approach to the assessment for the impacts on the setting of designated
heritage assets. A meeting was held in the first instance and a methodology
devised that was approved by Historic England representatives in
subsequent correspondence.

2.2.2

Additionally the local authority Planning Archaeologists and Conservation
Officers were approached in a series of e-mails in order to agree a strategy
for archaeological fieldwork investigation to inform the baseline, and in
order to agree potential methods for mitigation of negative effects to nondesignated heritage assets.
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Standards and Guidance
2.2.3

In addition to compliance with the NPPF this desk-based assessment has
been compiled in accordance with professional standards and guidance.
The particular standards and guidance which relate to this assessment are:
·

Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) 2014, Standard and
Guidance for Historic Environment Desk-based Assessment;

·

CIfA, 2014a, Code of Conduct;

·

CIfA ,2014b Standards and Guidance for Consultancy Advice; and

·

Historic England, 2015, The Setting of Heritage Assets, Historic
Environment Good Practice in Planning: 3.

Study Areas
2.2.4

Although the focus of the DBA is the proposed development, an essential
historic and archaeological contextual background is presented for the
general area of the scheme. An inner study area of approximately 250m
extending out from the limits of the scheme was applied for the
identification of all heritage assets types (designated, non-designated and
potential). A second, outer study area was applied for the setting
assessment of designated assets, and this extends up to 1km (Figures 7.17.8). Scheduled monuments and conservation areas lying just outside of
the outer study area have been taken into account.

2.2.5

Due to the size of the scheme, the assessment has been divided into eight
reporting sections largely relating to administrative boundaries. These
include:

2.2.6

·

Cherwell District;

·

Aylesbury Vale – Claydon/Quainton;

·

Aylesbury Vale – Winslow/Swanbourne;

·

Milton Keynes;

·

Central Bedfordshire;

·

Bedford Borough;

·

Aylesbury Vale – Aylesbury, and;

·

Wycombe District.

The three sections within Aylesbury Vale are divided along parish
boundaries for ease of assessment.
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Terminology
2.2.7

The technical terminology applied to the assessment process is based on
that contained within the NPPF Planning Practice Guide (DCLG 2014); The
Setting of Heritage Assets: Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in
Planning Note 3 (Historic England 2015): and the Cultural Heritage Section
(Volume 11, Section 3, Part 2) of the Design Manual for Road and Bridges
(DMRB) issued by the Highways Agency in 2007. This latter document has
been widely adopted throughout the heritage industry as a baseline.
However, the terminology has been enhanced as appropriate throughout
this report. Professional judgement is applied throughout.

2.2.8

Cultural heritage comprises World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments,
Listed Buildings (Grades I, II* and II), Registered Parks and Gardens,
Battlefields, Conservation Areas, buried archaeological remains and
earthworks, historically important hedgerows and locally listed buildings.
For the ease of presentation in this document, cultural heritage features are
referred to as heritage assets, and additionally for the purposes of clarity a
minor distinction is made between standing remains and below-ground
archaeology.
Limitations

2.2.9

This assessment is based on the development proposals as presented at
the time of compiling this report. Any comments received on this document
from Historic England or the relevant local authority Planning
Archaeologists should be taken into consideration for future assessment or
investigations.

2.2.10

Potential harm or benefit to the historic environment from the Project has
been assessed on the basis of the scheme boundary prepared for public
consultation. The impacts of new infrastructure, such as overbridges and
footbridges, were based on the standard designs presented by Network
Rail.

2.2.11

It has been assumed that all areas of land take, be it for temporary
construction compounds, permanent compound areas, construction access
or sub-station locations, will require some level of intrusive groundworks
which could therefore impact on below-ground archaeological remains or
earthworks.

2.2.12

Where specific designs and works remained unclear, due to on-going
design works, a worst case scenario was assumed. The field surveys were
undertaken over two seasons – spring and summer However, all potential
impacts on views were assessed as though it was winter, the period during
which minimal screening is afforded by tree foliage.

2.2.13

At the time of assessment, specific information relating to noise and
vibration increase was unavailable. Specific schemes of vegetation removal
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were also unknown, and were also assessed on a worst case basis. All
fieldwork assessments were carried out from publically accessible land.
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3.

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

3.1

Desk-based Assessment

3.1.1

This assessment consists of an analysis of existing written, graphic,
photographic and electronic information in order to identify the likely
heritage assets and their significance. In order to do this the character of
the study areas, including a consideration of the settings of the appropriate
heritage assets, and the known or potential archaeological, historic,
architectural and artistic interest will be considered. The sensitivity or
importance of the assets is judged in a local, regional, national or
international context as appropriate (CIfA 2014).

3.1.2

The assessment concludes with a consideration of the potential harm to the
significance of the identified heritage assets and their settings as
appropriate. This is based upon the predicted impact of the proposed
scheme, and offers a mitigation strategy as necessary (based on design
data available to date).

3.2

Outline Method Statement

3.2.1

This section presents an overview and order of presentation of the
assessment. Detailed method statements are included as appropriate
within each section highlighted below.

3.2.2

Aims and Objectives: The desk-based assessment will aim to gain an
understanding of the cultural heritage resource in order to achieve the
objectives state below:

3.2.3

·

Assess the potential for heritage assets to survive within the proposed
development;

·

Assess the sensitivity/ importance and cultural heritage significance of
the known or potential heritage assets;

·

Identify the potential harm to the significance of the assets and their
settings as a predicted impact of the proposed scheme, and similarly for
positive effects of the scheme.

·

Provide strategies for further investigation where the nature, extent or
significance of the resource is not sufficiently well defined;

·

Suggest strategies to conserve the significance of the assets and their
settings, and;

·

Present proposals for archaeological mitigation where appropriate.

Baseline Condition (Section 4): This section presents a summary of the
historical and archaeological background of the general area. It is
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presented by historical period, and has been compiled in order to place the
study area into a wider archaeological context.
3.2.4

Gazetteer of Heritage Assets (Section 5): This presents a tabulated list of
assets identified by designation and within the respective sub-sections.

3.2.5

Statement of Importance/Sensitivity (Section 6): The importance or
sensitivity of the heritage assets identified is judged in a neighbourhood,
local, regional, national and international context. The importance or
sensitivity of an asset informs the mitigation strategy required in the event
of predicted harm to the significance of the asset.

3.2.6

Setting Assessment (Section 7): The contribution of setting to the
significance of statutory designated assets within the study areas is
assessed. The effect of the proposed development on the settings is
determined by consideration of the potential attributes of the development
affecting setting.

3.2.7

Cultural Heritage Significance (Section 8): A statement of cultural heritage
significance is presented for those assets that will be subject to a harmful
impact from the proposed scheme (Section 9). The NPPF specified
heritage values: historical, aesthetic, architectural and archaeological
interests are discussed.

3.2.8

Potential Harm (Section 9): The level of potential harm to the significance of
the heritage assets as a result of the proposed scheme on built heritage,
earthworks or buried archaeological remains will be determined. Similarly,
any positive impacts are presented.

3.2.9

Investigation or Mitigation Strategy (Section 10): Suitable mitigation
measures, where possible, to avoid, reduce, or remedy adverse impacts
are presented. Suggestions for further investigation of significance are
presented as appropriate.
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4.

BASELINE CONDITION

4.1

Data Collection

4.1.1

The principal sources of information consulted were published and
unpublished secondary sources.. The following sources were consulted
during the data-gathering process:
·

Bedford Borough Council Historic Environment Record HER;

·

Buckinghamshire County Council HER;

·

Central Bedfordshire Council HER;

·

Milton Keynes Council HER;

·

Oxfordshire County Council HER;

·

National Heritage List for England as maintained by Historic England,
and;

·

Online sources.

Site Visit
4.1.2

The 250m study area was visited in May 2015 in order to assess its
character, identify any visible historic features and assess possible factors
which may affect the survival of known or potential assets. Additionally the
1km outer study area was visited in order to allow an assessment of the
potential for direct impacts on the significance of the setting of the heritage
assets. The general topography was noted, as was the presence of any
large areas of plantation, and building complexes such as housing estates,
industrial plant, and so forth. Each Scheduled Monument, Grade I and II*
listed building was also visited in order to assess the potential harm to the
significance of the setting of the asset. Grade II listed buildings were
assessed in clusters where possible, often linked to the presence of
Conservation Areas. A photographic archive was compiled and a selection
of images is presented as Plates throughout this report.

4.1.3

All of the heritage assets identified through the data collection and the study
area visit are described in detail in the Gazetteer (Section 5). Their
locations are shown on Figures 7.1-7.24. The assets are presented by subsection and separated into the following figures:
·

Scheduled Monuments, Grade I and Grade II* listed buildings and
Registered Parks and Gardens;

·

Grade II listed buildings and Conservation Areas, and;

·

Non-designated heritage assets.
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4.2

Historical and Archaeological Background

4.2.1

The following section presents a summary of the historical and
archaeological background of the general area. This is presented by
historical period (Table 1, below) and has been compiled in order to place
the study area into a wider archaeological and historical context.

4.2.2

Although the background has been presented by county or district area, the
administrative boundaries that define the Project area at present are largely
modern constructs and often the character and distribution of
archaeological sites are more readily characterised by the geological or
topographical nature of the locations. The presence of the Chiltern range, to
the south of the Project area, and the broader riverine valley landscape has
often polarised the distribution of sites, especially in the Prehistoric period.

4.2.3

A key and defining feature across much of the Project landscape is the
presence of a variety of earthworks from the medieval period. Ridge and
furrow is present in varying degrees of survival, whilst moated sites and
deserted or shrunken medieval villages are evidenced across all of the
regions.
Table 1: Summary of British Archaeological Periods and Date Ranges
Period

Date Range

Prehistoric Period:
Palaeolithic

500,000 – 10,000 BC

Mesolithic

10,000 – 3,500 BC

Neolithic

3,500 – 2,200 BC

Bronze Age

2,200 – 700 BC

Iron Age

700 BC – AD 43

Romano-British

AD 43 – AD 410

Early Medieval (Anglo-Saxon and Viking periods)

AD 410 – AD 1066

Late Medieval

AD 1066 – AD 1540

Post-medieval

AD 1540 – c1750

Industrial Period

cAD1750 – 1901

Modern

Post-1901

Prehistoric Period (500,000 - AD 43)
4.2.4

Palaeolithic sites across the counties as elsewhere in southern Britain,
appear to be associated with rivers or other bodies of water and several
Palaeolithic finds have been reported from the River Ouzel near Bletchley
(Silva 2008). Palaeolithic finds in Bedfordshire are largely represented by
material collected whilst quarrying for gravel or brickearth and several
hundred hand axes have been recovered from the gravel pits at Biddenham
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and Kempston to the northwest and southwest of Bedford respectively.
Although located on the floodplain terrace of the River Cherwell, there is
little evidence for Palaeolithic occupation around Bicester, although a larger
concentration exists on the River Thames flood terraces to the southwest
(Hardaker n.d).
4.2.5

There is little evidence for occupation in Bedfordshire during the Middle and
Upper Palaeolithic probably due to climate conditions (Oake et al); within
Buckinghamshire the majority of Upper Palaeolithic and Mesolithic sites are
found to the south of the Chilterns and therefore few fall within the study
area of the scheme. North of the Chilterns, most evidence comes from
Milton Keynes, due to the intensive archaeological investigation it has
undergone in more recent years.

4.2.6

Significant quantities of Mesolithic flints have been recovered from the
Ouse valley and its tributaries (Farley, 2008:6). Two concentrations of
Mesolithic flints were located during the construction of Caldecotte Lake to
the southeast of Milton Keynes and the immediate north of the railway. The
proliferation of organised fieldwalking in the Aylesbury Vale means that
Mesolithic flint finds are common, although concentrations of material are
rarer, one such concentration was noted at Cuddington just under 9km to
the southwest of Aylesbury (ibid.).

4.2.7

The majority of records for the Mesolithic period in the Bedfordshire HERs
represent lithic scatters although there is no evidence of earlier Mesolithic
date. In the later Mesoltihic period sites generally appear to indicate a
preference for either riverine locations, with the majority of river valleys
having produced some evidence of Mesolithic sites, or good vantage
points. Occupation sites are difficult to date due to a lack of evidence and
flint scatters excavated at Kempston Manor are indicative of ‘short-stay task
specific activities’ rather than longer term occupation (Luke, 2007: 28).

4.2.8

There is little evidence for settlement during the early Neolithic period and
flint scatters that contain Neolithic material are rare. The distribution of finds
within Bedfordshire suggests that domestic sites are few in number. They
are concentrated in the chalk uplands and within the Great Ouse valley,
although this may be a bias created by the archaeological investigation
undertaken (Oake et al). In Buckinghamshire there appears to be a
continuation in the Neolithic of re-visiting places that were used in the
Mesolithic, as is evidenced at Bancroft in the north of Milton Keynes where
over 600 flints dating from the Mesolithic and Neolithic were recovered
(Farley 2008: 6).

4.2.9

Bronze Age and Iron Age settlements have been identified in several
locations across Bedfordshire, whilst many of these are tenuous based on
single finds or artefact scatters, some, including Biddenham to the west of
Bedford, have structural evidence of settlement. The distribution pattern of
the settlements is largely riverine. The increasing territoriality in the late
Bronze Age and early Iron Age is evidenced through the appearance of
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land boundaries in the form of dykes, ditched boundaries and post-hole
alignments. At Biddenham, for example, two pit alignments may separate
territory within a meander of the Great Ouse valley. An Iron Age boundary
at Slade Farm, Bicester was traced for 420m and had single or double ring
gullies (Allen 2006)
4.2.10

In the middle Iron Age there is a shift towards the creation of new
settlement sites, although the locations still tend towards higher ground
there is little evidence for previous use of the site, as evidenced at Bedford
(Dawson 2007:63). Sites also appear to become more substantial with an
increase in settlement density towards the late Iron Age (Oake et al 2007).

4.2.11

The Buckinghamshire landscape had been extensively cleared of woodland
by the middle/late Iron Age as evidenced from sites across the county.
Environmental data taken from sites such as Coldharbour near Aylesbury
and Bancroft at Milton Keynes indicate open grassland environments.
Although middle/late Bronze Age field systems have been found in the
Thames valley none are recorded this far north in Buckinghamshire (Kidd
2007: 3

4.2.12

On the Chiltern scarp, linear earthworks such as those Whiteleaf Hill are
presumed to be later Bronze Age/early Iron age local territorial boundaries.
To the north of the Chilterns land division evidence mainly comes from
excavation in with a focus on Milton Keynes and Aylesbury due to the level
of work in those areas. Stock enclosures and droveways, together with
large assemblages of cattle bones, suggest a strong pastoral element to
the economy. A number of early/middle Iron Age sites have both ditched
trackways and enclosures apparently for livestock including sites at
Coldharbour Farm, Aylesbury and the Aston Clinton Bypass site to the east
of Aylesbury (Kidd 2007).
Romano-British (AD43 - AD410)

4.2.13

There is much evidence for Roman settlement within Buckinghamshire
aided largely by the excavations undertaken during the construction of the
new city at Milton Keynes. There is sufficient evidence to point to a general
continuity from the Late Iron Age period, although with some relocation to
the new road network such as with the move from the hillfort at
Danesborough which was replaced by the town of Magiovinium to the south
of south-east of Milton Keynes (Zeepvat and Radford, 2007). Although this
is broadly the case in Oxfordshire there are exceptions in Bicester, for
example Slade Farm where occupation appears to have ceased at the time
of the Roman occupation.

4.2.14

Current evidence appears to suggest little in the way of military activity in
Buckinghamshire during the Roman period with the Roman army advancing
to the West Midlands following the line of Watling Street taking them
through Milton Keynes. The area seems to have been easily incorporated in
to the Roman power structure possibly as a result of agreements with local
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leaders (ibid.) There are four possible forts recorded in Buckinghamshire, of
these two are within the study area and include that identified just outside of
Magiovinium (SM1006943) and the potential fort at Fleet Marston
(MBC21513-4, MBC21704 and MBC22267) (ibid.).
4.2.15

Magiovinium is the only Roman town known within Buckinghamshire. There
are other moderately large settlements, including that at Fleet Marston,
where a considerable amount of finds of the 1st – 4th century suggest a
sizable settlement although no evidence of public buildings has yet been
found (ibid.).

4.2.16

The rural pattern of settlement of dispersed villas and farmsteads has been
intensively studied around Milton Keynes and suggests a variety of
dwellings from small ‘native’ type farmsteads to small farms with Romanstyle buildings, to more substantial villas. Evidence suggests that the
distribution of such villa sites is concentrated to areas in the north around
Magiovinium and along the Icknield belt and in the Chiltern valleys, such as
the villa at Little Kimble (SM1016788)(ibid.).

4.2.17

The pattern seems similar within Bedford with the addition of possible
planned settlements, such as that at Kempston. With metalled trackways, a
gridded layout and Roman-style structures, it is likely that the village was a
planned development. Located close to a known villa it is possible that it
forms an estate village (MBB18919) (Oake et al. 2007:73).

4.2.18

Native settlement is evidenced at Caldecotte where agriculture and
metalworking remains suggest an occupation location. Although excavation
evidence from the Vale of Aylesbury is limited, fieldwalking has produced
evidence for the establishment of new sites in the 2nd and 3rd century
close to Akeman Street, for example at Waddesdon (Zeepvat and Radford,
2007)

4.2.19

By the late 4th century the Bedford region had been changed from one of
small scale settlement into a structured landscape dominated by extensive
villa estates. Little of the revolt that happened elsewhere in the final
decades of Roman Britain appears to be evidenced across Bedfordshire
(Oake et al. 2007).
Early Medieval (AD410 - AD1066)

4.2.20

Few Romano-British sites show continuity of occupation in to the Saxon
period. However settlements appear to have been established at or close to
such sites. There is evidence for Saxon burials within the vicinity of Roman
towns such as Sandy and Kempston; whilst in Buckinghamshire the
settlements at Magiovinium (SM1006943) and Fleet Marston (MBC215134, MBC21704 and MBC22267) show little occupation beyond the 4 th
century but do have finds indicative of later Saxon cemeteries in the vicinity.
Continuation of rural villa sites is perhaps better evidenced. One important
site at Walton by Aylesbury has evidence for Roman and late Roman
activity, as well as early, mid and late Saxon occupation (Farley 2008).
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4.2.21

In the medieval period, the area north of the Chilterns is a land of ridge and
furrow, the establishment of which suggests a period of stability. There is,
however, some uncertainty as to whose territory many areas fell under be it
West Saxon, Middle Saxon or Mercian land (ibid.)

4.2.22

Anglo-Saxon urbanisation is largely only evidenced at Bedford, due to its
strategic river location and several of the present day roads within the town
follow the course of former boundaries. The position of Bedford on the river
suggests that it was likely to act as a trading port for the surrounding area
but there have been no waterfront investigations that can support this
(Oake et al).

4.2.23

Buckinghamshire is also poorly evidenced until the arrival of charters and
the Domesday account (1086 AD) and evidence of early Saxon sites is
uncommon. No Buckinghamshire towns were larger than market towns and
the only towns mentioned in the late Saxon periods are Newport Pagnell,
Buckingham and Aylesbury, all of which were mint towns (Farley 2008).
Aylesbury was initially contained within the defences of an Iron Age hillfort
but with a large market area developing beyond. In the medieval period this
was in turn surrounded by further development.

4.2.24

There is evidence for settlement at Bicester from the early Anglo-Saxon
period and would have been a smaller town in the county (Crawford and
Dodd 2007) perhaps used by the West Saxons as a frontier garrison
against the Mercians (www.british-history.ac.uk). It became established
adjacent to the River Bure floodplain with a minster likely to have formed
the nucleus of development.

4.2.25

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle provides documentary evidence for the impact
of the Danish invasions of the 9th-11th centuries. The Danelaw boundary,
that divided the Danes from the Saxons, ran north to south through what is
now Bedfordshire. And it is likely that Bedfordshire was created as an
administrative unit when Danelaw broke down in the early 10th century,
centred on the burh of Bedford. Bicester was reputedly destroyed by the
Danes in a raid of 912 AD. However, there is very little evidence of their
presence in Buckinghamshire (Farley, 2008)
Late Medieval (AD1066 - AD1540)

4.2.26

The archaeology of the medieval period is well represented in the
archaeological record across the counties, and there is a much greater
physical presence of sites such as mottes, moats, monasteries, fishponds
and deserted or shrunken villages; surviving medieval structures include
the tithe barn at Launton (LB1232879).

4.2.27

The transition from the early to late medieval period and the turmoil caused
by the Norman conquest saw the creation of several castle sites. In
Buckinghamshire these were largely located on the Chiltern ridge, such as
Cymbelline’s Castle (SM1013941), or along the both sides of Watling
Street, a major transport route.
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4.2.28

Where castles previously existed they were often fortified and strengthened
such as at Bedford, where a castle previously constructed from timber was
re-built in stone in during the Norman occupation. Bedford was the only
town in the county to have defensive fortifications in the medieval period.
Bedford Castle has been relatively well investigated through archaeological
excavation, which has provided evidence for wells, pits, ditches, kilns and
building foundations (Oake et al.).

4.2.29

The building of moats, around residential properties and small-holdings,
seems to have begun in the middle of the 12th century and although they
undoubtedly had some economic and defensive purpose, they largely seem
to have been a status symbol. Within Buckinghamshire the highest density
of moated sites are found along the northern edge of the Chilterns and
immediately below the scarp, being so prolific that parishes such as Kimble
have at least four recorded examples: a moated site east of All Saint’s
Church, SM1018007; a moated site southwest of Manor Farm,
SM1017513; Grange Farm moated site, MBC1386; and, Askett Manor
moated site, MBC1506 (ibid.). Bedfordshire has one of the densest
concentrations of medieval moated sites in Britain, found in a wide variety
of locations.

4.2.30

Administrative organisation was based on the manor with manorial centres
taking the form of not just manor houses, a rare survival being the 15 th
century manor house at Little Laughton (LB1332300), but castles, religious
houses and monastic granges. All were concerned with creating revenue
from their lands and this is evidenced by the prevalence of fishponds, mills
and rabbit warrens often found close to the manorial centre with the
addition of the arable fields and meadows that surround it (Taylor-Moore
2007).

4.2.31

The medieval town of Bicester expanded due to the establishment of a
priory from 1182 AD with further impetus gained by the establishment of
markets. Bedfordshire is also particularly strong in evidence of monastic
sites, for example the Benedictine Abbey at Elstow which has provided a
detailed plan of the development of abbey buildings and associated
buildings.

4.2.32

The end of the late medieval period witnessed the start of enclosure of the
old open fields and the deforestation of belts of former royal forests and
many villages are thought to have shrunk, shifted or been deserted during
the economic troubles and agricultural recession of the 14 th century. Many
villages were reduced in size in this period with over 100 examples of
shrunken villages in the county and 83 deserted medieval villages (DMV) in
Buckinghamshire. This slow attrition is largely due to a decrease in
cultivation, and traces of medieval ploughing in open fields turned over to
pasture at this time can still be seen as ridge and furrow near many former
village sites. Wretchwick (SM1015549), south of Bicester, declined through
a combination of the Black Death and agrarian reforms (Munby 2007)
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4.2.33

The county of Buckinghamshire appears to have been an entirely artificial
creation with the borders reflecting no previously known tribal or political
boundaries. Buckingham lost its status as the county town to Aylesbury in
the 16th century, perhaps due to its location closer to the capital. By the
end of the late medieval period, Buckinghamshire can be broadly divided
between a landscape of large villages and open fields in the Vale of
Aylesbury, and in the Chilterns a woodland landscape with hamlets,
farmsteads and much enclosed land (Oake et al).
Post-medieval (AD1540 - c.1750) and Industrial Period (c.1750 - 1901)

4.2.34

The Dissolution of the Monasteries over the period 1536-1540 is generally
taken to mark the end of the medieval period. Large swathes of formerly
religious land become large landed estates and the era saw the birth of the
capitalist system and the large-scale production of goods for sale. As the
city of London grew, Buckinghamshire flourished, in part due to its location
on the hinterland of the capital, as an area to provide goods for the
expansion of the city. Enclosure across the counties had started to occur in
a piecemeal fashion, prior to the formal parliamentary enclosures.
Depopulation of the settlement at Quarrendon, in the 16 th century, can be
largely blamed on the conversion of the surrounding lands to pasture by the
owners (Green et al, 2006).

4.2.35

At the start of the post-medieval period, Buckinghamshire was still a
predominantly rural county and the pattern of open-field cultivation
prevailed north of the Chilterns. Where enclosure had begun to occur, this
impacted greatly on the population. The abandonment of the settlement at
Doddershall (MBC1127) can largely be blamed on the conversion of the
surrounding land from arable to pasture by the landowners in the 16 th
century (Green et al, 2006). Similarly, until the enclosures of the 18th and
19th century about half of Bedfordshire was farmed under the open field
system. The rural economy was transformed by increasing levels of
enclosure and increasingly scientific methods of farming. In the mid-19 th
century, model farms were built in many parts of Bedfordshire, utilising new
approaches to farming to increase productivity and inevitably profitability
(ibid.).

4.2.36

Large country estates developed with gardens and parks and the landed
elite began to transform the landscape, shaping their immediate
environment and utilising the surrounding landscape. Examples of this can
be seen in Buckinghamshire at the large Verney Estate at Claydon in the
17th and 18th centuries. By the mid-19th century the arrival of the de
Rothschild family impacts hugely on Buckinghamshire, with the creation of
several large estates, and in the case of Waddesdon, the wholesale redesigning of an entire village (ibid.)

4.2.37

Although the Bicester area remained primarily an agricultural economy,
there were other industries in the area. Many of the 19 th and 20th century
plantations in both Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire are fox coverts which
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form part of a wider hunting landscape and Bicester, in particular,
developed a reputation for hunting and other horse related activities (Oake
et al. and Rhodes 2006).
4.2.38

Brewing was one of the major industries of post-medieval Bedford. It
developed from brewing by individual inns to specialist maltsters opening
large breweries that went on to own numbers of pubs. There were up to
eight breweries in Bedford located on both sides of the river. A number of
tanneries were also known to have existed along the waterfront in Bedford.

4.2.39

The growth of large scale industries had notable impacts on the landscape.
The outcrop of Oxford Clays across Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire and
Bedfordshire are particularly suitable for making brick and tiles, and by the
mid-18th century was the predominant building material, having overtaken
the use of timber. It is likely that every parish located on suitable land would
have at least one of its own brickyards and kilns (Oake et al.). Brick making
had formed an important industry for Bicester, but at the beginning of the
19th century the industry moved to Calvert to the east (Rhodes 2006). Of
particular importance in Bedfordshire was the manufacture of field-drains to
help drain the heavy clay soils. Although no known early brick kilns survive
there is much evidence of the industry in the presence of former clay pits.

4.2.40

The expansion of towns and the creation of many public buildings also
increased the demand for bricks whilst the rail network allowed for
transportation of them nationwide and also allowed for the provision of coal
to fuel the works, causing brickworks to flourish.

4.2.41

Transportation links across the counties improved dramatically and the
opening of the River Great Ouse Navigation in the late 17 th century
stimulated the growth of Bedford, especially along the waterfront. The
creation of the Grand Junction Canal, now part of the Grand Union, opened
up an important route between the industrial towns of the Midlands and
London (Green et al. 2006).

4.2.42

Two of the most important lines of the early railway period were routed
through the counties. Robert Stephenson’s London and Birmingham
Railway opened in 1838 and operated between Euston Station to Rugby
where it turned west and headed to Birmingham. Problems during
construction necessitated a temporary station at Denbigh Hall near
Bletchley, where passengers would alight and take carriages to Rugby
before re-joining the railway. This stop is commemorated on a bridge at the
site, and is now Grade II listed (LB1125408). Branch lines from the railway
included the Aylesbury Railway, opened in 1839, and the Bletchley to
Bedford line, opened in 1845. In the south of the study area, Isambard
Kingdom Brunel constructed the Great Western Railway linking London to
Bristol and much of the Midlands and Wales. The line passed through
Bicester, with a branch line from Princes Risborough to Aylesbury.
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4.2.43

Other lines included The Metropolitan Railway which pushed through to
Aylesbury in 1892, finally extending as far as Verney Junction, and the
railway company was later to own the Brill Tramway that was used to
transport goods from Quainton Station (LB1390836) to Wotton House for
the 3rd Duke of Buckingham.
Modern Period (Post-1901)

4.2.44

The Metropolitan Railway, unlike other railway companies, had a surplus of
land that it had purchased for the construction of the railway. This land was
sold for construction and allowed for the creation of suburban areas to the
northwest of London in areas served by the Metropolitan Railway, including
Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire and Middlesex. These new commuter
towns became known as ‘Metro-land’ and were marketed as a semi-rural
haven for those Londoners sick of crowded conditions.

4.2.45

As the London overspill encroached increasingly further north and areas
such as Bletchley became suburbs of London, the idea of the creation of a
new city to relieve the growing housing problem was shaped. This led to the
establishment of Milton Keynes in the 1960s, now a unitary authority
independent from Buckinghamshire.

4.2.46

The steady growth of large-scale industry continued to have an impact on
the landscape. The creation of large industrial scale brickworks meant that
clay was quarried on a huge scale. The London Brick Company and
Forders Ltd at Stewartby, Bedfordshire was formed in 1923 from the
amalgamation of several smaller companies, and by 1931 was the largest
brickworks in the world. The model village to house the workers was
constructed in the 1920s and is now a Conservation Area (North
Bedfordshire Borough Council 1987).

4.2.47

Not only was Bedfordshire useful for the quarrying of clay, but also, stone,
gravel, chalk, fuller’s earth, sand and coprolites. Shaft mining was used for
Fuller’s Earth in Aspley Heath although open cast mining was later used
there too (Oake et al.).

4.2.48

Other impacts on the modern landscape include the two World Wars and
the construction of military airfields before and during the Second World
War. The Bicester airbase established toward the end of the First World
War became RAF Bicester and from 1925 was transformed into a state-ofthe-art Bomber Station (Rhodes 2006). Additionally, one of the largest and
most important sites in Bedfordshire was the Royal Ordnance Factory 16 at
Elstow Storage Depot, for the manufacturing of ammunition (Oake et al.).
The factory was one of 16 large national filling factories built between 1936
and 1942 which assembled and filled ordnance ready for use. World War I
practice trenches at Elstow are inter-mingled with the cropmarks of much
earlier Roman and Saxon sites. Buckinghamshire’s military infrastructure is
more ‘subtle’ being the centre for intelligence work, such as Bletchley Park
(Green et al. 2006).
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4.3

Archaeological Interventions

4.3.1

There have been several previous interventions along the route of the
railway and within the proposed land take for the Project. These include
schemes of non-intrusive geophysical survey as well as programmes of
archaeological fieldwork including trenched evaluations and open-area
excavations. Interventions are only noted where they are in the vicinity of
areas of intrusive groundworks and are pertinent to the archaeological
potential of the site.
Cherwell District sub-section

4.3.2

An evaluation (EOX3532) on land off Gavray Drive, to the east of Bicester,
was undertaken as part of the Bicester to Oxford Improvements. A total of
six trenches were excavated, which identified ridge and furrow and a later
field ditch.

4.3.3

Features were observed to the immediate north of Launton along a stripped
and cleared section for the new Bicester Perimeter Road, the archaeology
was not fully recorded as monitoring was not undertaken as part of a formal
investigation, however the finds collected over a number of months suggest
that the features were Iron Age to Roman in date, suggesting a high
potential for other contemporary features in the area.
Claydon/Quainton sub-section

4.3.4

A watching brief (EBC16022) undertaken on the Calvert to Steeple Claydon
Sewer pipeline produced negative results.

4.3.5

A total of 53 trenches were excavated along the proposed route of a gas
pipeline from Marsh Gibbon to Hardwick (EBC16852). Several Roman
ditches were recorded in the area that the route passed through Quainton.
Winslow/Swanbourne sub-section

4.3.6

A geophysical survey (EBC17517) has been carried out on the land
proposed for the new Winslow Station site, although the survey revealed no
features of an archaeological nature it is acknowledged that geophysics can
have variable results in Buckinghamshire (WYAS 1999).

4.3.7

Geophysical survey (EBC17213) carried out to the northeast of Winslow in
advance of the proposed redevelopment of the former Little Horwood
airfield identified several anomalies including a sub-rectangular ditched
enclosure aligned NNE-SSW and 50m wide, with possible internal features
and a small circular ditched enclosure, with possible internal subdivision
and associated linear ditched boundaries, possibly field boundaries
(Bartlett-Clark Consultancy 2008)

4.3.8

Geophysical Surveys (EBC17198) undertaken to the immediate north of the
railway in the location of Newton Approach Overbridge, to the north of
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Newton Longville, identified a group of anomalies identified as possible late
prehistoric rectangular banked and ditched enclosures (Stratascan 2008)..
Milton Keynes sub-section
4.3.9

A rescue excavation at Holne Chase, Bletchley (EMK43) recorded a 4 th
century building containing a kiln and a second larger residential building
with walls of flint nodules and limestone bound together by tiles. The
building had a flight of steps on the northwest side and a tiled corridor
(Griffiths 1968).

4.3.10

An excavation at Water Eaton Road Territorial Army Centre, Bletchley
(EMK36) recovered 13th and 14th century pottery (MKHER).

4.3.11

Several investigations have been undertaken within the Bletchley Park site,
these include a trial trench evaluation by Buckinghamshire County Museum
Archaeological Services that recorded roman ditches and a corn drier
(Carstairs 1992). A further excavation by Archaeologica in the north of
Bletchley Park recorded late Iron Age ditches that had been re-used in the
Roman period. There was a large amount of 2nd-3rd century activity
including quarrying (Lisboa 2002).

4.3.12

An excavation undertaken by Thames Valley Archaeological Services at the
Fenny Lock Tesco Site (EMK193) revealed limited evidence for the
Mesolithic, early Neolithic and Bronze Age including post hole foundations,
ring gully enclosures and a pit alignment. There was greater evidence from
the Roman and Saxon periods, with two Roman sites that included ringgully structures, field systems, enclosures and one stone building. The
Saxon features were sunken structures. A number of human burials and
cremations were found (Ford and Taylor 2001)

4.3.13

A strip, map and sample by Archaeological Services and Consultancy Ltd
to the south of the Project at the Former Reckitt and Coleman Site revealed
the remains of a 19th century canal dock and associated buildings. The
dock was in good condition although the buildings were less well preserved.
Site constraints meant that the area just beyond the north east end of the
dock where the remains of 3 19th C lime kilns may have been remained
unexamined. However, significant ground reduction seemed to have
occurred at this location during the C20th development of the site and these
features are likely to have been removed (Hancock 2006).
Central Bedfordshire sub-section

4.3.14

A series of investigations were undertaken for the M1 improvements and
the A507 Ridgmont Bypass adjacent to Ridgmont Station that uncovered
archaeology spanning the Prehistoric to medieval periods. Of particular
relevance to the proposed sub-station construction at Ridgmont Station, is
the presence of possible Iron Age and Roman activity and medieval field
systems identified during the field evaluation for ‘A507 Ridgmont Bypass,
Area 8 (Albion Archaeology 2007).
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4.3.15

A programme of trial trenching, by Bedfordshire County Archaeological
Services 1998, at the site of the proposed ‘Millennium’ country Park at
Stewartby showed only evidence of medieval manuring, late medieval ridge
and furrow and more modern boundary features. A ‘significant’
concentration of archaeological features was uncovered on low-lying land
close to Elstow Brook at the west. Some features produced finds of Late
Iron Age date and in addition early-middle Saxon occupation debris was
recovered from at least two of the trenches in this area. The concentrations
of significant archaeology were to the west of the site, however the Saxon
evidence is important for the wider area in general.

4.3.16

Investigations in advance of the Brogborough pipeline relay (EBD983) by
Albion Archaeology, identified only two ditches and one large pit, all of
which remain undated (Albion Archaeology 2008)
Bedford Borough sub-section

4.3.17

A site at Marsh Leys Farm, Kempston (EBB472/473) was investigated by
Bedfordshire County Archaeological Services, in four stages, with the first
three methods being non-intrusive – aerial photograph analysis, field
walking and geophysical survey. The final stage of the investigation was
field evaluation through trial trenching. The Project boundary extends in to
the south eastern area of evaluation.

4.3.18

There were two extensive archaeological sites recorded in the HER prior to
this investigation and the non-intrusive surveys identified three areas of
possible settlement type features. That located to the northeast was dated
to the Roman period based on finds within the ploughsoil. Those potential
sites to the southwest could not be dated.

4.3.19

Trial trench evaluation showed that there is no settlement pre-dating the
late Iron Age Two of the settlements, that to the northeast and of those to
the southwest, appear to have originated in the Late Iron Age and
developed in to the Roman period. Both appear to be farmsteads
associated with contemporary field systems or enclosures.

4.3.20

Survival of features was good with delicate features such as stone surfaces
and burials surviving, despite the subsequent ploughing. Regionally the
settlements are significant due to them being investigated as entire
settlements within one single evaluation (BCAS 1999).

4.3.21

An archaeological evaluation carried out in advance of development at
Elstow Progress Park (EBD142) recorded only a single pit and linear gully.
Across an evaluation of 24 trenches.
Aylesbury sub-section

4.3.22

An evaluation, of forty-one trenches (EBC17503), was undertaken on land
either side of the railway line at Fleet Marston by Pre-Construct
Archaeology. Features from the late prehistoric, Roman and medieval
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period were sealed by medieval to post-medieval sub-soil. A series of later
to post-medieval features associated with ridge and furrow farming were
also recorded.
4.3.23

Those trenches nearest to the Project area were Trenches 13, 16, 38 and
39. Trench 16 contained pits dating to the Iron Age to Roman period and
Trench 13 had linear features of Roman-to Saxon date. Trenches 38 and
39 had linear features from the medieval period likely to relate to farming
practices (PCA 2009).

4.3.24

Geophysical surveys (EBC17219) carried out by Pre-Construct Geophysics
between January and May 2009 identified a dense concentration of
settlement activity, pits, tracks and ditched property boundaries in Fields 10
and 11, representing much of the deserted medieval settlement. A curving
boundary ditch appears to define the extent of the village on the north and
east, with a possible extension to the south. A number of the anomalies
detected in Field 11 (described as a ladder enclosure system) were visible
as earthworks in aerial photos in the 1950s and 1960s.

4.3.25

A 2002 trial trench evaluation in the area of the proposed Berryfields
development northwest of Aylesbury (EBC16155) uncovered evidence of
prehistoric and Roman settlement, along with a section of Akeman Street
roman road, and medieval field systems. Roman field systems, pits and a
ladder settlement were detected east of a prehistoric settlement. Larger
areas of the site were opened for excavation in 2007/2008 which revealed
the full extent of the prehistoric settlement, defined by enclosures, pits,
hearths, a trackway and at least three roundhouses. The Roman areas of
settlement revealed a number of inhumations (Oxford Archaeology 2008).

4.3.26

An investigation (EBC15875) prior to the construction of a proposed
housing development to the south of Aylesbury Vale Parkway, defined the
nature, extent and relative survival of an extensive area of Romano-British
deposits which included the course of Akeman Street Roman road, first
century AD cremation burials and later Roman occupation. The full extent
of roman occupation is noted to have covered an area of 8 hectares. Other
features and deposits appear to show evidence for prehistoric activity and
medieval date (AC Archaeology 1997).

4.3.27

Evaluation trial trenching (EBC16713) to the north of the Project, within
Aylesbury town centre, in advance of proposed redevelopment recorded
extensive late 20th century truncation of the topsoil and subsoil, probably
associated with previous redevelopment of the site. In Trench 2 a deep
deposit of dumped material, possibly demolition debris from Brook Cottage,
suggested deliberate infilling of the former channel of the Bear Brook [in the
1970s], whilst alluvial deposits may represent silting of the channel or silting
of earlier natural channels (AS&C Ltd. 2006).

4.3.28

Evaluation trenching and subsequent excavation (EBC16115) carried out to
the north of California Brook overbridge, by Hertfordshire Archaeological
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Trust in advance of redevelopment, revealed a sequence of mill buildings
from the 17th century onwards. An extensive deposit of sheep foot bones
within an alluvium deposit probably dating to the 17th century indicates
tanning or tawing taking place in the vicinity, possibly associated with a
small building to the south of the mill. Fragments of a late 19th or early 20th
century 10 foot cast iron waterwheel were recovered from the wheel pit
during excavation (HAT 1998).
4.3.29

An archaeological watching brief (EBC17333) identified the base pier of
Southcourt Bridge, the original railway footbridge, which was considered to
be the only feature of archaeological interest. Although it was noted that the
site had been heavily truncated by a series of modern construction works
(Jacobs 2008).

4.3.30

Systematic fieldwalking in a field to the north of Stoke Mandeville
(EBC17017), located to the east of the proposed location of Moat Farm
overbridge, recorded various finds from the medieval and post-medieval
period (BCCHER).
Wycombe District sub-section

4.3.31

A metal detecting rally (EBC16970) on land to the north of Little Kimble
recovered a series of finds dating from Late Iron Age to the 16 th century.
The findspots are not associated with any known buried remains.

4.3.32

An archaeological watching brief (EBC16464) maintained during the
construction of a new manege at Manor Farm, Great Kimble recorded no
archaeological deposits or finds, despite the proximity of known medieval
earthworks (TVAS 2004).

4.3.33

Geophysical surveys (EBC16678) carried out to the northwest of Princes
Risborough in the area of Church Path footpath, identified a number of
possible pit-type and two possible short ditch-type anomalies, but the
overall results were inconclusive (GSB 2003).

4.3.34

The ensuing trial trench evaluation carried out in 2003 by Wessex
Archaeology identified a cluster of Iron Age settlement features, including a
shallow curving ditch, four storage pits and 11 stake or postholes. Early and
Middle Iron Age pottery, worked flint and animal bone were recovered from
the fills. Three shallow ditches in Trenches 8, 13 and 34 contained postmedieval finds and were interpreted as possible plough furrows (Wessex
Archaeology 2004).
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5.

GAZETTEER OF HERITAGE ASSETS

5.1.1

A total of 1232 heritage assets were identified within the study areas for the
Project. Of these 837 are designated and comprise 34 Scheduled
Monuments, 18 Grade I, 46 Grade II* and 709 Grade II buildings. There are
five Registered Parks and Gardens and a total of 25 Conservation Areas.
Additionally, there are 395 non-designated assets within the inner study
area of the Project.

5.1.2

Due to a number of scheme revisions, several of the assets that were
originally assessed as part of the East West Rail Phase 2 Project have now
been scoped out of the current iteration. Although their details have been
retained for the purposes of this draft document, those that are outside of
the defined study areas will be removed during the final stage of the
assessment process.

5.1.3

Assets that are now considered to be at a sufficient distance from the
scheme or fall within the HS2 interface have been assessed as no impact.
It should be noted that later iterations of the scheme may require the assets
to be scoped back in to the overall assessment.

5.1.4

Lists of the assets are presented in Tables 2-51 below, and the locations of
assets are presented, by sub-section, in the following figures:
·

Figures 7.1-7.8: Scheduled Monuments, Grade I and II* Listed buildings
and Registered Parks and Gardens

·

Figures 7.9-7.16: Grade II Listed buildings and Conservation Areas

·

Figures 7.17-7.24: Non-designated heritage assets
Table 2: Scheduled Monuments within 1km of the Project

Ref Number
Name
SM
Cherwell District sub-section
1015549
Wretchwick deserted medieval settlement
1021455
RAF Bicester, World War II airfield
Milton Keynes (B)
1006943
Roman town of Magiovinium and Roman fort
1007941
Shrunken medieval village at Caldecotte
1011297
Moated site, fishpond and associated earthworks 150m west of Loughton Manor
1011301
Motte castle 200m south-east of Wavendon Manor
Central Bedfordshire sub-section
1010364
Medieval village and moated sites at Thrupp End
1013016
Ringwork at The Round House, Brogborough Park Farm
Bedford Borough sub-section
1004507
The Moot Hall
1004674
Remains of the George Inn
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Ref Number
Name
SM
1005394
Medieval lime kiln off Castle Lane
1005399
Bedford Bridge
1005405
Elstow Manor House (Remains of)
1010366
Bedford Castle motte and bailey
1012312
Kempston Hardwick moated site
Aylesbury sub-section
1013416
Deserted villages and Civil War earthwork at Quarrendon
1405583
Medieval settlement of Eythrope
Wycombe District
1006951
The Mount
1013933
Cross dyke on Ragpit Hill, 230m ENE of Great Kimble church
1013934
Cross dyke 480m east of Great Kimble church
1013941
Cymbeline's Castle: a motte and bailey castle 550m south west of Ellesborough
church
1015211
Roundabout Wood moated site, fishponds, and farming and settlement remains
1016788
Roman villa 140m east of St Mary and St Nicholas' Church
1017512
Dial Hill Roman barrow, 50m north west of St Nicholas's Church
1017513
Moated site and medieval settlement remains 200m south west of Manor Farm
1018007
Motte and bailey castle, moated site and Roman villa immediately east of All Saint's
Church
1018729
Moated site at Apsley Manor Farm
1018730
Moated site 250m north west of Elmbrook Farm
1018736
Moated site and associated medieval remains 430m north of Church Farm
1020290
Anglo-Saxon cemetery on Hemley Hill
1014597
Whiteleaf Cross (just outside the 1km Study Area)
1009354
Bowl barrow on Whiteleaf Hill, 200m north of Whiteleaf Cross (just outside the 1km
Study Area)
1009355
Bowl barrow on Whiteleaf Hill, 90m north of Whiteleaf Cross (just outside the 1km
Study Area)
1009532
Neolithic barrow on Whiteleaf hill, 50m east of Whiteleaf Cross (just outside the 1km
Study Area)

Table 3: Grade I and II* listed buildings within 1km of the Project
Ref. Number LB

Designation

Name

Cherwell District sub-section
1232879
Barn Approximately 50 Metres South Of Manor
Farmhouse
1369735
Church Of St Mary
Claydon/Quainton sub-section
1117820
Doddershall House
1214530
Church Of St Mary
1214937
Church Of St Michael
1288461
Claydon House
Winslow/Swanbourne sub-section
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Ref. Number LB

Designation

Name

1216499

Church Of St Faith
Keach's Meeting House And Graveyard Walls
Winslow Hall
1287430
Church Of St Laurence
Milton Keynes sub-section
1160103
Bletchley Rectory Cottages And Museum
1227954
1279357

1125422
1125430

Church Of St Martin
Church Of St Mary
1125436
11 And 13, Watling Street
1310657
Church Of All Saints
1332300
Manor Farmhouse
Central Bedfordshire sub-section
1113948
Aspley House
1113952
Guise House
1113954
The Old House
1312070
Church Of St Botolph
1321642
Parish Church Of St James
1321680
Crawley House
Bedford Borough sub-section
1114168
Parish Church Of St Mary And St Helena
1114170
172, High Street
1114516
Church Of St Mary
1146340
Church Of St Peter
1128998
St Mary's House
1129009
The Public Library
1129010
North West Block Of Bedford Modern School
1129024
House On North Side Of Square
1136906
Moot Hall
1136945
Bunyan's Mead
1138232
Bedford Modern School
1311924
The Swan Hotel
1312577
Parish Church Tower
1321010
St John's Hospital
1321436
Church Of St Paul
1321437
Statue Of John Howard
1321607
Hillersdon Mansion
Aylesbury sub-section
1117804
Waddesdon Manor
1117838
Church Of St Mary
1117925
28, Temple Street
1117935
The County Hall, including the former Town Hall,
the former County Constabulary Headquarters
and The Judge's Lodgings
1117941
Prebendal House School
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Designation

Name

Ref. Number LB
1117950

Greenend House
1, Church Street
The Museum
1160059
Ceely House
1160097
10, Church Street
1160205
The Kings Head Hotel
1160522
Church Of St Mary
1310418
26, Temple Street
1319191
The Derby Arms Public House
Wycombe District sub-section
1125788
Dovecote West Of St Dunstans Church
1125811
Church Of St Dunstan
1125815
Church Of St Mary
1158922
Church Of All Saints
1159190
Bank Farmhouse
1159718
Market House

II*
II*
II*
II*
II*
II*
I
II*
II*

1310782
1311048

The Old House Farmhouse
Manor House and attached Garden Walls (North
West Wall Incorporated into the Forge and The
Coach House)

II*
II*

1311260
1332032
1332059

Church Of St Nicholas
Church Of St Michael And All Angels
Church Of St Mary

I
II*
II*

1117968
1117970

5.1.5

II*
I
II*
I
II*
II*

The following tables (Tables 4 to 51) present the remaining designated
assets throughout the sub-sections by type i.e. Grade II listed buildings,
conservation areas and registered parks and gardens as appropriate. Nondesignated assets within the inner study (250m) area are also presented.
Cherwell District sub-section
Table 4: Conservation Areas within the Cherwell District sub-section

Conservation
Area

Description

Bicester

The Conservation Area covers the majority of the historic settlement. Despite
Bicester’s rapid 20th century growth it retains its pre-18th century historic core
which still functions as the town’s commercial centre. Phases of the town’s
development from the burgage plots and old London Road to the railway and 1970s
shopping centre are clearly visible in the settlement plan. The Garth and Bicester
House are also apparent as patches of greenery at the far east and west of the
Conservation Area (CDC, 2011)

RAF Bicester

The military airbase at RAF Bicester is the quintessential airfield of its age; almost
better than any other site it typifies the public perception of the World War II airfield.
The development of airfield design can be clearly traced in the layout of the flying
field and buildings at RAF Bicester. Each of the periods of development is
represented, from Sir Hugh Trenchard’s Air Defence of Great Britain in the 1920s,
through the RAF Expansion Period in the 1930s to the readiness for war. It is this
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that provides the greatest value in terms of historic conservation. The layout has
not been affected by later infilling, as at Upper Heyford for example, nor have the
structures been altered significantly. A number of the buildings and structures are
the only remaining examples of their type in the country, whilst others are the bestpreserved examples (CDC, 2008).

Table 5: Grade II Listed Buildings within Bicester Conservation Area
Ref. Number
LB
1046435
1046456
1046457
1046458
1046459
1046460
1046461
1046462
1046463
1046464
1046465
1046466
1046467
1046468
1046469
1046471
1046472
1046473
1046474
1046475
1046476
1046478
1046479
1046493
1046494
1046511
1046512
1046513
1046514
1200097
1200116
1200133
1200144
1200169
1200208
1200211

Name
Pair of K6 Telephone Kiosks
45 and 52, Market Square
46, 48 and 51, Market Square
47, market square
49 and 50, Market Square
Thames House
17, Market Square
18, Market Square
22 and 23, Market Square
5 and 6, Market Square
2, Market Square
39, Market Square
35, Market Square
33, Market Square
29 and 29a, Market Square
86, Sheep Street
40, Sheep Street
24, Sheep Street
White Hart Inn
65 and 67, Sheep Street
27, Sheep Street
Bicester Snooker Club
1, Chapel Street
Lamsdale Cottage
The Hermitage And Attached Lock Up
8, Causeway
1, Causeway
3, Causeway
7, Causeway
2, Launton Road
9, London Road
2, London Road
6, London Road
44, Market Square
20, Market Square
24, Market Square
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1200227
1200301
1200421
1200431
1200442
1200451
1200458
1200513
1200520
1200538
1200545
1200565
1200571
1300691
1300717
1300762
1300936
1369737
1369738
1369752
1369753
1369756
1369757
1369767
1369768
1369787
1369788
1369789
1369790
1369791

7 And 8, Market Square
4, Market Square
Kings Arms Hotel
38, Market Square
Barclays Bank
34, Market Square
31, Market Square
88, Sheep Street
Bell Inn
26, Sheep Street
10, Sheep Street
29 And 31, Sheep Street
The Old Court House
75, Sheep Street
36 And 38, Sheep Street
Ambrosden House And Lairg House
1 And 3, London Road
5, Causeway
9 And 11, Causeway
37, Market Square
30, Market Square
Emlyn House
20, Sheep Street
Bicester Hall
4, London Road
12, Market Square
15 And 16, Market Square
19, Market Square
25 And 25a, Market Square
Claremont House

Table 6: Grade II Listed Buildings within the Cherwell District sub-section lying
outside of Conservation Areas
Location

Ref.
Number
LB

Name
Bicester

1046510

Station House approximately 15 metres northwest of
level crossing
Greyhound House

1200434

The Bull Inn

Launton

1232877

Launton

1232878

Jones Memorial approximately 5 metres southeast of
south aisle of Church of St Mary
Manor Farmhouse

1232880

Laurels Farmhouse

Launton

1046495
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1232885

Watermoor House

Launton

1232886

Yew Tree Farmhouse

Launton

1232887

Home Farmhouse (adjoining Sycamore Road)

Launton

1232888

Green Farmhouse

Launton

1232914

Launton House

Launton

1232915

36, West End

Launton

1232916

The Black Bull Public House

Launton

1232917

Freeman House

Launton

1232919

56, West End

Launton

1232920

Old Timbers

Launton

1276857

Launton

1276858

Churchyard cross approximately 6 metres south of
Church of St Mary
Grange Farmhouse

1276859

Box Tree Farmhouse

Launton

1276871

Launton

1276872

Home Farmhouse (opposite congregational chapel
(not included))
Forge Cottage

1300750

The Old Rectory

Launton

Launton

Launton

Table 7: Non-designated assets within the Inner Study (1km) area of the
Cherwell District sub-section
Ref Number

Name

Description

Historic Period

MOX12267

Iron Age to Roman Pottery
and Features on Bicester
Perimeter Rd

Observation of features
and pottery noted along
Bicester Perimeter
Road

Romano-British

MOX12361

Ancient hedgerow along
Jarvis Lane

Ancient hedgerow on
both sides of Jarvis
Lane

Early medieval

MOX23494

Late Iron Age to Roman
farmstead and field system

Trackways and field
ditches recorded in
excavation. Two wells,
one stone lined, also
recorded

Romano-British

MOX23742

Undated feature and pottery
at Transco Depot

A feature predating the
th
13 century along with
medieval and postmedieval manuring
scatters.

Undated

MOX24816

Ridge and Furrow

Furrows indicative of
historic farming of
arable land.

Post-medieval to
Modern

MOX26788

Coherent block of C17 ridge

A large area of wellpreserved ridge and

Post-medieval
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and furrow

furrow

MOX5007

Remains of Market Cross

Launton market cross
moved from the
crossroads to its
present position in the
th
19 century.

Medieval

MOX5008

Post-medieval Ornamental
Ponds

Ornamental ponds said
to have been
constructed in the 16th
century.

Post-medieval

MOX5012

Site of Launton Railway
Station

Recorded as extant
station

Post-medieval

MOX5020

Possible Medieval/Postmedieval Windmill Mound

Possible windmill mound
in open fields

Medieval to Postmedieval

Aylesbury Vale – Claydon/Quainton sub-section
Table 8: Conservation Areas within the Claydon/Quainton sub-section
Conservation
Area

Marsh
Gibbon

Description
Marsh Gibbon is situated to the north of the A41 Aylesbury to Bicester Road some
four miles to the east of Bicester. The village originally consisted of a string of fairly
loose knit farm holdings but new development, particularly since the turn of the
century, has resulted in the gradual infilling of this loose framework. Of particular
interest are the farm buildings which form an integral part of the street scene.
Historically, the village is connected with Ewelme in Oxfordshire, the manor being
part of an endowment of the hospital at Ewelme. The stone cottages erected by the
Ewelme Almhouses Trustees in the late 19th century are to be found throughout the
village and are notable in that they are examples of the rural housing movement led
by Sir Henry W. Acland, a trustee of the Ewelme Estate (AVDC, 2008).
Middle Claydon and Claydon House are located in the Vale of Aylesbury in
Buckinghamshire, close to East Claydon, Steeple Claydon, and Botolph Claydon
and approximately six miles south-east of Buckingham and eight miles north-west
of Aylesbury. The house and village are situated within a largely agricultural
landscape of arable farmland, meadows and woodland with small villages situated
amongst and on top of the surrounding low clay hills.

Middle
Claydon

The Conservation Area boundary encompasses approximately 100 hectares of the
Claydon Estate and also includes the village of Middle Claydon, which is located
approximately one quarter of a mile to the north of the house, Catherine Farm to the
south-west and a disused brick yard to the east.
The grounds of Claydon House were registered grade II by English Heritage in
1987 and revised in 2000. The boundaries of the Conservation Area roughly follow
those of the registered parkland running along the Botolph Claydon to Charndon
road to the south of Claydon House and, to the north, follow the Steeple Claydon to
Sandhill road incorporating the village of Middle Claydon. To the west of the house,
the boundary follows the line of a lane linking the roads to the north and south and
includes a small disused brickyard. To the east, the boundary follows a small
natural brook that runs north to south along the bed of a shallow agricultural valley
(AVDC 2002).
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Table 9: Registered Parks and Gardens within the Claydon/Quainton subsection
Designation

Name

Description
A mid to late 18th century landscape park surrounding an
18th to 19th century country house, with further garden
development in the latter period.

Grade II

Claydon

Table 10: Grade II Listed Buildings within the Middle Claydon Conservation
Area
Ref. Number
LB

Name

1214706

North Lodges

1214764

Townsend Cottages

1288297

K6 Telephone kiosk

1288425

Old Post Office

1288449

Almshouses (A to D consecutive)
Table 11: Grade II Listed buildings within the Claydon/Quainton sub-section
lying outside of Conservation Areas
Location

Ref.
Number
LB
1117815

Finemerehill House

Quainton

1234165

Station Road Farmhouse

Quainton

1390836

Quainton

1311394

Platform, Platform Buildings and bridge at Quainton
Road Railway Station
Well Head In Courtyard at Doddershall House

1311401

Upper South Farmhouse

Doddershall

1319247

Gatepiers 60 Metres north west of Doddershall
House.
Lower South Farmhouse

Doddershall

Barn 30 Metres to south west of Lower South
Farmhouse
Lower Greatmoor Farmhouse and attached Barn

Doddershall

Poundon House and walls of Terrace and of
Forecourt
Garden Walls to north east of Poundon House

Poundon

Poundon

1214845

Garden Walls, Gate Piers and Gates to north west
of Poundon House
Shepherd's Furze Farmhouse

1214846

Rosehill Farmhouse

Steeple Claydon

1214847

Outbuildings to west of Rosehill Farmhouse
Forming north and west sides of Courtyard
Blackmoorhill Farmhouse

Steeple Claydon

1117821
1158682
1124268
1214765
1214766
1214799

1214848

Name
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1214849

Pond Farmhouse

Steeple Claydon

1214895

Foxgloves

Steeple Claydon

1214901

Manor Farmhouse

Steeple Claydon

1214939

18, Queen Catherine Road

Steeple Claydon

1214973

Water Pump

Steeple Claydon

1214974

Library, Village Hall and Caretaker's Flat

Steeple Claydon

1214975

Camp Barn

Steeple Claydon

1214976

The Phoenix

Steeple Claydon

1214978

Willowvale Farmhouse

Steeple Claydon

1215001

41-45, West Street

Steeple Claydon

1288326

Willowvale Cottage

Steeple Claydon

1288336

Well Cottage

Steeple Claydon

1288360

The Small Cottage

Steeple Claydon

1288410

3, Chaloner Hill

Steeple Claydon

Table 12: Non-designated assets within the Inner Study area (250 m) of the
Claydon/Quainton sub-section
Ref Number

Name

Description

Historic Period

MBC11442

Brick and tile works
northwest of Quainton
Road Station

19th century brick and tile
works recorded in field survey
and known from historic
records

Industrial

MBC11068

Decoy Pond Wood,
Calvert.

Decoy pond known from
eighteenth century map and
recorded in field survey

Post-medieval/
Industrial

MBC1087

Upper South Farm,
Quainton.

Possible Civil War battery
earthworks recorded in field
survey, also interpreted as a
moat.

Post-medieval

MBC14948

Bridge, Calvert

Nineteenth century bridge
recorded in field survey,
Calvert

Industrial

MBC14949

Railway bridge, Calvert

Nineteenth century railway
bridge known from
documentary sources, now
demolished, Calvert

Industrial

MBC33154

Boundary ditches

Undated ditches which may
represent 19th century field
boundaries

Industrial

MBC7903

Fishpond

Possible post-medieval
fishpond probably disturbed by
dumping and railway cutting
recorded in field survey, 650m

Post-medieval
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west-southwest of Claydon
Station
MBC33995

The Lodge, Doddershall

Late nineteenth century
entrance lodge to Doddershall
Park, probably built in the
1890s and extended in the
early twentieth century

Industrial to modern

MBC21819

Littleworth Farm, Verney
Junction.

Nineteenth century lawn, trees,
modest kitchen gardens with
later alterations

Industrial to modern

MBC33996

20 century tin
tabernacle

Twentieth century tin
tabernacle built for workers at
Calvert Brickworks in 1930s, at
the junction of School Hill and
Brackley Lane.

Modern

th

MBC1088

Upper South Farm.

Earthwork interpreted as a
possible medieval moat,
recorded in field survey.

Medieval

MBC14925

Verney Junction Station.

Nineteenth and twentieth
century railway station

Industrial to modern

MBC33282

Marsh Gibbon and
Poundon Station.

Nineteenth to twentieth
century railway station at
Poundon, opened in 1880 and
closed in 1964.

Industrial

MBC33283

Steeple Claydon Station

Nineteenth to twentieth
century railway station at
Steeple Claydon, closed in
1964.

Industrial

MBC13551

Charndon Mill

Seventeenth to nineteenth
century documentary records
for windmill

Post-medieval

Ridge and
Furrow

Ridge and furrow

Several areas of ridge and
furrow as noted in the HER

Medieval

Aylesbury Vale – Winslow/Swanbourne sub-section
Table 13: Conservation Areas within Winslow/Swanbourne sub-section
Conservation
Area

Newton Longville

Description
The Conservation Area boundary at Newton Longville encloses a small area
of historic buildings within a much larger village significantly altered by modern
development. The Conservation Area is important because it is the only part of
two formerly separate areas of historic development to have retained
significant elements of its former character and cohesion.
Despite its size, the Conservation Area boundary contains two areas of
distinct identity. Enclosing the north-eastern side of the village green is a
collection of modest vernacular properties which form a mixture of one and a
half to two storey semi-detached and detached buildings, situated towards the
front of their plots. Historically many of these buildings housed local trades.
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Mainly converted to domestic use, several small businesses and a public
house still attract people to the green reinforcing its former role as the
economic focus of the village.
In contrast, the properties located at the north-eastern end of Drayton Road
are substantial in scale and set within sizeable grounds. They include Newton
Longville Manor House, the Old Rectory and Parsonage, St. Anne’s Grange
and the Village School. Not only do these buildings provide visual landmarks,
which help to create a strong sense of place, but they also represent the
higher status buildings within the architectural hierarchy of the village.
The former rural character of Newton Longville has to a large extent been lost
through the impact of more recent development. However, the mature trees,
hedges and grass verges concentrated around the churchyard and grounds of
Newton Longville Manor still provide a connection with the wider rural
landscape (AVDC 2006).
The existing Conservation Area in Winslow is fairly large, covering roughly one
third of the total settlement and containing the majority of the historic core of
the town.
Winslow is unusual within the context of Aylesbury Vale, as its historic road
layout appears to have survived relatively intact. The pattern of survival in the
historic buildings of the town is a little less clear, although the large numbers
of buildings which survive from the late 17th and 19th centuries suggest that
these were periods of relative prosperity for the settlement.
The earliest settlement at Winslow appears to have followed the line of Horn
Street and Sheep Street, east-west, and was likely to have been a linear
springline settlement. Later additions including the laying out of the Market
Square and High Street in the medieval period, pulled the town further north
and from here the town branched off in a number of places. The 19 th century
saw the increased expansion of Winslow north along the Buckingham Road,
and subsequent developments have wrapped around the north, east and west
sides of the historic town.

Winslow

Winslow is an important local commercial centre, and has been for many
years. This key historic function is reflected in the large numbers of historic
shopfronts and signage brackets that survive today. Even today, the town still
contains a large number of small, locally run shops, and the weekly market is
important to the residents of the town.
There is very limited green space in Winslow Town centre which, coupled with
strong built enclosure along the principal roads, prevents many far reaching
views in and around the settlement. From the eastern end of Sheep Street, the
open space opposite Winslow Hall, and the southern part of Tinker’s End,
provides distant views over agricultural land surrounding Winslow towards
Granborough, but elsewhere in the Conservation Area there are few views out
of the town into the surrounding countryside (AVDC 2006).

Table 14: Grade II Listed Buildings within Newton Longville Conservation Area
Name

Ref. Number LB
1216028

8 Bletchley Road

1216352

Manor House and 2 barns attached to south-east corner

1287794

Paradise Cottage
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1287830

Baytree Cottage

1287831

9 Church End

Table 15: Grade II Listed Buildings within Newton Longville lying outside of the
Conservation Area
Name

Ref. Number LB
1216032
1216033

September Cottage
The Crooked Billet
Haldins
Beverley Cottage
Paradise Farmhouse
Hollybush Farmhouse
Rose Cottage
53, Westbrook End
Newmmans Delicatessen
Jasmine Cottage

1216035
1216038
1216272
1216298
1216351
1216427
1227962
1287666

Table 16: Grade II Listed Buildings within Winslow Conservation Area
Name

Ref. Number LB
1227953
1227955
1227956
1227957
1227958
1227959
1227960
1227961
1227962
1227963
1228076
1228117
1228119
1228137
1228138
1228139
1228140
1228141
1228142
1228587
1228588
1228589
1228591

2, Bell Walk
Farthings
The Ruin
The Old Homestead
Churchwalk House
Lime Cottage
The Masters House of the former Winslow Hospital
Goblin Market
Newmmans Delicatessen
National Westminster Bank
Hair By Hathaway
14, High Street
16, High Street
18, High Street
20, High Street
22, High Street
26, High Street
Staniford House
The Bull
The Bakery
20, Horn Street
22-24, Horn Street
Plough Cottage
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1228592
1228593
1228594
1228595
1228596
1228682
1228683
1228684
1228685
1228686
1228687
1228851
1228852
1228853
1228854
1228911
1228971
1229145
1229146
1229147
1229148
1229171
1229237
1229298
1229299
1229303
1229304
1279097
1279103
1279134
1279154
1279187
1279221
1279222
1279314
1279355
1279356
1279435
1279436
1279437
1279438
1287099
1287318

The Barn Studio and Range of Outbuildings to rear
30, Horn Street
1, Horn Street
Scrummies
Old Millfield House
Lace Cottage
19, Horn Street
The Bell Hotel
5, Market Square
7-9, Market Square
17, Market Square
21-23, Market Square
25, Market Square
The Bakery
11 And 11a, Sheep Street
14, Market Square
Westside
The Close, The Coach House
27, Sheep Street
31, Sheep Street
41, Sheep Street
Wall, with gate piers and gate, along west side of
walled garden to north east of Winslow Hall
Rose Cottage
47, Sheep Street
32 And 34, Sheep Street
9-11, The Walk
Lawn House
4, The Walk
5, Vicarage Road
Yew Tree Cottage
Acorn Cottage
The Nags Head
Wall round garden to front of Winslow Hall, with gate
piers and gates
25, Sheep Street
Brook Hall
12, Market Square
The George
9, Horn Street
Old Quilters
DF Midgley, Ironmonger
Old Crown House
The Crooked Billet
6, Horn Street
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1287356
1287357
1287359
1287376
1287427
1287428
1287429
1287549

24, High Street
Chesham House
Bel Air Laundrette
10, High Street
3-5, Bell Walk
Alwyn House
Ashling
Norden House

Table 17: Isolated Grade II Listed Buildings within the Winslow/Swanbourne
sub-section
Name

Ref. Number LB
1229377

Redhall Farmhouse

1215711

Range of three barns to west of Abovemead
Farmhouse

1215708

Abovemead Farmhouse

1288211

Dodleyhill Farmhouse

1215264

Barn range 25 metres to south of Dodleyhill
Farmhouse

1288825

Horwood House, service wing, stable block, gate piers
and walls to forecourt

1288818

Lodge to northeast of Horwood House

1288667

Lower Salden Farmhouse

Table 18: Non-designated assets within the Inner Study area (250m) of the
Winslow/Swanbourne sub-section
Ref
Number

Name

Description

Historic Period

MBC11428

Mill Knob or Mill
Ground Field,
Winslow.

Circular earthwork and documentary
references suggest that this is the location of
one of the five post-medieval windmills of
Winslow Manor

Post-medieval

MBC12888

Winslow Railway
Station.

Railway station

Industrial

MBC13280

Little Horwood
Bridge.

Noted on sixteenth century map on site of
modern bridge

Post-medieval

MBC14979

Former London
Brick Company
Works: Original
Brick Kilns

Site of two nineteenth century brick kilns
marked on historic maps and the remaining
part of one recorded in field survey

Industrial
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MBC15729

Alwyn House, 8
Buckingham Road

Early nineteenth century house.

Industrial

MBC23065

Approach Guides
For Little Horwood
Airfield

World War II approach guides for Little
Horwood airfield

Modern

MBC23077

South of Station
House: Church Hill
Windmill

The 1599 Salden Estate map marks a windmill
at this approximate location.

Post-medieval

MBC23117

East-northeast of
Lower Grove Farm:
Gravel Pit

Two large, water-filled old gravel pits are
shown on nineteenth century map

Post-medieval
to Industrial

MBC23123

South of Osierbed
Spinney: Gravel Pit

Large gravel pit noted alongside and abutting
the railway line on nineteenth century map

Post-medieval
to Industrial

MBC23127

South of Station
House: Gravel Pit

Quarry workings indicated by rectangular
fenced area with hachures showing a
depression on nineteenth century map

Post-medieval
to Industrial

MBC23133

Railway Wharf,
Winslow: Brick
Drying Sheds

Nineteenth century map shows a long building
likely to be a brick drying shed

Industrial to
Modern

MBC23134

Railway Wharf,
Winslow: Works
Railway

Nineteenth century map shows a rail link into
the works passing through the disused
extraction pits and to the south of the works
buildings

Industrial to
Modern

MBC23136

West-southwest of
Lakers: Gravel Pit

Nineteenth century map, surveyed 1878-80,
notes a small gravel pit against the fence line

Post-medieval
to Industrial

MBC2372

Natural Gas Plant,
Newton Longville

Possible Roman building found in excavation

Romano-British

MBC2373

Natural Gas Plant,
Newton Longville
Two Roman ditches
found in watching
brief

Possible Roman building found in excavation

Romano-British

MBC25289

Land at The
Hollows, Little
Horwood

Undated possible pits, hearths or kilns and
ditch identified by geophysical survey.

Undated

MBC25532

Swanbourne
Station

Swanbourne Railway Station?

Undated
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MBC25617

Canada Farm Fen
Former fen site at
Canada Farm

Swanbourne Railway Station?

Undated

MBC25711

Milestone on A413

18th to 19th century Milestone on Buckingham
to Aylesbury Road at Winslow

Post-medieval
to Industrial

MBC25756

Field 17, east of
The White House,
Little Horwood

Possible rectangular ditched enclosures, pits
and field boundaries found by geophysical
survey.

Undated

MBC26184

The Swan public
house, 2
Buckingham Road,
Winslow

Early 19th century public house, situated on
the junction of Buckingham Road and Station
Road.

Industrial

MBC26185

4-6 Buckingham
Road, Winslow

19th century terrace of cottages, brick with
slate roof.

Industrial

MBC26186

10-12 Buckingham
Road, Winslow

Pair of 19th century semi-detached houses.

Industrial

MBC26187

14-16 Buckingham
Road, Winslow

Pair of 19th century semi-detached houses.

Industrial

MBC26188

18-28 Buckingham
Road, Winslow

19th century terrace of cottages, brick with
slate roof.

Industrial

MBC26189

30-32 Buckingham
Road, Winslow

Pair of 19th century semi-detached houses.

Industrial to
Modern

MBC26190

6-18 Station Road,
Winslow

Terrace of houses dating from the turn of the
20th century.

Modern

MBC26191

24-26 Station Road,
Winslow

Pair of early 20th century semi-detached
houses.

Modern

MBC26192

28 Station Road,
Winslow

Early 19th century villa style house.

Industrial to
Modern

MBC26193

30 Station Road,
Winslow

Early 20th century house with asymmetrical
frontage.

Modern

MBC26194

1-7 (Odd) Station
Road, Winslow

Terrace of houses dating from very late 19th or
early 20th century.

Industrial to
Modern

MBC26195

9 Station Road,
Winslow

Early 19th century gothic style villa house.

Industrial
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MBC26196

23 Station Road,
Winslow

Early 19th century villa style house.

Industrial

MBC26197

33-39 Station
Road, Winslow

19th century terrace of houses, brick with slate
roof.

Industrial

MBC26198

1-4 Station
Cottages, Winslow

19th century house and outbuildings, now
converted into residential use.

Industrial

MBC22091

Saxon Boundary
Along Border of
Great And Little
Horwood.

Probable course of Saxon charter boundary
stretching a little over 3km between border of
Great and Little Horwood, recorded as
earthworks in field visit.

Early Medieval

MBC23064

Little Horwood
Airfield

RAF airfield at Little Horwood used by
Operational Training Units during World War
II.

Modern

MBC13282

Railway Wharf,
Winslow:
Brickworks

In 1877, William Buckingham is noted as a
Brickmaker at Railway Wharf and a large
area of excavations, long sheds and a raised
track connecting to the railway are noted on a
nineteenth century map

Industrial to
Modern

MBC22169

South-southeast of
Berryfields Farm

Undated pits, linear features and two ringditches recorded in geophysical survey, no
finds from field walking event

Undated

MBC22400

Land to north of
Swanbourne
Sidings, Newton
Longville

Possible small Romano-British settlement or
farmstead indicated by geophysical surveys
and surface finds

Undated

MBC24782

Winslow Gas
Works, Station
Road

Site of 20th century gasworks at Winslow,
demolished before 1985.

Industrial to
Modern

MBC14980

Lbc Brickworks

1930s brick and tile-works, closed in 1990

Modern

MBC2369

Natural Gas Plant,
N L'vlle

Possible Roman settlement recorded in
watching brief

Romano-British

MBC25716

South And West Of
Weasels

Possible settlement enclosures found by
geophysical survey

Undated
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Milton Keynes sub-section
Table 19: Conservation Areas within Milton Keynes sub-section
Conservation
Areas

Description
The conservation area includes St Mary's church, Church Green, Church Green
Road and most of the surviving elements of Bletchley Park. The conservation area
is broadly divided between the institutional buildings of Bletchley Park and the more
conventional domestic suburb of Old Bletchley.
Church Green is an area of public open space, pleasantry landscaped and including
the fifteenth century timber framed Rectory Cottages. To the south, the open
character is maintained despite the suburban dwellings, amongst which Freefolk
Cottage survives from the seventeenth century, and a terrace of estate cottages
add further interest. To the north the churchyard and Old Rectory garden extend the
open character of Church Green to which St Mary's Church and partial views of the
Rectory add architectural interest.
Further to the north-east lie Bletchley Park House and the landscaped grounds of
the former estate. The house was developed and extended by Sir Herbert Leon
during the latter part of the nineteenth and early twentieth Century. Immediately to
the north of the house are the old stables and outhouses. These have considerable
architectural interest, being attributed to the locally significant Victorian architect
Swinfen Harris. These buildings also have historical interest arising from their use
during World War II as the 'think tank' of British code breaking operations.

Bletchley

The northern boundary of the conservation area embraces all of the surviving wartime buildings built following the acquisition of the house and grounds by the
government at the outbreak of the Second World War. This part of the site includes
the site of the former 'F' block, demolished circa 1987. These functional, plain
looking buildings housed the code-breaking equipment (including the world's first
electronic computer), now acknowledged as having played a decisive part in the
war's outcome.
The eastern boundary extends beyond Sherwood Drive to the boundary of the Leon
Estate adjacent to the railway. This area includes the remains of a thick belt of trees
which screened the railway from the house and park. A retaining wall forms the
conservation area's eastern boundary. This feature is of interest because it is
constructed using the large stone sleeper blocks of the original London and
Birmingham Railway. Part of the wall is of brick construction and this is all that
remains of the engine shed, which measured 100ft by 250ft.
To the south of the boundary are Buckingham road and Church Green Road. A
number of buildings of local architectural and historic interest are included, set
against a surviving belt of parkland trees. The buildings include the Park Lodge and
entrance gates; Rose Cottage and the terrace of Leon Cottages and the cricket
pavilion, of which the latter is now in a state of abandonment but with the potential
to add a great deal to the special architectural and historic interest of the
conservation area (MKC 2010).
Apart from a small focus around the parish church and around Little Loughton
Green, the elements that make up the village of Loughton are loosely scattered, at
an extremely low density. In the 1994 edition of The Buildings of England,
Buckinghamshire Loughton is described as having ‘quite a spacious, still rural
atmosphere.’ Remarkably, despite the development of the new city of Milton
Keynes all around, and the presence of an inter-city rail station on its doorstep, it
still retains this quality.
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The expanded conservation area’s special interest resides principally in the fact that
it retains the appearance of a rural farming village which is relatively untouched by
modern life, while being surrounded by the new city of Milton Keynes, and only a
short walk from a main line rail station and the city centre.
This special interest results principally from a) the survival of old buildings in their
original form, many of which are listed, b) the green spaces between and around
the buildings, including the equestrian centre’s fields, and the views across the
village that these offer and c) the long-established routes within the village, which
have been little changed over many years (MKC 2014).
Woburn Sands is characterised by brick Victorian buildings dating from the mid-19th
Century when the town grew rapidly as a commercial centre and fashionable inland
resort. Many of the features of the resort town remain and still lend the town a
discernible air of Victorian gentility. Adding to this is the proximity of the Woodland
to the south which rises above the town.
Neighbouring the town, and now effectively forming extensions to it, are much older
centres, including Wavendon and Aspley Guise. Aspley Heath to the south grew in
the 19th century as an extension of Woburn Sands but with a stronger focus as a
country retreat for rest and recuperative stays. Although each settlement is distinct
from the other there is a significant historic interdependence.
Whilst High Street and its bustling row of shops form the core of the conservation
area, there are, to the north, a number of distinctive late-Victorian villas. Most of
these stand as imposing collections of two, three or four houses of shared
architectural language, set back behind front gardens on either side of Station
Road. Amongst these there are also a small number of large individual houses set
in their own grounds.
Woburn
Sands

The northern approach along Station Road is enhanced by the collections of trees
and shrubs that enclose views along its length. These diminish in number around
the town centre and are rare in the side streets, but increase again on entering
Aspley Heath. The degree of foliage is a striking feature of the conservation area. It
obscures, or adds privacy to some of the larger houses' roadside frontages, whilst
also evoking an early sense of the wooded spaces found on the ridge to the south.
A second enclave of large detached and semi-detached houses stands along
Hardwick Road. This distribution of larger housing continues southward into Aspley
Heath, beyond the conservation area boundary, into Bedfordshire.
Leading off High Street are more modestly scaled domestic brick terraces set
behind small front gardens. Although there is a regularity and uniformity to their
overall scale and appearance, there is a wide variation in the built forms and
detailing. This variety lends these more modest houses significant character and
visual interest.
The arrangement of higher status houses overlooking the town’s important leafy
approach road from the station conveys an important image of a prosperous
suburb. Quite noticeably, the lower status housing is pushed back to the less
conspicuous side streets (MKC 2010).

Table 20: Grade II Listed Buildings within Bletchley Conservation Area
Ref. Number
LB
1125409
1125429

Name
Bletchley Park House
Stable Block to Rectory, The Rectory
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1160141
1246848
1246849
1388640

Freefolk Cottage
Gatehouse and attached south range

1391162
1391244
1391363
1391792
1391793
1391794
1391795
1391796
1391797
1391798
1391799
1393601
1404656

H Block at Bletchley Park
Block D and its Ancillary Buildings

Cottages 1 And 2 and 3
The Bungalow and attached wall to east and Stable
Range to east and Stable Range to south

Block B, Bletchley Park
Block A at Bletchley Park
Hut 1 at Bletchley Park
Hut 4 at Bletchley Park
Hut 6 at Bletchley Park
Hut 8 at Bletchley Park
Hut 11 at Bletchley Park
Hut 11a at Bletchley Park
Hut 3 at Bletchley Park
Gate Piers, Gates, walls and railings south of Park Lodge
Block C, Bletchley Park

Table 21: Grade II Listed Buildings within Loughton Conservation Area
Ref. Number
LB
1125246
1125247
1125248
1125249
1125250
1160272
1160302
1160341
1310608
1310650
1332297
1332298
1332299

Name
Churchyard Wall
Elm House
Rectory Farmhouse
Cell Farmhouse
Barn to south east of Manor Farmhouse
Salisbury House
Beech Cottage
Manor Farm Cottages
Building to north of Manor Farmhouse
2, School Lane
Meadow View
Manor Cottage
5, School Lane

Table 22: Grade II Listed Buildings within Woburn Sands Conservation Area
Name

Ref. Number LB
1289170

Shelton House
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Table 23: Grade II Listed Buildings within the Milton Keynes sub-section lying
outside of conservation areas
Location

Ref.
Number
LB
1125401

Lock

Fenny Stratford

1125402

Pump House

Fenny Stratford

1125423

43, Aylesbury Street

Fenny Stratford

1125424

The Maltsters Arms Public House

Fenny Stratford

1125425

59, Aylesbury Street

Fenny Stratford

1125434

60, Watling Street

Fenny Stratford

1125435

48, Watling Street

Fenny Stratford

1125440

The Red Lion Public House

Fenny Stratford

1160163

Bollards along raised terrace of Number 60

Fenny Stratford

1160200

The Elms

Fenny Stratford

1160203

Fenny Stratford Station Building

Fenny Stratford

1310679

Canalside Cottage

Fenny Stratford

1332224

Fenny Stratford

1332225

Outhouse to rear of Number 30,The Bull
and Butcher Public House
Bracknell House

1332226

49 And 51, Aylesbury Street

Fenny Stratford

1332230

Manor Farmhouse

Fenny Stratford

1332233

Lock View, Pine View

Fenny Stratford

1332255

Fenny Stratford

1125426

Fenny Lodge, Former Stable Block to
Fenny Lodge
Cottage and barn adjoining Number 170

1125408

Denbigh Hall Railway Bridge

Bletchley

1125427

Brooklands Farmhouse

Bletchley

1125428

141, Buckingham Road

Bletchley

1125431

Well House

Bletchley

1125432

Yew Tree Cottage

Bletchley

1160149

Walnut Tree Cottage

Bletchley

1332232

15, Shenley Road

Bletchley

1332227

128, Buckingham Road

Bletchley

1332228

139, Buckingham Road

Bletchley

1125433

Home Farmhouse

Water Eaton

1125407

7, Stoke Road

Water Eaton

1160185

1-7, Mill Road

Water Eaton

1160228

The Chestnuts

Water Eaton

Name
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1310710

Sycamore Farmhouse

Water Eaton

1212250

Battams

Bow Brickhill

1212252

Bow Brickhill

1212268

Bow Brick Hill County First School Old
Building and School House
Poplar Farmhouse

1213146

Deethe Farmhouse

Woburn Sands

1213194

Railway Station House

Woburn Sands

1416117

Former Bus Station, Station Square, Milton
Keynes

Milton Keynes

Bow Brickhill

Table 24: Non-designated assets within the Inner Study (250m) area of the
Milton Keynes sub-section
Ref Number

Name

Description

Period

MMK1180

Holne Chase, Bletchley

Building

Romano-British

MMK1377

Sherwood Drive, Bletchley

Structure – Wall

Romano-British

MMK1378

Bletchley Park evaluation trench 5
(1992)

Features

Iron Age to Roman

MMK1379

Bletchley Park evaluation trench 7
(1992)

Corn Drying
Oven

Romano-British

MMK1526

Loughton ring ditch

Ring ditch

Neolithic to Bronze
Age

MMK1615

Fenny Stratford (E of)

Palaeochannel

Undated

MMK2558

Bletchley Park evaluation trench 3
(1992)

Ditches

Post-medieval

MMK3087

Fenny Stratford

Ditch and pit

Post-medieval

MMK3587

Station Road (Eastwood 's)

Scotch kiln

Modern

MMK3839

Enclosure

Enclosure

Undated

MMK4297

Duncombe St, Bletchley

Brickworks

Industrial

MMK4308

Denbigh Hall Bridge

Clay Pit

Post-medieval

MMK4309

Bletchley Station

Gas Works

Industrial

MMK5671

Bletchley Park evaluation trench 3
(1992)

Ditch

Post-medieval

MMK5672

Bletchley Park evaluation trench 4

Ditch

Romano-British

MMK5673

Bletchley Park evaluation trench 4

Ditch

Undated

MMK5674

Bletchley Park evaluation trench 9
(1992)

Ditch and Pit

Undated

MMK5794

14-18 Simpson Road

Building

Industrial

MMK5795

1-19 Simpson Road

Terrace of
houses

Industrial

MMK5796

66 Simpson Road

House

Industrial

MMK5797

76 Watling St

House

Industrial

MMK5798

64 Watling St

House

Industrial

MMK5819

Woburn Sands Gasworks

Gas Works

Industrial
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MMK5820

Woburn Sands signal box

Signal Box

Modern

MMK5821

Woburn Sands Goods Yard

Goods Yard

Undated

MMK6061

Tavistock Street Brush factory

Building

Industrial

MMK6075

Clarke's Brickyard wharf, Fenny
Stratford

Wharf

Industrial

MMK6186

128 Western Road - Yards End
Farmhouse

Farmhouse

Industrial

MMK7706

Holne Chase, Bletchley

Yard

Romano-British

MMK7707

Holne Chase, Bletchley

Wall

Romano-British

MMK7708

Holne Chase, Bletchley

Pit

Romano-British

MMK7710

Holne Chase, Bletchley

Settlement

Romano-British

MMK7711

Holne Chase, Bletchley

Building

Romano-British

MMK7712

Holne Chase, Bletchley

Ditch

Romano-British

MMK7917

Fenny Lock Tesco Site

Settlement

Prehistoric

MMK3586

Station Road (Eastwood 's)

Brickworks

Modern

MMK5878

Hockcliffe to Stony Stratford Turnpike
/ Holyhead Road

Toll Road

Industrial

MMK5881

Woburn to Newport Pagnell Turnpike

Toll Road

Industrial

Central Bedfordshire sub-section
Table 25: Conservation Areas within the Central Bedfordshire sub-section
Conservation
Areas

Description

Aspley Guise

The village of Aspley Guise lies on the Bedfordshire/Buckinghamshire border,
13.5km south-east of central Milton Keynes and 19.5km south-west of the county
town of Bedford. Aspley Guise lies on the edge of the Greensand Ridge
escarpment. The conservation are comprises the core of the historic village of
Aspley Guise, extending to the south and east to encompass more scattered
development and some attractive areas of open green space (Mid Beds DC
2008).

Husborne
Crawley
(Church End)

Aspley Heath

Church End forms part of the village of Husborne Crawley. The village lies
between Ridgmont and Woburn, on the high road which skirts Woburn Park. The
church is situated about half a mile to the north of the village, on the road to
Aspley Guise and it is this portion of the village that is known as Church End. The
area consists of several farms and cottages, with a Methodist chapel.
Aspley Heath is a civil parish that was created in 1883 from part of the parish of
Aspley Guise. The parish crosses the county boundary to join Aspley Heath, in
Bedfordshire with Woburn Sands, in Buckinghamshire. Aspley Heath sits on the
Greensand Ridge escarpment surrounded by an extensive area of woodland and
heathland. Although it has developed along a ridge of high ground, there are few
long views across the countryside due to the dense tree cover.
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Table 26: Grade II Listed Buildings within Aspley Guise Conservation Area
Name

Ref. Number LB
1113946

The Bell Public House

1113947

Orchard Cottage

1113949

Valentine Cottage

1113950

Park Cottage

1113951

Chain House

1113953

Garden Walls And Gateway Belonging to Aspley House

1113955

Red House

1113956

Avenue House

1113957

The Holt

1113958

Ivy Cottage, Lime Cottage

1113959

Beal House, Cranbrook

1138012

Easter Cottage

1146407

Brook Farmhouse

1251857

Outbuilding about 30 metres north east of the Old Rectory

1312041

Spinney Cottage

1312048

2, The Square

1312050

Tilcocks

1312052

10, West Hill

1312066

Dove House Cottage

1321713

Garden Wall and gate piers adjoining the Old House to north east

1321714

The Manor

1321715

How Cottage, St Christopher

1321716

The Lodge

Table 27: Grade II Listed buildings within Husbourne Crawley Conservation
Area
Name

Ref. Number LB
1321679

Barn approximately 20m southwest of Crawley
Hall

1114038

Crawley Hall

1146480

270 Bedford Road

1311779

Henry VI Cottage

1114041

The Lodge

1311767

Manor farmhouse

1311789

The Thatched Cottage
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1114039

Crawley Park Farmhouse

Table 28: Grade II Listed buildings within Aspley Heath Conservation Area
Name

Ref. Number LB
1300800

Sandpit Cottage

Table 29: Isolated Grade II Listed buildings within the Central Bedfordshire subsection
Ref. Number
LB

Location

Name

1386644

Crossing House

Aspley Guise

1114037

Ridgmont Station

Brogborough

1158047

The Round House

Brogborough

1146407

Brook Farmhouse

Hulcote and Salford

1157999

Stone known as the Devil’s Toenail

Marston Moretaine

1158024

South Pillinge Farmhouse

Marston Moretaine

1321648

Millbrook Station

Marston Moretaine

1114045

Thrupp End Farmhouse

Lidlington

1114046

The Poplars

Lidlington

1311758

8 and 10 High Street

Lidlington

1311724

Lidlington House

Lidlington

1321645

The Green Man Public House

Lidlington

Table 30: Non-designated assets within the Inner Study (250m) area of the
Central Bedfordshire sub-section
Ref
Number
MBD8642

Name
Hayfield Cottage, Salford
Road

House

Post-medieval

MBD2487

Windmill

Windmill

Post-medieval

MBD2636

Mill Farm, Mill Lane, Woburn
Sands

Building

Post-medieval

MBD10114

Aspley Mills

Watermill

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBD5961

Redfield Farm

Building

Post-medieval

MBD10454

Agger, East of Redfield Farm

Road

Romano-British

MBD8716

Acry Bridge

Bridge

Post-medieval

Description
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MBD3486

Wooden Building (Opposite
Fruit Farm) south east of
Ridgmont Railway Station

Building

Industrial

MBD15807

Post-medieval Barn

Barn

Post-medieval

MBD13319

Pest House (Site of)

Infectious Diseases Hospital

Post-medieval

MBD14415

2 & 4 Station Road (Walnut
Lea)

Building

Post-medieval

MBD14416

28 to 30 Lombard Street

Building

Post-medieval

MBD2374

Railway Station

Railway Station, Building, Building

Industrial

MBD2536

Great Farm

Building

Post-medieval

MBD8470

4-12 Church Street

Estate Cottage

Industrial

MBD18252

Railway Crossing House

Crossing Keepers Cottage

Industrial

MBD1147

St Margaret's Church

War Memorial, Commemorative
Brass, Parish Church

Industrial

MBD886

Millbrook Station

Building, Building, Building,
Railway, Building

Industrial

MBD14422

Barns at South Pillinge Farm

Model Farm, Barn

Industrial

MBD8062

Former Morteyne Arms Public
House, Millbrook Street

Public House

Industrial

MBD12945

Former Goods Yard, Adjacent
to Millbrook Station

Goods Yard

Post-medieval

MBD14423

South Pillinge Farmhouse

Building

Post-medieval

MBD10541

38 Salford Road

House

Post-medieval

MBD5020

Roman Road, Viatores No
170b

Road?

Romano-British

MBD11594

Bedford-Bletchley Railway

Railway

Industrial

MBD485

Roman Road (Viatores No.
173)

Road

Romano-British

MBD21911

M1 Motorway

Road

Modern

MBD4421

Linear Earthworks (Possible)

Earthwork?

Medieval

MBD15426

Fishponds, north east of
Aspley Guise Village

Fishpond

Medieval

MBD2492

Clay Pit

Clay Pit

Post-medieval

MBD10112

Manor Site & Moat

Manor House, Moat

Medieval

MBD16844

Aspley Guise Medieval
Village

Settlement

Medieval

MBD7015

Aspley House Grounds

Landscape Park

Post-medieval

MBD2496

Railway Siding Embankment

Railway

Industrial

MBD2488

Radwell Pit

Sand Pit

Post-medieval

MBD2491

Sand Pit

Sand Pit

Post-medieval

MBD6666

Ridgmont Brickworks,
Brogborough

Brickworks

Modern

MBD16253

Brogborough Middle Farm

Model Farm

Industrial
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MBD16851

Lidlington Medieval Village

Village

Medieval

MBD6671

Marston Valley Brickworks &
Clay Pit

Brickworks

Modern

MBD693

Deer Park, Brogborough

Deer Park, Dovecote

Medieval to postmedieval

MBD6691

Brickworks, West Of Millbrook
Station

Brickworks

Modern

MBD3270

?Moat, Pillinge Farm South

Moat

Possibly medieval

MBD6681

Clay Pit, Rookery Pit

Clay Pit

Modern

MBD6673

Clay Pit

Clay Pit?

Post-medieval

MBD6682

Clay Pit

Clay Pit

Modern

MBD15341

Military Earthworks

Earthwork

Modern

MBD8330

Earthworks, Pillinge

Deserted Settlement?

Possibly medieval

MBD16991

Marston Pillinge Medieval
Settlement

Deserted Settlement

Medieval

MBD16413

Millbrook Proving Ground

Racing Circuit

Modern

MBD2791

Ridge and Furrow, Marston
Moretaine Parish

Ridge And Furrow

Medieval

MBD3329

Ridge and Furrow, Ridgmont
Historic Parish

Ridge And Furrow

Medieval

MBD3339

Ridge and Furrow, Husborne
Crawley Parish

Trackway, Field Boundary, Ditch,
Ridge And Furrow

Medieval

MBD5121

Ridge and Furrow, Aspley
Guise Parish

Ridge And Furrow

Medieval

MBD18739

Ditches and Pit, west of
Station Road

Ditch, Pit

Unknown

MBD21313

Possible Iron Age/Roman
Activity, West of Ridgmont
Station

Ditch

Iron Age – RomanoBritish

MBD21308

Ridge and Furrow, west of
Railway Station

Ridge And Furrow

Medieval

MBD2490

Sand Pit

Sand Pit

Post-medieval

Bedford Borough sub-section
Table 31: Conservation Areas within Bedford Borough sub-section
Conservation
Area

Description

Stewartby

The Conservation Area contains two areas of distinct character which area, The Sir
Malcolm Stewart Trust homes and the remaining dwellings in Stewartby Way and
Churchill Close.

Elstow

The Conservation Area can be divided in to three distinct character areas.
Character Area 1 comprises the length of the historic high Street within the
Conservation Area and part of the Bunyan’s Mead development to the east/rear of
the High Street. The majority of the properties fronting the historic High Street are
statutorily listed reflecting their age and architectural importance.
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Character Area 2 is the largest sub-area but contains large areas of open space in
the form of pasture fields, which area crucial to the setting of the parish church,
church tower and mansion ruins. The area is characterised by its ecclesiastical and
residential buildings with the group comprising the parish church of St. Mary and St
Helena, church tower and Hillersden Mansion ruins being the focal point.
Character Area 3 – West End is along established route leading from Elstow high
Street to the west. The character of this area mainly derives from the series of
Edwardian estate cottages on the north side of West End (BBC 2010)
The distinctiveness of the Bedford Conservation Area derives from:
Its location at the heart of an historic market town, with a rich legacy of historic
structures, particularly from the C18 and C19, including 114 listed buildings;

Bedford

Its relationship with the River Great Ouse as a primary topographic feature in an
unaccented valley landscape, as an east-west axis and anchor of built form and
also as an historic source of trade and sustenance and with a present function as a
key amenity space;
The survival of a medieval street pattern based upon an even older north-south
route to and from the river crossing point and upon the layout of two fortified Saxon
burh’s protected by ditches, including the surviving King’s Ditch;
The continuing significance of the river crossing point, which is marked by the Town
Bridge, a listed structure and part of a scheduled ancient monument;
The survival of ancient sites, including the Castle mound and early church buildings,
and a legacy of archaeological potential;

Table 32: Grade II Listed Buildings within Elstow Conservation Area
Ref.
Number
LB
1114169
1114171
1114172
1114173
1136918
1136979
1136999
1137014
1200371
1312574
1312595
1321608
1321609
1321610
1321611
1390599
1390600
1312498

Name
The Old Vicarage
174, High Street
Bunyan's Mead
Post Office
170 And 171, High Street
Bunyan's Mead
204, High Street
Green Corner
173, High Street
The Red Lion Public House
208, 209 And 210, Church End
Base of Market Cross
Bunyan's Mead
The Swan Public House
St Helena
Elstow Lower School
War Memorial at Elstow Lower School
215 and 216, West End Lane
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Table 33: Grade II Listed buildings within Bedford Conservation Area
Ref. Number
LB
1114515
1114517
1114518
1114519
1114520
1114522
1114523
1114524
1114525
1114526
1114527
1128991
1128992
1128993
1128994
1128995
1128996
1128997
1128999
1129000
1129001
1129002
1129003
1129004
1129011
1129012
1129013
1129017
1129018
1129019
1129020
1129021
1129022
1137969
1138004
1138017
1138025
1138085
1138093

Name
9 and 11, Saint Mary's Street
Churchyard Gateways and Railings at St Paul's Church
1, 1a and 1b, St Paul's Square, Bedford
Shire Hall
Town Hall
11 and 13, Saint Peter's Street
Flower Pot Inn
B and W Linen Shop
2, Saint Cuthbert's Street
8-12, St Cuthbert's Street
12-16, Newnham Street
Bedford School Preparatory School
Bunyan Monument
22 and 24, Bromham Road
26-36, Bromham Road
126 and 128, Bromham Road
St Etheldreda's Children's Home
11, Cardington Road
Abbey Cottage
46, Cardington Road
The Bedford Gallery
4-14, The Crescent
15 and 17, The Crescent
49, 49a, 51 And 51a, Harper Street
19 and 21, High Street
37 and 39, High Street
77 and 79, High Street
45 and 47, Mill Street
Bunyan Meeting and School
Polish Roman Catholic Church of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus and St Cuthbert
9, Saint Cuthberts Street
11, Saint Cuthberts Street
15, Saint Cuthbert's Street
Gates at Bedford School
Town Bridge over River Ouse
52-62, Adelaide Square
38-48, Bromham Road
2-8, Cardington Road
50, Cardington Road
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1138136
1138248
1138265
1138275
1138284
1138303
1138305
1138310
1138315
1138318
1138319
1138330
1146338
1146341
1200354
1221961
1274890
1274903
1311873
1312003
1312031
1321006
1321007
1321008
1321038
1321041
1321042
1321400
1321401
1321435
1321438
1321439
1390539
1420018
1420021

2, The Crescent
27-33, High Street
41 and 43, High Street
The Lion Hotel
Sketchley Dye Works
Howard Congregational Church
55, Mill Street
38, Mill Street
The Ship Inn
13, Saint Cuthbert's Street
26, Saint John’s Street
King's Arms Hotel
23, 23a And 23b, Saint Peter's Street
Pleasant Place
Her Majesty’s Prison Governor's Offices, Offices,
Boardroom, Security And Reception Block
Her Majesty’s Prison Wings A, B, C And F Including
Former Chapel Wing
Suspension Bridge
Her Majesty’s Prison Perimeter Wall
24, Saint Peter's Street
Lea Cottage
Girls High School
Railings at Number 1 (The Swan Hotel)
35, High Street
The Rose Inn
46 and 48, Adelaide Square
21 The Crescent
Her Majesty’s Prison Main Entrance and two Flanking
Wings
25 and 27, Saint Peter's Street
Pleasant Place
33 and 35, Saint Mary's Square
County Offices (Cowper Building)
North Extension (Civic Theatre) to Town Hall
Church of St Martin
Bedford War Memorial
Bedford Boer War Memorial

Table 34: Grade II Listed Buildings within the Bedford Borough sub-section
lying outside of conservation areas
Ref. Number
LB#
1392357

Location

Name
Two Kilns and four chimneys at the
Stewartby Brickworks
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1114185

Sailors Bridge Cottages

Kempston

1321574

Church of the Transfiguration

Kempston

1114178

Regimental War Memorial

Kempston

1274908

Entrance gateway and flanking lodges to
former Britannia Iron Works

Bedford

1300787

Administrative block and Children’s ward

Bedford

1321040

26 Cauldwell Street

Bedford

1375569

Bedford Masonic centre

Bedford

1114177

Acacia Cottage

Elstow

1114174

Village Farmhouse

Elstow

1114175

Merrick Cottage

Elstow

1114176

Barn to north of number 200

Elstow

1321612

199 and 200 Wilstead Road

Elstow

1321613

Lynn Farmhouse

Elstow

1137025

193 Wilstead Road

Elstow

Table 35: Non-designated assets within the Inner Study area (250m) of the
Bedford/Borough sub-section
Ref Number

Name

Description

Historic Period

MBD4442

Hardwick Bridge

Limestone Bridge

Industrial

MBD14756

Circular Cropmarks

Site Bordering A Stream

Unknown

MBD7314

Kempston Hardwick
Railway Station

Building, Railway Station

Industrial

MBD17690

Engineering Works

Engineering Works

Post-medieval

MBD17691

Engineering Works

Engineering Works

Post-medieval

MBD17694

Depot

Building

Post-medieval

MBD17695

Storage Depot

Building

Post-medieval

MBD17696

Milk Depot

Building

Modern

MBD14749

Circular Cropmark

Site

Unknown

MBD11730

Cow Bridge

Bridge

Medieval to
modern

MBD9240

Railway Cottage, Cow
Bridge, Ampthill Road

Crossing Keepers Cottage

Industrial

MBD6759

Former Saunderson's
Tractor Factory Elstow
Road

Engineering Works, Factory

Industrial

MBD6516

Territorial Army Hq
Ashburnham Road

Building, Group Headquarters

Modern

MBD15631

65 Ashburnham Road

Building

Industrial
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MBD18206

Church of St Frances
Cabrini

Roman Catholic Church

Modern

MBD10513

2 Priory St Former
Priory Iron Works
(Baker's)

Engineering Works, Building

Modern

MBD6621

Alexandra Buildings
103-113 Midland Road

Row Of Shops

Industrial

MBD8366

Roman Catholic Church
Hall Church St

Building, Church Hall, Building

MBD17232

14 Brereton Road

Lace Factory

Modern

MBD17343

113 Midland Road

Cabinet Makers

Post-medieval

MBD18236

Church of The Holy
Child and St Joseph

Roman Catholic Church, War
Memorial, Pulpit, Baptistery, Bay,
Aisle, Nave, Lobby, Finial, Tower,
Choir, Stained Glass, Plaque,
Hipped Roof, Font, Gallery
(Ecclesiastical)

Industrial

MBD18237

Catholic Rectory

Priests House

Industrial

MBD8478

13 & 15 Costin St
(Former Mission Hall)

Building, Mission Hall

Industrial

MBD16819

Main Sorting Office
(Mail/ Post)

A roll of Honour to all the Workers
of the Mail Sorting Office Who
Served in The First World War.

Modern

MBD17243

70 Midland Road

Shoe Maker's

Modern

MBD17281

4 Battison Street

Cabinet Makers

Modern

MBD17283

38 Western Street

Printing Works

Post-medieval

MBD17297

14 Western Street

Wheelwright's Workshop

Post-medieval

MBD17298

21 Commercial Road

Cabinet Makers

Post-medieval

MBD17367

6 Prebend Street

Straw Bonnet Makers

Post-medieval

MBD17368

31 Prebend Street

Straw Bonnet Makers

Post-medieval

MBD17406

2 Prebend Street

Biscuit Factory

Post-medieval

MBD17517

Garage

Midland Motor Company

Modern

MBD17566

Warehouse

Warehouse

Modern

MBD8176

133-135 Midland Road

House designed by Usher and
Anthony

Industrial

MBD6624

Royal County Theatre
Midland Road

Former Theatre, Now Pentecostal
Church

Industrial

MBD17321

121 & 123 Midland Road

Bicycle Factory

Modern

MBD17350

119a Midland Road

Bicycle Factory

Modern

MBD7990

Former Midland Railway
Warehouse Midland
Road

Former Railway Grain Store

Industrial

MBD17556

Engine Shed

Engine Shed

Industrial
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MBD17582

Signal Box

Signal Box

Industrial

MBD17565

Signal Box

Signal Box

Industrial

MBD17572

Signal Box

Signal Box

Industrial

MBD7332

W H Allen's Queens
Works Ford End Road

Building, Engineering Works

Modern

MBD8483

Queen's Park Moravian
Chapel, Corner Of
Dunville Road & Howard

Moravian Chapel

Modern

MBD17319

10 Hurst Grove

Cabinet Makers

Post-medieval

MBD4527

River Bridge, Prebend
Street

Plaque, Bridge

Industrial

MBD17490

Wheelwright

Wheelwright's Workshop

Post-medieval

MBD10250

Wells Cauldwell St

Well

Post-medieval

MBD1680

Medieval & Postmedieval Occupation

Occupation Site, Ditch, Wall

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBD4118

20-22 Cauldwell Street

Building

Industrial

MBD4131

(Former) Midland Bank,
32 St John's Street

Barge Board, Bank (Financial),
Building

Modern

MBD11365

Fishponds, St John's
Close

Moat, Fishpond

Medieval

MBD4134

45 St John's Street

Public House And Plaque Indicating
1823 Floodline

Modern

MBD4135

St John's Church Hall,
St John's Street

Church Hall

Industrial

MBD9018

St John's Parish
Churchyard

Churchyard

Post-medieval

MBD7358

Rope-Walk At J & G
Turner Ltd St John's St

Building, Factory, Ropewalk

Industrial

MBD971

Bus Depot St John's St

Bus Depot

Modern

MBD17509

Bedford Motor Services
Ltd

Garage

Modern

MBD17658

Garage

Garage

Modern

MBD7989

Simplex Works Elstow
Road

Engineering Works, Railway

Modern

MBD7333

Igranic Works Elstow
Road

Building, Engineering Works,
Factory, War Memorial

Modern

MBD17664

Engine Shed

Engine Shed

Post-medieval

MBD17665

Signal Box

Signal Box

Industrial

MBD15078

The Muswell, Sandhurst
Place

Pond

Post-medieval

MBD6625

Ampthill Road Primary
School

Building, Building, School

Industrial

MBD7985

Industrial Site, Houghton

Engineering Works

Modern
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Road
MBD17621

Warehouse

Warehouse

Post-medieval

MBD17626

Bakery

Bakery

Modern

MBD7993

?Fire Hydrant Ampthill
Road

Fire Station, Pump

Industrial

MBD15560

Sweet Factory (Meltis),
Miller Road

Factory

Modern

MBD17240

28 Mabel Road

Bicycle Factory

Post-medieval

MBD17342

10 Muswell Road

Boot And Shoe Makers

Post-medieval

MBD17508

Bedford Car Mart

Garage And Petrol Station

Modern

MBD7987

Former Maltings
Ampthill Road

Maltings

Post-medieval

MBD17619

Coal Burners

Coal Workings

Post-medieval

MBD17620

Warehouse

Warehouse

Modern

MBD4130

28 St John's Street

Cycle Shop

Industrial

MBD5665

The Elms (Formerly
Vicarage Farm)

Farmhouse

Industrial

MBD15370

Roman Occupation,
Elstow Abbey

Occupation Site

Roman

MBD11594

Bedford-Bletchley
Railway

Railway

Industrial

MBD11532

Lane, on
Kempston/Wootton
Boundary

Road

Medieval

MBD11832

Bedford-Hitchin Railway

Railway

Industrial

MBD11833

Bedford-Sandy Railway

Railway

Roman

MBD10480

Roman Road, Viatores
No 210

Road

Roman

MBD8292

?Deserted Medieval
Village, Wootton Pillinge

Deserted Settlement

Medieval

MBD6675

Bedford Brickworks &
Clay Pit

Brickworks, Clay Pit

Industrial

MBD15532

Bedford Lunatic Asylum
(Site of), Ampthill Road

Psychiatric Hospital

Industrial

MBD10530

Bedford Medieval Town

Burh, , Boundary Ditch, Town,
Castle, Floor, Pit?, Well, Beam
Slot?, Ditch, Water Tank?, Brewery,
Wall, Path, Floor, Floor, Cellar?,
Wall, Wall, Wall

Medieval

MBD7138

Brickfield & Kilns,
Wootton Broadmead

Brickworks

Industrial

MBD6678

Brickworks And Clay Pit,
Kempston Hardwick
(Works)

Brickworks

Modern
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MBD8471

Brickworks, Wootton
Pillinge Brick Company

Brickworks

Modern

MBD250

Cauldwell Priory (Site of)

Inhumation, Priory, Inhumation,
Wall, Robber Trench

Medieval

MBD6683

Clay Pit

Clay Pit

Industrial

MBD2989

Clay Pit

Clay Pit

Modern

MBD6681

Clay Pit, Rookery Pit

Clay Pit

Modern

MBD16594

Cropmarks, Factory
Playing Fields, off
Elstow Road

Rectilinear Enclosure

Prehistoric

MBD9600

Cropmarks, Marshleys
Farm

Post Hole, Inhumation, Boundary,
Quarry, Temple, Cemetery, Ridge
and Furrow, Linear Feature, Pit,
Enclosure, Rectilinear Enclosure,
Pit, Ditch

Iron Age to
Romano-British

MBD15241

Cropmarks, north of
Wootton Broadmead

Rectilinear Enclosure

Romano-British

MBD16277

Cropmarks, south of
Kempston Southern
Relief Road

Rectilinear Enclosure

Prehistoric

MBD15249

Cropmarks, southwest
of Kempston Hardwick

Enclosure

Prehistoric to
Romano-British

MBD9603

Cropmarks, Wootton
Broadmead

Field Boundary

Post-medieval

MBD8291

Disused Road

Trackway

Medieval

MBD16109

Earthworks at West End
Lane, Elstow

Earthwork

Unknown

MBD16971

Elstow Medieval Village

Village

Medieval

MBD18213

Iron Age Ditch, west of
A6

Pit, Ditch

Iron Age

MBD16993

Kempston Hardwick
Medieval Settlement

Settlement

Medieval

MBD15456

Medieval Moat, Conduit
Road

Moat

Medieval

MBD8473

Modern Brickworks of
London Brick Company

Brickworks

Modern

MBD8472

Original Brickworks of B
J Forder

Brickworks

Industrial

MBD18869

Post-medieval
occupation and
structural remains,
Former St Bede's
School

Post Hole, Pit, Construction Trench,
Wall

Post-medieval

MBD18212

Prehistoric & Roman
occupation, west of A6

Pit, Ditch, Occupation Site, Gully?,
Boundary Ditch, Hearth?, Pit, Ditch

Prehistoric and
Romano-British

MBD5135

Ridge and Furrow,

Ridge And Furrow

Medieval
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Wootton Historic Parish
MBD18766

Saxon and Medieval
Occupation, north west
of Ray's Close

Ditch, Fishpond, Building, Pit

Saxon and
Medieval

Aylesbury Vale – Aylesbury sub-section
Table 36: Conservation Areas within Aylesbury sub-section
Name

Description
The historic core of Aylesbury is situated on a limestone outcrop which rises
above the surrounding area. This elevated position gives visual prominence
to the centre of the town and emphasises its contained character. The
development of the ring road has reinforced the isolated position of the
historic core of Aylesbury from the recent expansions of the town's
peripheries.
The focus to the historic town is St. Mary's Church which is situated at the
highest point of the outcrop. The square tower and leaded spire of the
church, set against the trees that grow in the churchyard and the former
grounds of Prebendal House, form a prominent landmark.

Aylesbury Town

Walton Road

Despite significant areas of redevelopment especially during the 20th century,
the historic core of Aylesbury has retained surviving elements of its medieval
street pattern. Of particular interest and note are the various squares within
the town including St. Mary's Square, Temple Square, Market Square and
Kingsbury. The strong visual contrast between these areas of open space
and the narrow streets that connect them is a distinctive element which
contributes to the character of the town. Equally important is the contrast in
form, scale and design of the buildings which line the squares and streets
and create a visually complex and interesting environment. The high density
of development and position of buildings in relation to the streets creates a
strong sense of enclosure and helps to channel views and pedestrians
through the town (AVDC 2009).
Walton is situated to the south-east of the historic centre of Aylesbury. It was
originally a distinct hamlet separated in part by a stream called the Bear
Brook. Significant archaeological evidence has been found for Saxon
settlement at Walton, even though no documentary reference for the village
survives prior to AD 1090. The topography of Walton has not altered greatly
since the Middle Ages with almost all the historic structures still fronting onto
the two main thoroughfares of Walton Street and Walton Road. In 1651 the
site of the manor at Walton abutted the village green, but the enclosure map
shows that by 1800 this area had been significantly reduced, and now all that
remains is an area of open space around the village pond and another open
area at the north of Walton Green Road, now occupied by a car park.
The separate and distinct character of Walton has to a great extent been lost
as Aylesbury has expanded and engulfed the settlement. Nevertheless, a
number of historic properties with principal elevations dating largely from the
18th and 19th centuries still survive along sections of Walton Street and
Walton Road. This small area of historic development was designated as a
Conservation Area in July 1988 (AVDC 2009).

Wendover Road

Located a short distance to the south-east of Walton on the south-western
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side of Wendover Road between Milton Road and Spenser Road are nos.
115 to 145 Wendover Road, a row of very attractive late Victorian buildings.
Of particular note are the three villas called Byron, Milton and Spenser villas
which are situated at the south-eastern end of the group. Built in 1893, these
substantial detached buildings are situated slightly back from the road behind
a low brick wall and metal railings. Constructed of buff coloured and red
bricks, the buildings are three storeys in height with half-hipped slate roofs
and prominent chimney stacks. The buildings maintain many of their
flamboyant original architectural features, including ground floor bay windows
and highly ornate open porches (AVDC 2009).

Table 37: Registered Parks and Gardens within (or on the periphery of)
Aylesbury sub-section
Designation

Description

Waddesdon Manor

Grade I

A late 19th century country house, surrounded by
contemporary formal and informal gardens, and an
extensive park, laid out by Elie Lainé, incorporating the
site of a 17th/18th century park and the remains of the
formal garden of Winchendon House.

Eythrope

Grade II

A late 19th century garden and park, surrounding a
house (designed as a day pavilion) of the same period,
overlying an 18th century landscape park.

Grade II*

An 18th century landscape park and pleasure grounds,
laid out around an early 17th century country house,
with remnants of an early 18th century formal layout,
subsequently naturalised, possibly by Richard Woods.
The poet William Mason may have advised on the
layout of the flower garden (now (1997) gone) in the
1790s.

Name

Hartwell House

Table 38: Grade II Listed buildings within the Aylesbury Town Conservation
Area
Ref. Number LB#

Name

1117914

3 and 5, Temple Square

1117915

2, Temple Square

1117916

4, Temple Square

1117917

10, Temple Square

1117918

12, Temple Square

1117919

14, Temple Square

1117920

6, Temple Street

1117921

8 and 10, Temple Street

1117922

12 and 14, Temple Street

1117923

16, Temple Street
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1117924

22, Temple Street

1117926

13, Temple Street

1117929

The White Swan Inn

1117934

40, Whitehall Street

1117936

The Bell Hotel

1117937

Barclay's Bank

1117938

1-5, Nelson Terrace

1117939

8, Nelson Terrace

1117940

St Mary's Cottage

1117942

Entrance Gateway to the Prebendal House School

1117943

St Osyth's

1117944

9, Parsons Fee

1117945

York House

1117946

The Foresters Arms Public House

1117947

6, Pebble Lane

1117948

17,21 and 23, Rickfords Hill

1117949

8, Rickfords Hill

1117951

27, Rickfords Hill

1117952

South Gateway to St Mary's Churchyard

1117953

2-5, St Marys Square

1117954

10, St Marys Square

1117955

17 and 18, St Marys Square

1117956

27 and 28, St Marys Square

1117957

The Queens Head Public House

1117958

23, Castle Street

1117959

29, Castle Street

1117960

31 and 33, Castle Street

1117961

37 and 39, Castle Street

1117962

2, Castle Street

1117963

4, Castle Street

1117964

6,6d and 8, Castle Street

1117965

10-24, Castle Street

1117966

32, Castle Street

1117967

50 and 52, Castle Street

1117969

Coach House and Stables To Number 7

1117971

8, Church Street
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1117972

12, Church Street

1117973

Flint Cottage

1117974

The Rockwood Public House

1117975

Premises Of Denniss's

1117976

Statue Of Benjamin Disraeli

1117977

Lloyds Bank

1117978

9, Market Square

1117982

1-3, Bailey's Court

1117984

6, Bourbon Street

1117985

8, Bourbon Street

1117986

10 and 12, Bourbon Street

1117987

14, Bourbon Street

1117988

16, Bourbon Street

1117989

18, Bourbon Street

1117991

5, Buckingham Street

1117992

11, Buckingham Street

1117993

12, Buckingham Street

1117994

13-21, Cambridge Street

1117995

The Harrow

1117996

5, Castle Street

1159883

7, Buckingham Street

1159889

The Buckingham Arms

1159921

6, Cambridge Street

1159953

3, Castle Street

1159962

13,15 and 15a, Castle Street

1160045

56 and 58, Castle Street

1160073

Railings to front of Number 7

1160092

2, Church Street

1160140

Hobgoblin

1160188

2 Flanking Lion Statues

1160336

5-8, Parsons Fee

1160342

Water Pump

1160473

4 and 6, Rickfords Hill

1160495

Front Gateway to Number 10

1160507

25, Rickfords Hill

1160534

East Gateway to St Mary's Churchyard
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1160556

7 and 8, St Marys Square

1160625

25 and 26, St Marys Square

1160704

18, Temple Street

1160748

1, Temple Street

1160755

17, Temple Street

1160927

42, Whitehall Street

1310485

The Old Dark Lantern Inn

1310499

15 and 16, St Marys Square

1310556

The Saracen's Head Inn

1310672

7, Market Square

1310708

5 and 7, Kingsbury

1310724

Hickman's Almshouses

1310731

48, Castle Street

1310800

10, Cambridge Street

1319169

Ye Olde Harrow Inn

1319170

9, Buckingham Street

1319173

8, Cambridge Street

1319174

1, Castle Street

1319175

7-11, Castle Street

1319187

2, Rickfords Hill

1319188

12, Rickfords Hill

1319189

1, St Marys Row

1319190

Parish Hall

1319192

19, St Marys Square

1319193

19 and 21, Castle Street

1319194

25, Castle Street

1319195

35, Castle Street

1319196

3, Church Street

1319197

7a, Church Street

1319198

4, Church Street

1319199

71, Friarage Road

1319200

3, Kingsbury

1319201

40, Kingsbury

1319202

Statue Of Charles Compton, 3rd Lord Chesham

1319203

The Chesham Building Society

1319214

7, Temple Square
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1319215

8, Temple Square

1319216

24, Temple Street

1319217

15, Temple Street

1319219

23a, Walton Street

1319224

The Green Man Public House

1319225

36, Market Square

1319226

1, Rickfords Hill

1319243

Aylesbury Literary Club At Pegatty's Restaurant and Tea
Rooms

1365627

44, Kingsbury

1365631

Statue Of John Hampden

Table 39: Grade II Listed Buildings within Walton Road Conservation Area
Ref. Number LB

Name

1117927

No. 11, Plumtree Cottage and Pond Cottage

1117930

5 and 7, Walton Terrace

1117931

Walton Lodge

1117932

17, Walton Terrace

1117933

23, Walton Terrace

1160789

23, Walton Road

1160815

Rosebank

1160888

15, Walton Terrace

1160904

21, Walton Terrace

1160919

The Aristocrat

1310366

11, Walton Terrace

1319218

19, Walton Road

1319220

9, Walton Terrace

1319221

The Bricklayers Arms

1319222

25, Walton Terrace

Table 40: Other Grade II Listed Buildings within Aylesbury sub-section lying
outside of conservation areas
Ref.
Number
LB#

Name

Location

1319254

Fleet Marston Farmhouse

Fleet Marston
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1159016

Berryfield Farmhouse

Quarrendon

1319206

Haydan Hill Farmhouse

Aylesbury

1332849

Haydon Mill

Hartwell

1118470

Coldharbour Farmhouse

Coldharbour

1118452

Standalls Farmhouse

Stone with
Bishopstone and
Hartwell

1160411

Ardenham House

Aylesbury

1276814

The Royal Bucks Hospital

Aylesbury

1310825

61-67 Buckingham Street

Aylesbury

1319171

59 Buckingham Street

Aylesbury

1319172

159 Cambridge Street

Aylesbury

1233044

Walton Mill House

Aylesbury

1117893

Anglican, non-conformist and mortuary
chapels, Aylesbury Cemetery

Aylesbury

1319223

115 Walton Road

Aylesbury

1310410

89 Walton Road

Aylesbury

1117928

Granary to the Malt house

Aylesbury

1281478

Hall End Farmhouse

Stoke Mandeville

1332832

Stoke Cottage

Stoke Mandeville

1118444

Magpie Cottage

Stoke Mandeville

1118446

Lone Ash

Stoke Mandeville

1332831

Bell Cottage and Tudor Cottage

Stoke Mandeville

1118448

Brook Cottage

Stoke Mandeville

1118447

Old Moat Farmhouse

Stoke Mandeville

Table 41: Non-designated assets within the Inner Study (250m) area of the
Aylesbury Vale sub-section
Ref Number

Name

Description

Historic Period

MBC1031

Oxford Road (Spital) Mill,
Aylesbury

Site of medieval and postmedieval watermills,
demolished 1993 and partly
excavated in 1998.

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBC1032

Oxford Road Watermill

Site of mill house, probably
built in 19th century,
demolished 1993 after a fire

Industrial

MBC1035

Brook House, Hartwell
Road

Approximate location of site of
medieval leper hospital known
from historic records but not
found in evaluation trenches

Late medieval
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MBC11071

Castle Street, Aylesbury

Site of eighteenth to nineteenth
century nonconformists burial
ground, known from historical
records and moved in the
1960s

Post-medieval to
Industrial

MBC11440

Rickford's Hill Meeting
House

Eighteenth century timberframed Friends Meeting House

Post-medieval

MBC11441

Rickford's Hill Meeting
House

Eighteenth to nineteenth
century cemetery attached to
Friends Meeting House

Post-medieval to
Industrial

MBC12009

Haydon Hill Farm

Oval enclosure of unknown
date recorded in aerial
photography and now built over

Undated

MBC12300

Friarage Road/Rickford
Hill

Possible Civil War ditch found
during watching brief and
subsequent trial trenching.

Post-medieval

MBC12330

Walton Street Chapel

Burial ground of 19th century
Baptist chapel

Industrial to Modern

MBC12379

Bourbon St/Rickford's Hill

Possible medieval inhumation
found during roadworks on
Bourbon Street

Medieval

MBC1329

The Friarage, Rickford Hill

Medieval and post-medieval
features, possibly associated
with the medieval friary,
recorded during construction of
offices.

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBC14262

Ex-Police Houses, Walton
Street

Late Saxon to medieval finds
and features and prehistoric,
Roman and Saxon finds
recovered in excavation

Early Neolithic to
Medieval

MBC14263

Ex-Police Houses, Walton
St.

Four late Saxon boundary
ditches recorded in excavation

Early Medieval

MBC14266

Ex-Police Houses, Walton
St.

Twelfth to thirteenth century
boundary ditch recorded in
excavation

Late Medieval

MBC14267

Ex-Police Houses, Walton
St.

Two later medieval rubbish pits
recorded in excavation

Late Medieval

MBC14268

Ex-Police Houses, Walton
St.

Possible medieval trackway
recorded in excavation

Medieval

MBC14272

Ex-Police Houses, Walton
St.

Three nineteenth to twentieth
century houses, with
associated wells and service
trenches, recorded in
excavation

Industrial to Modern

MBC14276

Ex-Police Houses, Walton
St.

Bronze Age flint artefacts found
during excavation.

Bronze Age

MBC14517

Walton St, Ex-Perry's
Garage

Medieval artefacts found in
river channel works

Medieval

MBC1484

The Friarage, Rickford Hill

Site of medieval friary,

Late Medieval
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recorded in fourteenth to
sixteenth century documents.
MBC15029

Oxford Road Workhouse

Site of early nineteenth century
workhouse at Aylesbury, known
from historical records.

Industrial

MBC15030

Oxford Road

Nineteenth century silk mill

Industrial

MBC17242

Berryfield Farmhouse

Late sixteenth to seventeenth
century timber-framed house
with later additions

Post-medieval to
Industrial

MBC17709

1-3 Bailey's Court

Eighteenth century house

Postmedieval/Industrial

MBC17720

71 Friarage Road,
Aylesbury

Nineteenth century school
house, built about 1857 or 1870

Industrial

MBC17744

No 2 Rickford's Hill

Eighteenth century house

Postmedieval/Industrial

MBC21081

South of Akeman Street

Historical records may confirm
site of Civil War earthworks.

Post-medieval

MBC21433

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Scatter of Roman artefacts
found in metal-detecting

Romano-British

MBC21440

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Roman metalwork, pottery, tile
and stone found in metaldetecting survey

Romano-British

MBC21445

Billingsfield, Quarrendon

Metal-detecting survey area

Romano-British

MBC21446

Billingsfield, Quarrendon

Metal-detecting survey area

Undated

MBC21690

East of Lower Blackgrove
Farm

Roman pits and ditches
recorded in excavation

Romano-British

MBC21692

700m northwest of
Lapstone House

Undated ditches found in
evaluation trenches

Romano-British

MBC21693

400m north west Lower
Blackgrove Farm

Several undated ditches
recorded in excavation

Post-medieval to
Modern

MBC21694

250m northeast of
Sewerage Works

Ditches of unknown date
discovered in evaluation
trenches

Undated

MBC2176

Northwest Of St Mary's
Church

Possible watermill marked on
historic map

Post-Medieval

MBC22265

Billings Field, Quarrendon

Bronze Age pottery and
Neolithic to Bronze Age flint
found during field walking

Late Prehistoric

MBC22266

Billings Field, Quarrendon

Roman pottery, tesserae and
possibly tile found during field
walking

Romano-British

MBC22267

Billings Field, Quarrendon

Roman small town extending
along Akeman Street at Fleet
Marston

Romano-British

MBC22312

Billingsfield, Quarrendon

Roman roadside settlement
along line of Akeman Street
found during evaluation

Romano-British
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trenching
MBC22334

Billingsfield, Quarrendon

Roman cremation burials found
during evaluation trenching

Romano-British

MBC22335

Billingsfield, Quarrendon

Later prehistoric pits, ditches
and quarry, pottery and flint
found during evaluation trial
trenching.

Early Bronze Age to
Late Iron Age

MBC22478

Land at Former St Mary's
C of E School, Friarage
Road, Aylesbury

Traces of probable Iron Age
activity, found during evaluation
trial trenching

Late Prehistoric

MBC22479

Land At Former St Mary's
C of E School, Friarage
Road, Aylesbury

Post-medieval pits and
associated pottery, tile, animal
bone and shell found during
evaluation

Post-medieval to
Industrial

MBC22660

Aylesbury Conservative
Club

Probable post-medieval stone
farmyard surface found during
evaluation

Post-medieval to
Industrial

MBC2304

Rabans Lane, Aylesbury

Roman cremation burial found
during trenching for water
mains

Romano-British

Soil-mark of uncertain function
and date visible on aerial
photographs

Undated

MBC2313

MBC23235

Schwarzkopf Factory Site,
California

Small nineteenth and twentieth
century industrial complex in
use successively as silk mill,
printing works, printing ink
works and cosmetics factory

Industrial to Modern

MBC23236

Aylesbury TA Centre,
Oxford Road

Three medieval ditches found
during evaluation trial trenching

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBC24654

Southcourt Baptist
Church, Penn Road

Twentieth century Baptist
church built 1930 and largely
rebuilt in 1986.

Modern

MBC24797

Bearbrook House, Oxford
Road

Former watercourse, infilled in
the late 20th century, found
during evaluation trial
trenching.

Post-medieval to
Modern

MBC25069

Freevy Ltd, Gatehouse
Close

20th century factory used for
Jewellery manufacture

Modern

MBC25072

Clews Petersen Ltd,
Gatehouse Close

20th century engineering works
producing cylinder linings

Modern

MBC25090

Aylesbury Motor Co. Ltd.,
54/56 Walton Street

Garage

Modern

MBC25092

C. Rye, 44/46 Walton
Street

Motor Cycle Agent

Modern

MBC25095

Cogger & Hawkins, 32/36
Walton Street

Garage - Austin Distributor

Modern

MBC25368

Old County Offices,
Walton Street

Early twentieth century county
council offices, built in Neo-

Modern to 21st
Century
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Georgian style in 1928-9.
MBC25370

New County Offices,
Walton Street

Twentieth century county hall
tower block, built in 1963-1966
in Brutalist style.

Modern to 21st
Century

MBC25576

Wesleyan Chapel,
Friarage Passage

Wesleyan Chapel, Friarage
Passage

Industrial

MBC25706

Former Equitable Life
Assurance Site, Walton
Street

Post-medieval pit, pond and
boundary ditches found during
trial trenching.

Post-medieval

MBC25901

Southcourt Bridge,
Aylesbury

Brick footing of the original
railway footbridge seen during
watching brief.

Industrial

MBC26475

Northwest of Fleet
Marston Cottages

Possible enclosure, pits and
field boundary ditches
suggested by geophysical
surveys.

Undated

MBC26477

North of Fleet Marston
Farm

Possible ditched enclosures
and pits suggested by
geophysical surveys.

Undated

MBC26485

4 Bailey's Court, Castle
Street

An attractive group of 19th
century brick cottages.

Industrial

MBC26488

9-15 Rickford's Hill

This terrace is a local building
of note within the Conservation
Area of Aylesbury.

Industrial

MBC26512

Former Police
Headquarters, Walton
Street

Built in 1939 by C. H. Riley, the
buildings are attractively
detailed with overtures of Art
Deco.

Modern

MBC26513

Holy Trinity Church,
Walton Terrace

Built between 1843 and 1845 to
a design by David Brandon.

Industrial

MBC26514

1 Walton Terrace

This is a local building of note
within the Conservation Area of
Walton.

Industrial

MBC283

Walton Court

Late prehistoric, Roman, Saxon
and medieval occupation
revealed in excavation

Early Neolithic to
Medieval

MBC329

Walton Court

Nineteenth century farmhouse,
now Conservative Club

Industrial

MBC33159

Holy Trinity Church,
Walton Street, Aylesbury

A brass plaque
commemorating local people
who were killed in action during
WW1 (1914-1918).

Modern

MBC33160

Holy Trinity Church,
Walton Street, Aylesbury

Two marble plaques
commemorating people killed in
action during WW2 (19391945).

Modern

MBC33197

Ditches

Probable Roman boundary
ditches identified during
evaluation.

Romano-British
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MBC33200

Field Boundaries

Post-medieval field boundaries
identified during evaluation.

Post-medieval

MBC33267

Hazell Watson and Viney,
TA Drill Centre, Oxford
Road, Aylesbury

Set of three bronze plaques
commemorating workers of
Hazell, Watson and Viney Ltd
who were killed in action during
WW1 (1914-1918).

Modern

MBC33312

St Mary's Church
(Redundant) Fleet
Marston

An oak lecturn with carvings
commemorating parishioners
who were killed in action during
WW1 (1914-1918).

Modern

MBC33449

Memorial to Lt Cpl W.C.
Pearce

Plaque in memory of Lt. Cpl.
W.C. Pearce killed in 1916

Modern

MBC5295

South of Akeman Street

Site of possible Civil War
earthworks, now built over.

Civil War

MBC5362

Glassweir Bridge,
Aylesbury

Walton Bridge recorded as
'Glasyers' bridge in a sixteenth
century charter

Late Medieval/Postmedieval

MBC5402

Walton Street, Aylesbury

Remains of several skeletons,
possibly of a Roman date,
found in a shop extension

Romano-British

MBC6358

Walton Court

Late prehistoric site excavated
in two stages, see record 0093
for information

Late Prehistoric

MBC6825

St Mary's Church

Medieval and post-medieval
parish church of St Mary's,
Fleet Marston, restored in
nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.

Late Medieval to
Modern

MBC6827

St Mary's Church

Medieval burials excavated in
nave of church during
restoration

Medieval

MBC7092

250m southwest of Hall
End Farm

Possible medieval fishpond
recorded on aerial photographs
and in field survey

Medieval

MBC7139

19 Hartwell Terrace

Post-medieval well found in
reconstruction of rear of house

Post-medieval

MBC7840

Grounds of Primroses

Possible site of Roman
metalwork finds

Romano-British

MBC7867

GWR Passenger Station

Possible site of medieval
earthworks representing
buildings as known from
historic records

Medieval

MBC810

Haydon Hill

Scatter of Roman artefacts
found over the years in this
location

Romano-British

MBC891

Walton Court Farm

Farmstead recorded on
nineteenth and early twentieth
century maps

Industrial to Modern
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MBC21433

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Scatter of Roman artefacts
found in metal-detecting

Romano-British

MBC14560

Field north of Stoke
Mandeville

Scatter of medieval to postmedieval artefacts recorded in
field-walking survey

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBC21434

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Scatter of Roman artefacts
found in metal-detecting survey

Romano-British

MBC21446

Billingsfield, Quarrendon

Metal-detecting survey area

Undated

MBC21429

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Scatter of Roman artefacts
found in metal-detecting survey

Romano-British

MBC21432

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Scatter of Roman artefacts
found in metal-detecting

Romano-British

MBC14138

500m.west of
Fleetmarston Farm

Roman, medieval and postmedieval pottery and medieval
metalwork found in field
walking and possible enclosure
ditches and pits identified by
geophysical survey.

Romano-British to
Post-medieval

MBC14477

Field east of Cold Harbour
Farm

Prehistoric flint and pottery,
Saxon surface site, Roman,
medieval and post-medieval
pottery and other finds
recorded in fieldwalking

Early Neolithic to
Post-medieval

MBC14469

Field east of Coldharbour
Farm

Prehistoric, Roman, Saxon,
medieval and post-medieval
finds made in field-walking and
Neolithic, Iron Age and Roman
features found in excavation

Early Neolithic to
Post-Medieval

MBC14488

Field east of Cold Harbour
Farm

Iron Age ditches and pit, a
Roman hearth and prehistoric
and Roman artefacts found in
trial trenching

Iron Age to
Romano-British

MBC7092

250m southwest of Hall
End Farm

Possible medieval fishpond
recorded on aerial photographs
and in field survey

Medieval

MBC1329

The Friarage, Rickford Hill

Medieval and post-medieval
features, possibly associated
with the medieval friary,
recorded during construction of
offices.

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBC22540

Aylesbury College, Oxford
Road

Further education college, built
1962 with later additions

Modern

MBC24777

Aylesbury Gas Works, off
Gatehouse Way

Late 20th century gasworks,
built in 1970s.

Modern

MBC3378

Area Around Hall End

Possible medieval to postmedieval hamlet known from
documentary and cartographic
sources and from place-name
evidence

Medieval to Industrial
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MBC3379

Area Around Hall End

Possible medieval to postmedieval house platforms
suggested by local knowledge
and field visit

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBC888

Bourbon Street, Market
Street And Silver Street

Fifteenth to eighteenth century
timber-framed buildings
recorded during demolition in
1964

15th Century to 18th
Century

MBC11071

Castle Street, Aylesbury

Site of eighteenth to nineteenth
century nonconformists burial
ground, known from historical
records and moved in the
1960s

18th Century to
Industrial

MBC24707

Stoke Mandeville Hospital

Stoke Mandeville Hospital, built
1940 as an emergency military
hospital, now a general
hospital.

Modern

MBC14262

Ex-Police Houses, Walton
Street

Late Saxon to medieval finds
and features and prehistoric,
Roman and Saxon finds
recovered in excavation

Early Neolithic to
Medieval

MBC22169

Southeast of Berryfields
Farm

Undated pits, linear features
and two ring-ditches recorded
in geophysical survey, no finds
from field walking event

Undated

MBC22267

Billings Field, Quarrendon

Roman small town extending
along Akeman Street at Fleet
Marston

Romano-British

MBC21704

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Part of Roman small town

Romano-British

MBC21514

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Part of Roman small town
extending along Akeman
Street, known from excavation
and metal-detecting finds

Romano-British

MBC12297

Friarage Road/Rickford
Hill

Roman, Saxon, medieval,
Tudor and seventeenth century
finds recorded during watching
brief and subsequent trial
trenching on Friarage Road

5th Century Saxon to
Civil War

MBC21513

Putlowes, Fleet Marston

Scatters of Roman artefacts
suggest presence of a fort,
town or other settlement

Romano-British
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Wycombe District sub-section
Table 42: Conservation Areas within Wycombe sub-section
Conservation
Area

Meadle

Description
The conservation area boundary encompasses virtually the whole hamlet of
Meadle. The hamlet is situated a few miles to the north of Princes Risborough in a
remote and rural part of the District on a no-through road. There is no church,
meeting hall, shop or public house here nor is the hamlet on a public transport
route, consequently Meadle is a quiet, isolated hamlet.
This peaceful conservation area has a wealth of characterful listed buildings which
are well spaced throughout the conservation area and many can only be glimpsed
in their secluded positions (WDC 1997).
Askett is an attractive small, rural settlement which lies within the Green Belt and
the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Although there has been some
modern infilling in the village many of the historic dwellings remain scattered
throughout the conservation area.

Askett

Whiteleaf

The original development of Askett is spaciously and irregularly sited along the
highway framework. There are two ribbons of development, one extending along
the north-south section of Askett Lane. The second ribbon extends along
Crowbrook Road and has a number of attractive buildings from the 18 th and 19th
centuries (WDC 1996).
Whiteleaf Conservation Area is of considerable charm and character situated on the
well tread step slopes of the Chiltern scarp. The undulating curved main street is an
interesting feature of the village. It follows the ancient route of the Upper Icknield
Way and is for some distance enclosed by grassed banks and high brick and brick
and flint walls. The historic dwellings front closely on to it.
One of the essential characteristics of the conservation area is its rural ambience.
The presence of trees and other vegetation is vital in this aspect. The undeveloped
open fields and woodland rising to the east from the Upper Icknield Way act as a
backdrop and an appropriate setting for the historic dwellings (WDC, 1996).

Monks
Risborough

Although now within the civil parish of Princes Risborough, the ecclesiastical parish
retains most of its ancient boundaries. Like many along the Chiltern scarp, it was a
long, narrow linear parish with the village roughly in its centre. It falls into two
distinct areas, the village centre to the east and the more open west with the park,
parish churchyard and grounds of the Old Rectory. (WDC, 1997)

Princes
Risborough

Princes Risborough is a small market town built on the spring line at the foot of the
Chiltern Hills that retains its compact character despite being surrounded by
modern development. The market town origins of the town are evident in its layout
and culminate in the Market House. (WDC, 1998)

Alscot

Alscot is a tiny hamlet situated off the A4129 Longwick Road. The roadway is
suitable for motor vehicles as far as Alscot Cottage but a bridleway continues the
line of the road which eventually links up with Mill Lane. The enclave is entirely
residential. Despite the near proximity of a busy main road, the market town of
Princes Risborough and the railway just two miles away the hamlet has a secluded
air, feeling almost remote in its rural surroundings (WDC. 1997).

Horsenden

Horsenden lies at the north end of Horsenden Lane, a no through road. It has a
completely rural character with a scattered handful of houses, a manor house and a
small medieval church. It is north of the Chiltern chalk, below the 100 metre contour
and water has an important role in establishing its character. The settlement grew
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up on the stream which rises on the Chiltern spring line at Saunderton and flows
north through Horsenden to the River Thame via Longwick Mill (WDC 1996).

Table 43: Registered Parks and Gardens within Wycombe sub-section
Name

Designation

Description

Grade II

An 18th/19th century landscape park and
woodland with late 19th/early 20th century
formal gardens and work by Reginald Blomfield
(1890s) and H Avray Tipping (1911-12);
associations with most 20th century Prime
Ministers.

Chequers

Table 44: Grade II Listed buildings within Princes Risborough Conservation
Area
Ref. Number LB

Name

1125786

Lloyds Bank

1125809

20 and 22, Bell Street

1125810

28, Bell Street

1125814

Monks Staithe

1125816

Tomb in Churchyard in Angle Between South Aisle and Porch

1125817

Library

1125818

Corner Cottage

1125819

Vine House

1125820

Cromwell House

1125822

3, High Street

1125823

29, High Street

1125824

32 and 34, High Street

1125825

54, High Street

1125826

The George And Dragon

1125828

2, Market Square

1125829

Trev Childrens Wear

1159474

Tomb in Churchyard in Angle Between Tower and South Aisle

1159544

The Old Garden Centre

1159549

The Close, The Old Star

1159566

Town Farmhouse

1159578

2, Duke Street

1159645

30, High Street
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1159662

38, 40 And 42, High Street

1159671

The Old Cross Keys

1159707

80 and 82, High Street

1159733

Premises of Jb Heath Limited, The Corner Shop

1310903

The Whiteleaf Cross

1310955

25 and 27, High Street

1310965

The White House and Walls and Small Courtyard to left

1311023

Tomb in Churchyard Circa 4 metres to south west of Porch

1332023

Gaisford Cottage

1332024

The Old White Lion

1332027

1, High Street

1332028

28, High Street

1332029

46 and 48, High Street

1332030

Barclays Bank

1332052

The Gables

1332053

Bb Ladies Hairdresser, Domestic Appliance

1332054

1, 3 and 4, Queens Square

Table 45: Grade II Listed Buildings within Meadle Conservation Area
Ref. Number
LB
1125832
1125833
1125834
1125835
1125836
1125837
1125838
1159163
1159212
1311158
1332034
1332036

Name
Old Thatch
Quakers Farmhouse
Meadle Farmhouse
Dock Farmhouse
Cobblers
The Springs
Orchard Farmhouse
Meadle Cottage
Brook Farmhouse
Barn Adjacent to south west of Dock Farmhouse
The Three Horseshoes
Barn 20 metres south of Meadle Farmhouse

Table 46: Grade II Listed buildings within Askett Conservation Area
Name

Ref. Number LB
1125821
1125847

The Bell House
Chiltern Cottage
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1125848
1125849
1125850
1159327
1159340
1159344
1159350
1159357
1311099
1332001
1332002
1332040
1387345

Lavender Cottage
1, Askett Lane
Beech Cottage
The Three Crowns, with Stable Block
Sumach Cottage
Askett Farmhouse
Blossom Cottage
Brook Cottage
Horseshoe Cottage
Clapgate
Meadowcroft Cottage, Meadowcroft Farmhouse
Hook Cottage
Askett Green

Table 47: Grade II Listed Buildings within Monks Risborough Conservation Area
Ref. Number
LB
1125787
1125808
1125812
1125813
1159366
1159433
1332022
1332025

Name
The Old Rectory
Barn to south of Chestnut Farmhouse
1590ad
Friars Cottage, Saddlers
Chestnut Farmhouse
Monks Thacky
Barn to west of Chestnut Farmhouse
Churchway, Flint Cottage, Moss Rose
Monks Risborough War Memorial

1391391

Table 48: Grade II Listed Buildings within Horsenden Conservation Area
Ref. Number
LB

Name

1332013

Glebe Cottage

1125830

Horsenden Manor

1159710

Gate Cottage

1332031

Barn Adjacent to east of Dovecote at Gate Cottage

1125827

Dovecote at Gate Cottage

Table 49: Grade II Listed Buildings within Alscot Conservation Area
Ref. Number
LB

Name

1125845

Barn and Dairy Adjacent to west of Alscot Farmhouse
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1159280

Alscot Farmhouse

1159290

Stable and attached wall adjacent to south west of Alscot
Farmhouse

1332038

Alscot Lodge

1332039

Barn circa 40 metres to west of Alscot Farmhouse

Table 50: Other Grade II Listed Buildings within the Wycombe sub-section lying
outside of conservation areas
Ref.
Number LB

Name

Location

1125807

Frogmore Farm Cottages

Saunderton

1159933

Church Farm Cottage

Saunderton

1276408

Signal Box

Princes Risborough

1125793

Kenanda

Princes Risborough

1159795

Flint Cottage

Princes Risborough

1125889

Barn adjacent to east of Apsley Manor
House

Marsh

1158659

Apsley Manor House

Marsh

1125860

The Prince of Wales

Great and Little Kimble

1125861

Flint Cottage

Great and Little Kimble

1332020

Camkins

Little Kimble

1125863

Manor Farm Barn

Great Kimble

1158943

The Old Grange

Great Kimble

1311255

Barn circa 20 metres to northeast of the Old
Grange

Great Kimble

1125862

Barn 10 meters to southwest of Old Grange

Great Kimble

1332007

Grange Cottage

Great Kimble

Table 51: Non-designated assets within the Inner Study (250m) area of the
Wycombe District sub-section
Ref Number

Name

Description

Historical Period

MBC1387

Grange Farm

Possible medieval fishpond
recorded in field survey

Medieval

MBC1500

Old Manor, Askett/Bell's
Farm

Fourteenth to fifteenth century
hall house known from
excavation, solar survived until
1969

Late Medieval

MBC1501

Old Manor, Askett/Bell's
Farm

Fourteenth to fifteenth century
solar roof was recorded before

Late Medieval
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demolition in 1969
MBC15118

Risborough to Thame
Railway

Historical records of nineteenth
to twentieth century railway

Industrial to Modern

MBC19708

Flint Cottage, Marsh Road

Early nineteenth century house,
originally a pair of cottages.

Industrial

MBC21497

Princes Risborough
Swimming Pool

Iron Age ditch recorded in
excavation

Iron Age

MBC21896

Apsley/Appesley House

Possible nineteenth century
garden

Industrial

MBC21903

Old Grange

Gardens of unknown date at
Grange Farm.

Undated

MBC21905

Bonny Brook Cottage

Nineteenth century lawn and
pleasure grounds known from
documentary sources

Industrial

MBC21939

The Place Farm

Undated moat and fishpond
recorded on nineteenth century
maps

Undated

MBC21943

Askett Gardens

Nineteenth century gardens
recorded on historic maps

Industrial

MBC24744

Park Mill Farm, Princes
Risborough

Iron Age settlement remains
found by geophysical survey
and subsequent trial trenching.

Early Iron Age to
Post-medieval

MBC25523

Little Kimble Station

Little Kimble Railway Station

Undated

MBC25529

Princes Risborough
Station

Princes Risborough Railway
Station

Undated

MBC25833

Milestone on A4010

18th to 19th century Milestone
on A4010 in Little Kimble.

18th Century to
Industrial

MBC3036

West of town, nr Manor

Medieval deer park attached to
Princes Risborough manor,
mentioned in thirteenth to
seventeenth century historic
documents.

Medieval

MBC7462

Great Kimble Manor

Historical records of medieval
to post-medieval manor

Medieval to Postmedieval

MBC7713

Monks Risborough Mill

Fourteenth to twentieth century
records of watermill

Late Medieval to
Modern

MBC7729

Park Mill

Remains of post-medieval
watermill, probably on site of
mill recorded in Domesday
book.

Medieval to Modern

MBC7552

Monks Risborough

Possible route of Late Saxon
state boundary as recorded in
charter of 994 or 995.

Early Medieval

MBC32809

Whiteleaf Furniture Site,
Princes Risborough

Site of former Whiteleaf
furniture factory, opened in1920

Modern
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and closed in 2001.
MBC1311

North of Princes
Risborough Church

Medieval moat recorded in field
survey
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6.

STATEMENT OF IMPORTANCE/SENSITIVITY

6.1.1

The sensitivity or importance of a heritage asset is judged in a
neighbourhood, local, regional, national and international using the criteria
presented below, Table 52, as a guideline.
Table 52: Criteria Used to Determine Importance/Sensitivity of Heritage Assets

Cultural
Importance/Sensitivity

Criteria

Statutory Designated Assets
International

National

·

World Heritage Sites;

·

Sites of International Importance.

·

Scheduled Monuments;

·

All Grades of Listed Buildings;

·

Registered Parks and Gardens;

·

Conservation Areas;

·

Areas of Archaeological Importance;

·

Protected wreck sites;

·

Registered battlefields;

·

Non-designated heritage assets of
archaeological interest that are demonstrably
of equivalent significance to scheduled
monuments

·

Locally listed buildings;

·

Archaeological sites and remains which
contribute to regional research objectives;

·

Historic buildings/structures that contribute to
regional character either through architectural
interest or a specific function.

·

Assets which contribute to regional or cultural
understanding of the area.

·

Archaeological sites and remains with a local
or borough interest for education, cultural
appreciation;

·

Assets which contribute to local or cultural
understanding of the area.

·

Relatively numerous types of remains, of
some local importance;

Non-designated Assets
Regional / County

Local / Borough

Neighbourhood /
Negligible

Uncertain / Potential

·

Isolated findspots with no context;

·

Areas in which investigative techniques have
revealed no, or minimal, evidence of
archaeological remains, or where previous
large-scale disturbance or removal of
deposits can be demonstrated.

·

Potential archaeological sites for which there
is little information. It may not be possible to
determine the importance of the site based on
current knowledge. Such sites are likely
isolated findspots, place names or cropmarks
identified on aerial photographs.
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6.1.2

The consideration of the sensitivity of statutory designated assets such as
Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings, and Registered Parks and
Gardens is reflected in their Grade. For example, Grade I Listed Buildings
are those which are considered to be of exceptional national architectural or
historic importance. Grade II* Listed Buildings are of particular national
importance and special interest. Both Grade I and II* Listed Buildings are of
great importance to the nation's built heritage and their importance will
generally be beyond dispute. Grade II Listed Buildings are usually
designated for their architectural and historic interest. They make up around
95 per cent of all Listed Buildings.

6.1.3

Table 52 is a general guide to the attributes of cultural heritage assets and
it should be noted that not all the qualities listed need be present in every
case and professional judgement is used in balancing the different criteria.
The list is not exhaustive.

6.1.4

Of the assets (or their settings) to be affected by the scheme, the following
importance or sensitivity is applied, as shown in Table 53, below.
Table 53: Importance/Sensitivity of Heritage Assets affected by the Proposed
Project

Cultural
Importance/Sensitivity

Assets

Statutory Designated Assets
International

None

National

All Listed Buildings, Registered Parks and
Gardens, Conservation Areas and Scheduled
Monuments affected by the scheme as well as:
Ridge and Furrow associated with contemporary
medieval assets; MOX12361 – ancient
hedgerow Jarvis Lane;

Non-designated Assets
Regional / County

MOX26788; MOX12267; MBC23065; Roman
roads Margary 162 and Viatores 173 a-d;
MBC21691; MBC21690; MBC33197;
MBC21514’ MBC22267; Akeman Street roman
road; MBC3378 and 3379; MBC7092;
MBC14980; MMK3583; MBD10454; MBD6900;

Local / Borough

MBC14925

Neighbourhood /
Negligible

None identified.

Uncertain / Potential

None
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7.

SETTING ASSESSMENT

7.1

Introduction to the Concept of Setting

7.1.1

The definition of setting used here is taken from the NPPF (DCLG 2012):
setting is the surroundings in which an asset is experienced. Its extent is
not fixed and may change as the asset and its surrounding evolve.
Elements of a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the
significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that
significance or may be neutral. Historic England (2015) in their Setting of
Heritage Assets: Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning 3
considers that the importance of setting lies in what it contributes to the
significance of the heritage asset. This depends on a wide range of physical
elements within, as well as perceptual and associational attributes
pertaining to, the heritage asset’s surroundings.

7.1.2

HE discusses several other general considerations including cumulative
change; change over time; appreciating setting; buried assets and setting;
designated settings; setting and urban design, and setting and economic
and social viability.

7.1.3

HE has provided a stepped approach to the assessment of importance of
setting to heritage assets. Following Step 1, which is the initial identification
of the heritage assets as presented in Section 5, the subsequent steps
comprise:

7.1.4

·

Step 2: Assessing whether, how and to what degree the settings make a
contribution to the significance of the heritage assets;

·

Step 3: Assessing the effect of the proposed development on the setting,
and the resulting implications for the significance of the heritage asset(s);

·

Step 4: Maximising enhancement and minimising harm (mitigation).

(Step 2) In assessing whether, how and to what degree the settings make a
contribution to the significance of the heritage assets, a number of potential
attributes of the setting should be considered. These are presented in Table
54 below.
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Table 54: (Step 2) Determining the Contribution of Setting to the Significance of
the Heritage Asset(s)
Contribution of Setting: Potential attributes/factors to consider
The asset’s physical surroundings:

Topography;
Other heritage assets (archaeological remains, buildings, structures, landscapes,
areas or archaeological remains);
Definition, scale and ‘grain’ of surrounding streetscape, landscape and spaces;
Historic materials and surfaces;
Land use;
Openness, enclosure and boundaries; functional relationships and communications;
Green spaces, trees and vegetation;
History and degree of change over time;
Integrity;
Issues, such as soil chemistry and hydrology
Experience of the asset:
Surrounding landscape and town character;
Views from, towards, through and across, including the asset;
Visual dominance, prominence or role as focal point;
Intentional intervisibility with other historic and natural features;
Noise, vibration and other pollutants and nuisances;
Tranquillity, remoteness, ‘wildness’;
Sense of enclosure, seclusion, intimacy or privacy;
Dynamism and activity;
Accessibility, permeability and patterns of movement;
Degree of interpretation or promotion to the public;
The rarity of comparable survivals of setting
The asset’s associative attributes:
Associative relationships between heritage assets;
Cultural associations;
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Celebrated artistic representations;
Traditions

7.1.5

The attributes of the setting contribute to the sensitivity of the setting and its
contribution to the significance of the asset. Table 55 presents examples of
definitions for the sensitivity of a setting but these should not be seen as
exhaustive.
Table 55: Step 2 – Definitions of Sensitivity for the settings of heritage assets
Contribution to
the significance
of the asset

Examples of settings
A defined setting that is contemporary with and
historically and functionally linked with the heritage
asset, may contain other heritage assets of
international or national importance, has a very high
degree of intervisibility with the asset and makes a very
substantial contribution to both the significance of the
heritage asset and to the understanding and
appreciation of the significance of the asset.

Very substantial

Contemporary with and historically and functionally
linked with the heritage asset, with minor alterations (in
extent and/or character), has a high degree of
intervisibility with the asset and which makes a
substantial contribution to both the significance of the
heritage asset and to the understanding and
appreciation of the significance of the asset.

Substantial

Contemporary with and/or historically and/or
functionally linked with the heritage asset but with
alterations which may detract from the understanding of
the heritage asset, and/or with a moderate degree of
intervisibility with the asset and/or which makes a
moderate contribution to the significance of the heritage
asset and/or a moderate contribution to the
understanding and appreciation of the significance of
the asset

Moderate

Largely altered so that there is very little evidence of
contemporaneous and/or historic and/or functional links
with the heritage asset, and/or with a low degree of
intervisibility with the asset and/or which makes a minor
contribution to both the significance of the heritage
asset and to the understanding and appreciation of the
significance of the asset.

Minor

7.1.6

Step 3: Having assessed the contribution of the setting to the significance
of the asset, the effect of the proposed development on the setting can be
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determined by consideration of the potential attributes of the proposed
development. These are outlined in Table 56 below;
Table 56: Step 3 – Potential Attributes of the Proposed Development
Attribute

Factors to consider

Location and siting of
the development

Proximity to asset;
Extent;
Position in relation to landform;
Degree to which location will physically or visually isolate asset;
Position in relation to key views

The form and
appearance of the
development

Prominence, dominance, or conspicuousness;
Competition with or distraction from the asset;
Dimensions, scale and massing;
Proportions;
Visual permeability;
Materials (texture, colour, reflectiveness, etc.);
Architectural style or design;
Introduction of movement or activity;
Diurnal or seasonal change

Other effects of the
development

Change to built surroundings and spaces;
Change to skyline;
Noise, odour, vibration, dust, etc.;
Lighting effects and ‘light spill’;
Change to general character (e.g. suburbanising or industrialising);
Change to public access, use or amenity;
Change to land use, land cover, tree cover;
Changes to archaeological context, soil chemistry or hydrology;
Changes to communications/accessibility/permeability

Permanence of the
development

Anticipated lifetime/temporariness;
Recurrence;
Reversibility

Longer term or
consequential
effects of the
development

Changes to ownership arrangements;
Economic and social viability;
Communal and social viability

7.1.7

Once the sensitivity and contribution of the setting has been determined
and the potential impacts of the proposed development upon it have been
identified, the magnitude of the potential impact (adverse or beneficial)
needs to be evaluated.

7.1.8

The criteria for assessing the magnitude of impact on setting are presented
below (Table 57). This presents definitions of varying scales of harm or
benefit to the contribution of the setting.
Table 57: Step 3 – Criteria for Assessment of Magnitude of an Impact on the
Setting of a Cultural Heritage Asset
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Magnitude

Guideline Criteria

Major beneficial

The contribution of setting to the cultural heritage asset’s significance is
considerably enhanced as a result of the development; a lost relationship between
the asset and its setting is restored, or the legibility of the relationship is greatly
enhanced. Elements of the surroundings that detract from the asset’s cultural
heritage significance or the appreciation of that significance are removed.

Moderate beneficial

The contribution of setting to the cultural heritage asset’s significance is enhanced to
a clearly appreciable extent as a result of the development; as a result the
relationship between the asset and its setting is rendered more readily apparent.
The negative effect of elements of the surroundings that detract from the asset’s
cultural heritage significance or the appreciation of that significance is appreciably
reduced.

Minor beneficial

The setting of the cultural heritage asset is slightly improved as a result of the
development, slightly improving the degree to which the setting’s relationship with
the asset can be appreciated.

Negligible

The setting of the cultural heritage asset is changed by the development in ways
that do not alter the contribution of setting to the asset’s significance.

Less than substantial harm
Minor harm
The contribution of the setting of the cultural heritage asset to its significance is
slightly degraded as a result of the development, but without adversely affecting
the interpretability of the asset and its setting; characteristics of historic value can
still be appreciated, the changes do not strongly conflict with the character of the
site, and could be easily reversed to approximate the pre-development conditions
Harm

The contribution of the setting of the cultural heritage asset to its significance is
reduced appreciably as a result of the development. Relevant setting
characteristics can still be appreciated but less readily.

Substantial harm

The contribution of the setting of the cultural heritage asset to its significance is
effectively lost or substantially reduced as a result of the development, the
relationship between the asset and its setting is no longer readily appreciable.

7.1.9

Changes may occur in the surroundings of an asset that neither affects
their contribution to the significance of the asset, nor the extent to which its
significance can be experienced. In such instances it will be considered that
there is no impact upon setting.

7.1.10

The interaction of the sensitivity of the setting (Table 55) and the impact on
the setting (Table 57) produce the significance of effect. This may be
calculated by using the matrix shown in Table 58, which is included to allow
a subject assessment to be presented.
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Table 58: Level of Harm (Significance of Effect) Matrix for Adverse Impact on
Setting
Magnitude of Impact
Very Low
No
change
Very high

Sensitivity of the setting

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

Low (Minor
Harm)

Medium
(Harm)

High
(Substantial
Harm)

Minor/
Moderate

Moderate/
Major

Major

Major

Minor

Minor/
Moderate

Moderate/
Major

Major

Neutral

Neutral/
Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major/
Moderate

Neutral

Neutral/
Negligible

Neutral/
Negligible

Minor

Minor/
moderate

Neutral

Neutral/
Negligible

Neutral/
Negligible

Neutral/
Negligible

Minor

Neutral

Neutral

Significance of the Effect

7.1.11

It is best practice to state that effects of moderate or greater significance
are regarded as significant effects.

7.1.12

Step 4: Approaches to maximising enhancement and minimising harm to
the setting and significance of the assets as appropriate are presented in
the Mitigation Section 9.

7.2

Assessing the importance of Setting to the significance of Heritage
Assets

7.2.1

An assessment of the significance of the setting was carried out on
designated heritage assets within the inner and outer study areas. These
were visited during the summer months when tree foliage was dense and
therefore, although the worst case scenario has been considered, the
accompanying plates are not necessarily indicative of the worst case.

7.2.2

Each Scheduled Monument, Grade I and II* listed building was visited to
assess the potential for harm to the significance of its setting. Grade II listed
buildings were assessed in clusters where possible, as these were often
linked to Conservation Areas, which were also visited.

7.2.3

The impacts were assessed on the known Project design available at the
time of assessment and may be subject to change. Setting Assessments
are addressed by sub-section for consistency purposes but these sections
do not necessarily infer any other association such as landscape type or
historical association.
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7.2.4

The assets have been presented in the following order:
·

Scheduled Monuments;

·

Grade I and Grade II* Listed Buildings;

·

Registered Parks and Gardens;

·

Non-designated assets of national significance;

·

Conservation Areas, including the listed buildings within them, and;

·

Remaining Grade II listed buildings

7.2.5

It should be noted that not all sub-sections contain examples of each asset
type.

7.2.6

Noise and vibration impacts were being assessed at the time of compiling
this document and although the potential of these impacts was considered
during assessment, definitive data is not available at this stage. Noise and
vibration impacts will be fully assessed in the relevant chapters of the
Environmental Statement.

7.3

Cherwell District Sub-Section

7.3.1

The sub-section lies within the eastern edge of Cherwell District within the
county of Oxfordshire and contains the town of Bicester and an area of
relatively level rural land to its eastern periphery. The sub-section
terminates at its junction within the county of Buckinghamshire.

7.3.2

At present Bicester is contained by its surrounding ring-road, and although
there is relatively dense development within the town, the landscape
outside of the road retains a rural feel with expanses of open agricultural
land and small village settlements.
Scheduled Monuments

RAF Bicester (SM1021455 and Conservation Area)
7.3.3

RAF Bicester is located to the northeast of the town of Bicester adjacent to
the A4221 ring road which creates a division between Bicester town and
the outlying villages. ‘The site retains: “better than any other military airbase
in Britain, the layout and fabric relating to pre-1930s military aviation….it
comprises the best-preserved bomber airfield dating from the period up to
1945..” (CDC 2008). This includes the brick built ‘Fort’ type control tower
and two C-type and two A-type aircraft hangars. There is still a working
airfield at the site and a continuous wire mesh fence prevents unauthorised
entry into it. Historically, the asset and the railway were associated as
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railway sidings linked with the airbase, however this has been dismantled
and there is now no association between the two.
7.3.4

The ring road, intervening development on the outskirts of Bicester, and
scrub covered wasteland adjacent to the site prevent views to the railway.
The noise from both the road and the air traffic within the site itself suggest
that alterations to the railway line are unlikely to create an increase in either
noise or vibration at the site. There are no key views out from the airfield
toward the Project.

7.3.5

As there is to be no impact from the Project on the setting of the asset, no
further assessment was undertaken.

Plate 1: View from RAF Bicester (SM1021455) towards the Project with the A4421 in the
foreground

Wretchwick deserted medieval settlement (SM1015549)
7.3.6

At the time of the survey there was no access to the settlement, which is
located in agricultural land surrounding Middle Wretchwick Farm. It lies to
the southeast of the A4421 Wretchwick Way/Bicester Ring road. The
earthwork remains of the asset have been divided by the present farm
complex and are located to the northeast and southwest of the farm
buildings. Despite this impact, the nature of the remains can still be
appreciated, and the earthworks of the village, including building platforms
and hollow trackways, surround the farm. The settlement is part of a more
extensive medieval landscape that created the assets setting, with large
areas of ridge and furrow present in adjacent fields, as viewed from the
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A4421, and in fields to the southwest of Launton. Other contemporary
associated assets include the Grade II* barn to the northeast (LB1232879).
7.3.7

There will no direct physical impact on the asset, and any increase in noise
is likely to be negated by the current volume of the traffic on the
surrounding roads and the distance from the asset to the Project. However,
any physical impact to the surrounding medieval landscape (ridge and
furrow earthworks) will directly affect the setting of the asset. Although the
significance of the setting has been slightly harmed by the expansion of
Bicester and the construction of both the farm and the ring road, enough
remains unharmed to allow it to be appreciated. Any intrusive groundwork
associated with the Project which impacts upon the associated landscape
are likely to cause slight harm and so a minor adverse impact on the
setting. The setting makes a moderate contribution to the significance of the
asset and so the magnitude of the impact will be minor, therefore, the
impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered to be slight
adverse.
Grade I and II* Listed Buildings

Church of St. Mary – Grade I (LB1369735)
7.3.8

The Church of St. Mary has late medieval origins. It is located within the
village of Launton and lies to the west of Bicester Road. The relatively
small-scale of the church allows for it to be concealed by surrounding
village development. Additionally, as it is set back from the roadside, the
church is experienced only from its immediate surroundings, and not from
any great distance.

7.3.9

Although on the fringe of the village, both Manor Farm and the church
create the approach to it from the direction of Bicester. The lack of
development on the opposing side of the road to the church creates a
sense of openness which contrasts with the sense of enclosure elsewhere
in the village. The church is located at some distance from the majority of
other listed assets within the village, and the intervening area is largely
filled with modern development.

7.3.10

Intervening development at Manor Farm, a rise in the level of Bicester Road
caused by the railway overbridge and a screen of mature trees along the
railway restricts intervisibility from the church to the railway, and especially
when the trees are in full leaf. Bicester Road was relatively busy at the time
of the assessment and caused a relatively high level of background noise.
Noise levels will also rise intermittently when the adjacent barn is in use for
functions.

7.3.11

The Project will involve the widening of the trackbed, the demolition and
new construction of the overbridge on Bicester Road the construction of a
new road overbridge on Charbridge Lane.
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7.3.12

The largely rural outlook and approach to the village that was originally via
Bicester Road will be altered and will now include two new road
overbridges, lending a more urbanised nature to the setting. In addition to
which, there may be through views to the compound area to the north of the
line especially where works necessitate the removal of the existing tree line
parallel to the route. There will be an increase in noise and vibration during
the construction of the overbridges and temporary changes to the way in
which the church is experienced as the temporary closure will prevent traffic
from passing the church upon entering the village. Construction impacts are
likely to include increases in noise, vibration and dust. The works will
require the removal of the existing vegetation along the line which will
introduce an inevitable visual impact as it currently acts to screen the line. .

7.3.13

The setting of the heritage asset makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will
be moderate, therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset
is considered to be moderate adverse. This will result in harm to the
importance of the setting.

7.3.14

The Church is the setting for the Grade II Churchyard Cross (LB 1276857)
and the Grade II listed Jones Memorial (LB1232877) located within the
churchyard. There will be no additional harm to the setting of these assets.

Listed barn south of Manor Farmhouse – Grade II* (LB1232879)
7.3.15

The barn is located within a group of buildings accessed from Charbridge
Lane which form both a working farm and a function venue. The Grade II
listed Manor Farm is located to the immediate north, and is presumed to
have been the location of the former manor, whilst the Church of St. Mary is
adjacent to the east.

7.3.16

The barn would have functioned as a tithe barn and therefore has an
association with the areas of ridge and furrow earthworks that surround the
village, including that to the immediate northwest in the wider grounds of
the property. Although the barn no longer has an agricultural function,
Manor Farm is still a working farm utilising the land to the south of the barn
albeit now slightly truncated and bounded by the presence of Charbridge
Lane.

7.3.17

Although it is on the southern edge of the farmyard, the barn is enclosed by
mature trees growing on the boundary of the farmyard and both hedged
and tree-lined field boundaries. The intervening farm buildings and an
embankment with tree growth on Charbridge Lane prevent views out to the
Project and the industrial estate.

7.3.18

An overbridge is planned on Charbridge Lane at the location of the current
level crossing, and will involve the re-routing of the current access into the
farm, with additional landtake that will harm the ridge and furrow within the
land surrounding the barn. The overbridge will impact on the embankment
and open up views to the line. Widening of the trackbed is also likely to
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cause removal of the tree screen and impact on the adjacent ridge and
furrow. The demolition and construction of the overbridge on Bicester Road
may add to the increase in noise and vibration during the construction
phase. Additionally the landtake for the realignment will impact on areas of
ridge and furrow that create the wider setting.

Plate 2: Ridge and furrow on land to the north of Manor Farm with the railway overbridge to the
rear. The line is screened at present, although it is likely that this will be removed to widen
the trackbed.

7.3.19

There will be increases in noise, dust and vibration from the construction
works. The impact on ridge and furrow to both the immediate north and
within the area of a planned construction compound to the northeast and in
the landtake for the realignment of Bicester Road will necessitate in the
removal of these contemporary assets thus reducing the appreciation of the
historic characteristics of the setting. Removing the tree screen along the
railway and sections of the embankment, and the addition of railway
infrastructure will reintroduce industrial elements to a landscape that is
attempting to retain its rural air, and this is particularly detrimental to the reuse of the asset as a picturesque function venue, and thereby reducing its
economic value.

7.3.20

The setting of the heritage asset makes a substantial contribution to the
significance of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will
be moderate, therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset
is considered to be moderate/large adverse. This will result in substantial
harm to the importance of the setting.
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Bicester Conservation Area including Pair of K6 Telephone Kiosks (LB1046435), 45
and 52, Market Square (LB1046456), 46, 48 and 51, Market Square (LB 1046457),
47, Market square (LB 1046458), 49 and 50, Market Square (LB 1046459), Thames
House (LB 1046460), 17, Market Square (LB 1046461), 18, Market Square (LB
1046462), 22 and 23, Market Square (LB 1046463), 5 and 6, Market Square (LB
1046464), 2, Market Square (LB 1046465), 39, Market Square (LB 1046466), 35,
Market Square (LB 1046467), 33, Market Square (LB 1046468), 29 and 29a,
Market Square (LB 1046469), 86, Sheep Street (LB 1046471), 40, Sheep Street
(LB 1046472), 24, Sheep Street (LB 1046473), White Hart Inn (LB 1046474), 65
and 67, Sheep Street (LB 1046475), 27, Sheep Street (LB 1046476), Bicester
Snooker Club (LB 1046478), 1, Chapel Street (LB 1046479), Lamsdale Cottage (LB
1046493), The Hermitage And Attached Lock Up (LB 1046494), 8, Causeway (LB
1046511), 1, Causeway (LB 1046512), 3, Causeway (LB 1046513), 7, Causeway
(LB 1046514), 2, Launton Road (LB 1200097), 9, London Road (LB 1200116), 2,
London Road (LB 1200133), 6, London Road (LB 1200144), 44, Market Square (LB
1200169), 20, Market Square (LB 1200208), 24, Market Square (LB 1200211), 7
And 8, Market Square (LB 1200227), 4, Market Square (LB 1200301), Kings Arms
Hotel (LB 1200421), 38, Market Square (LB 1200431), Barclays Bank (LB
1200442), 34, Market Square (LB 1200451), 31, Market Square (LB 1200458), 88,
Sheep Street (LB 1200513), Bell Inn (LB 1200520), 26, Sheep Street (LB 1200538),
10, Sheep Street (LB 1200545), 29 And 31, Sheep Street (LB 1200565), The Old
Court House (LB 1200571), 75, Sheep Street (LB 1300691), 36 And 38, Sheep
Street (LB 1300717), Ambrosden House And Lairg House (LB 1300762), 1 And 3,
London Road (LB 1300936), 5, Causeway (LB 1369737), 9 And 11, Causeway (LB
1369738), 37 Market Square (LB 1369752), 30, Market Square (LB 1369753),
Emlyn House (LB 1369756), 20, Sheep Street (LB 1369757), Bicester Hall (LB
1369767), 4, London Road (LB 1369768), 12 Market Square (LB 1369787), 15 And
16, Market Square (LB 1369788), 19 Market Square (LB 1369789), 25 And 25a,
Market Square (LB 1369790), Claremont House (LB 1369791).
7.3.21

The Conservation Area covers the majority of the historic settlement of
Bicester, which retains its pre-18th century core despite rapid growth in the
20th century. The section of the Conservation Area that falls within the
Study Area covers The Garth/Garth Park, an area of open green space,
Sheep Street and Market Square and London Road. Market Square and
Sheep Street are predominantly retail in nature and are centrally located
within the town. London Road heads south from the Market Square to the
location of the railway and is largely residential.

7.3.22

Market Square is defined by a continuous building line of commercial
properties whilst Sheep Street essentially forms the high street of the town
and now contains prime retail outlets. London Road is residential and is
largely characterised as the 19th century expansion of the town. Garth Park
encompasses a former hunting lodge and its grounds, the lodge now in use
as the council offices and the surrounding land in use as a public park.
Although the park is relatively tranquil, set far enough back from the major
road network to experience minimal traffic noise, it is used for many local
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functions, and therefore the noise level within the park will fluctuate. The
most tranquil sections of the park are the gardens, and these are set
furthest from the railway, with those areas adjacent to it being used for
more dynamic and noisier activities, such as sports pitches and children’s
play areas.
7.3.23

The nearest section of works will be the construction of a sub-station 400m
from the eastern edge. At such a distance there will be no impact from the
temporary increases in noise and vibration that may result from the
construction of the sub-station. Intervening industrial and residential
development will prevent through views from the Conservation Area to the
Project, and in particular the sub-station. As there will be no impact on the
setting, no further assessment will be undertaken.
Grade II Listed Buildings

Former Station Master’s House (LB1046495)
7.3.24

Located outside of the Conservation Area, the Grade II listed former Station
Master’s House, is adjacent to the railway at the site of the level crossing
over the B4100 road. The building is constructed from limestone and does
not reflect the usual railway architecture of its period. It is visually dominant
in the streetscape, being set apart from surrounding development and
distinct from the building line to the north. The location of the level crossing
provides open space in which the building can be experienced, and creates
a focal point for the building. The asset has not been retained as a railway
asset and is utilised by an electrical wholesaler.

7.3.25

The nearest section of works is over 800m away to the northeast and will
not cause change in the setting of the asset. As there will be no impact from
the Project, no further assessment was undertaken.

Launton Village including LB1046510, LB1200434, LB1232878, LB1232880,
LB1232885, LB1232886, LB1232887, LB1232888, LB1232914, LB1232915,
LB1232916, LB1232917, LB1232919, LB1232920, LB1276858, LB1276859,
LB1276871, LB1276872, LB1300750
7.3.26

Although the village is located on the outskirts of Bicester, it retains a
feeling of distinct separation, and largely maintains the air of a rural village.
This is due in part to the presence of the railways that help to prevent the
urban sprawl of Bicester into this area.

7.3.27

The majority of the Listed Buildings within Launton are located along
Station Road or West End which formed the original spine of the village. A
further concentration of listed assets exists in the northwest of the village
around the Church of St. Mary (see Section 6.3.6) that includes the Old
Rectory (LB1300750) and Manor Farmhouse (LB1232878). Station Road is
now one of the main axial routes through Launton. The assets at the
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Church of St. Mary the listed buildings which comprise houses, former
farmhouses, current and former public houses, are all located to the
northern side of the Station Road and West End and are largely inward
facing to the village, and engage with the road rather than the wider
landscape. The majority of properties are set back from the roadside within
large mature plots that create a sense of enclosure. The setting of the
assets along Station Road is slightly diminished by the presence of busy
builders’ merchants that brings a commercial element to an otherwise rural
village. A modern housing estate to the north of Station Road has resulted
in the historic linear development of the village being less readily
appreciated.
7.3.28

Trees along the line of the railway and the presence of mature field
boundaries comprising hedgerows and trees to the rear of properties to the
north of Station Road effectively screen views of the railway which is rarely
viewed from the buildings, even when the trees are not in leaf. Additionally,
modern development to the rear of the main streets, Station Road and
Bicester Road, also prevents views out toward the railway. Launton House
(LB 1232914), located on West End, is three storeys in height and therefore
may have more direct views of the railway than surrounding properties of a
smaller scale.

7.3.29

The addition of railway infrastructure may be visible as glimpsed views, and
especially as widening of the track will result in the removal of the tree
screening that is present. Works are likely to create an increase in noise,
dust and vibration which will contrast with the quiet rural location.

7.3.30

The presence of an industrial estate to the northwest of the village prevents
views of the railway in this area, however to the west of the village the
Chiltern Line is constructed on an embankment and may be visible from
surrounding properties, such as Launton House (LB1232914), Old Timbers
(LB1232920), 56 West End (LB1232919), Freeman House (LB1232917),
The Black Bull Public House (LB1232916), 36 West End (LB1232915) and
Forge Cottage (LB1276872) in the southwest of the village. The southwestern extent of the village is approached along a lane that terminates in
dead-end and enclosed fields that provide a more tranquil setting than the
areas closer to the village centre. Increases in noise at the western end of
the village are likely to create a greater degree of harm than within the more
dynamic areas of the village.

7.3.31

The largely rural outlook and approach to the village that was originally via
Bicester Road will be altered and will now include two new road
overbridges, lending a more urbanised nature to the setting. The works will
alter the approach to the village, and the potential to experience the
designated assets within it. In addition to which, there may be through
views to the compound area to the north of the line especially where work s
necessitate the removal of the existing tree line parallel to the route.
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7.3.32

The construction works will also impact on the ridge and furrow surrounding
the village and permanently diminish the historical and rural context of the
surroundings. Additionally there will be increases in both noise and
vibration from the construction works, although these effects will be
temporary.

Plate 3: The tranquil setting at the terminus of West End.
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Plate 4: The Chiltern Line on an embankment to the west of West End, ridge and furrow is
present in the fields in the foreground.

7.3.33

The level crossing to the northeast of the village is too far away from the
listed buildings, along a sinuous road, to have any throughviews to the
assets. The planned construction of an overbridge at this location would
have no impact on the views from designated assets and only a minimal
impact on noise levels, however construction traffic would cause an impact
on the setting of the assets if it were routed through the village.
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Plate 5: View from the level crossing, the location of a proposed overbridge, back toward
Launton village

7.3.34

The setting of the heritage assets makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the assets. The magnitude of the lasting impact upon its
setting will be minor, therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the
asset is considered to be slight adverse. This will result in slight harm to the
importance of the setting. Construction impacts are likely to be moderate
and result in a moderate impact, however these impacts will be temporary.

7.4

Aylesbury Vale – Claydon/Quainton Sub-Section

7.4.1

The sub-section is largely rural with occasional nucleated settlements and
dispersed farmsteads. The land is within Aylesbury Vale and is gently
undulating within a wider valley setting. Fields are irregular in both shape
and size with hedgerow boundaries punctuated by mature trees. The
presence of historic earthworks, including ridge and furrow is a key
character of the area. Historic brickworks have left an impact on the
landscape in the form of large quarry pits. Several have been flooded and
used as nature reserves, whilst others are in use by Calvert Waste Plant for
landfill, which also utilise the railway to move waste.

7.4.2

The railway network forms a T-shape created by the northeast/southwest
aligned section and its junction with the northwest/southeast aligned section
at Calvert. To the east of the junction point of the railways is a section of
track not currently open to traffic.
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Scheduled Monuments
7.4.3

There are no Scheduled Monuments within the Claydon/Quainton subsection.
Grade I and II* Listed Buildings

Claydon House (LB1288461) Grade I listed; and, Claydon Registered Park and
Garden (1000597) - Grade II
7.4.4

The Claydon estate dominates the landscape and forms the focus to the
parish of Middle Claydon, the estate contains the Grade I Listed Claydon
House located within a Grade II registered parkland. The assets are located
within a largely agricultural landscape of arable farmland, meadows and
woodland. Low clay hills surround the assets including that to the north
upon which Steeple Claydon is located. Claydon became the seat of the
Verney family in 1620, however the house as it stands today was not
constructed until the 1760s. Claydon House is surrounded by compact
gardens and extensive landscaped parkland with the wider landscape being
agricultural land.

7.4.5

The gardens at Claydon House were landscaped in the 18th century and
consist of formal gardens surrounding the house, scattered mature trees in
open parkland and a lake located to the west of the house. The parkland is
enclosed to the north, south and west by public roads. The gardens were
designed to be informal and ‘pseudo-naturalistic’ and form a visual
continuation from the parkland into the open countryside. However, the
pond in the middle distance forms the principal feature of the park and
draws the eye.
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Plate 6: Views toward Claydon House from the open countryside that form a natural
continuation of the gardens.

7.4.6

The village of Middle Claydon is located to the north of the house, adjacent
to the boundary of the registered parkland. The village, although associated
with the house and the wider estate, is secluded and unobtrusive. The
economy of Middle Claydon was historically focused on the Claydon estate
and vernacular estate style cottages dominate the character of the village.
Mature planting and screening means that there are minimal views out from
the assets within the village but any impacts incurred on the wider setting
will have the potential to affect these designated assets.

7.4.7

Claydon House is located outside of the 1km study area but has been
included due to its intrinsic associations with both the park and garden, and
the listed assets at Middle Claydon, which fall within the Study Area. The
front aspect of the house faces northwest toward the railway with longrange views out over the wider landscape, whilst this includes the railway,
the line is screened by trees at present. There is an intervisibility between
the house and the distant spire of St. Michael’s Church at Steeple Claydon.

7.4.8

The house is best experienced on approaching from the north. Generally, it
can only be viewed from a distance, as although roads pass to the north
and south of the house, these are largely screened by trees and the
occasional residential development. The lane that runs north/south to the
west of the house provides some limited views of the asset, although these
are largely inhibited by high hedgerows. Views out from the house and the
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gardens toward the railway are obscured by both mature planting within the
park, high hedgerows within fields and alongside roads, and by the mature
treeline along the railway. Additionally, some sections of the railway are
within cuttings.
7.4.9

Although the railway contrasts with the largely rural setting, it can in part be
viewed as integral to the house and estate’s wider setting. Undoubtedly it
would have been used for bringing both goods and visitors to the house
and the creation of Verney Junction to the northwest was undertaken with
the full support of the Claydon estate.

7.4.10

Verney Junction was constructed as the terminus of the Aylesbury and
Buckingham Railway, where it intersected with the London and North
Western Railway. The cost was funded by the A&BR with Sir Harry Verney
(of Claydon House), also a member of the board, investing heavily in the
scheme. As there was no adjacent settlement, the new location was named
after him.

7.4.11

The thinning or complete removal of the treeline along the length of the
railway during construction, will have reduced the green aspect of the
outlook from the house, creating a marked alteration in the views. This will
also allow for passing trains to be viewed introducing an element of
movement that currently does not exist within the landscape, whilst drawing
the eye to the area of the HS2 IMD highlighting the incongruous industrial
nature of the infrastructure. The level crossing on Queen Catherine Road is
to be closed and replaced with an overbridge which will impact upon the
views from the house and gardens, including those to Steeple Claydon
church, being directly within that key view. A planned footbridge to the east
of the overbridge is also likely to be visible from many of the assets. In
addition, the construction will increase levels of noise within what is a
relatively tranquil area and the construction traffic will also harm the
tranquillity of the setting.

7.4.12

The setting of the heritage assets makes a very substantial contribution to
the significance of the assets, forming a cohesive and largely unaltered
landscape, and the magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be
moderate; therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be large/very large adverse. This will result in substantial
harm to the importance of the setting.

Doddershall House (LB1117820); also including the Grade II listed well head in the
courtyard (LB1311394) and Gate piers northwest of the house (LB1319247)
7.4.13

Doddershall House is located to the northwest of Quainton Railway station
within arable and pasture agricultural land, in small to medium sized
irregular enclosed fields. The railway line is located less than 500m to the
north of the house and a small row of cottages lies adjacent to the house at
the north. Within the agricultural landscape are the earthwork remains of
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Doddershall Deserted Medieval village (Monument 342837), it is located
either side of the railway and the earthworks are a notable feature of the
land surrounding the house. Additionally there are several well-defined
areas of ridge and furrow associated with the village. The Grade II assets
which lie within the curtilage of the house, the well head and gate piers
(LB1311394 and LB1319247), are listed for group value.
7.4.14

The approach to Doddershall House is from a small lane that branches off
Quainton Road just south of the road bridge over the railway; the lane
originally passed through a building called The Lodge which formed the
entrance to the Doddershall Estate. Although not a designated building, the
Lodge shares architectural accents with the main house, such as the
chimney stack, which create an architectural as well as functional
association. The wider landscape includes other listed assets: Lower South
Farmhouse (LB1117821) and associated barn (LB1158682); Upper South
Farmhouse (LB1311401) that were also part of the estate.

7.4.15

Doddershall House is constructed in a U-shape with the open aspect of the
house facing to the northwest. The building is enclosed within a mature
treescape likely to be the remnants of a former designed landscape, and
this provides comprehensive screening to the south and east of the house.
To the northeast of the house is a former ‘moat’ that is also surrounded by
mature trees, whilst views out to the north are restricted by the row of
cottages.

7.4.16

The most recent degree of change to this landscape was affected by the
construction of the Aylesbury and Buckingham Railway in the 1860s and
the Great Central Railway in the 1890s, which necessitated a change of
access to the house and caused the bisection of Doddershall deserted
medieval village. Despite the construction of the historic railways, the
landscape can still be appreciated as an historic estate, and sympathetic
tree planting ensures the lines do not strongly conflict with the character of
the landscape.

7.4.17

There is no intervisibility between the asset and the railway; a line of trees
along its edges screens the railway. It is quite apparent that for over a
century the landscape has been managed to mitigate for the presence of
the railway since its construction.

7.4.18

The location of the house, away from major road transport routes, and
within a rural setting, creates a sense of tranquillity that is only occasionally
interrupted by passing freight trains, an occurrence not witnessed during
the survey.
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Plate 7: Doddershall House behind the tree screen in the right of the picture, set within a rural
landscape. The railway is screened by the hedgerow in the middle distance on the left.

7.4.19

The asset has been considered within the assessment for the HS2 Hybrid
Bill and therefore only the operational impacts of EWR have been
considered for this assessment. The mitigation proposed for HS2 includes
an earthwork embankment, with hedgerow habitat creation, which should
create a visual screen to the line preventing views of passing trains. The
impact from noise from any operational increases will be assessed by the
appropriate discipline.

Church of St. Mary (LB1214530)
7.4.20

The church is set in a secluded location at the end of a single track road
that, although public access, is set away from any major transport routes
and within what appears to be the access for an equestrian centre. The
church is located centrally within a graveyard which is located on a small
ridge above the Claydon Brook valley. The railway is located low in the
valley on an east/west alignment. The wider landscape is generally
agricultural in nature with open fields and mature hedges punctuated with
occasional trees.

7.4.21

St Mary’s is the parish church for Addington, which is now represented by
little more than a handful of houses and farmsteads. The former manor
house and several other residential properties are clustered around the
church. Set further to the east is Addington House, which, along with the
equestrian centre dominates the village of Addington. The house was
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constructed in the 1920s, and the presence of a large equestrian centre.
Tall conifers line the boundaries of the Addington House garden and the
road passes through the formal entrance to the house, creating the feeling
that the approach roads are in fact private drives. The church is very
secluded and is not a prominent feature within the landscape.
7.4.22

The mature trees at Addington House prevent views out from the church to
much of the east and south. Sections of the railway to the south and
southwest are within a cutting and elsewhere mature trees screen views of
the railway. However, planned railway infrastructure may be visible from the
church where there are glimpsed views of the railway, especially as works
require the removal of the mature trees along the line. Construction works
may require the presence of visually obtrusive machinery but any adverse
impacts would be temporary. The church should be at a sufficient distance
not to be affected by noise or vibration from the Project.

7.4.23

The setting of the heritage assets makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the asset, and the magnitude of the impact upon its setting
will be minor; therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be slight adverse. This will result in slight harm to the
importance of the setting.

Church of St. Michael (Grade II* - LB1214937)
7.4.24

The church is located on the ridge upon which the village of Steeple
Claydon is located. It is set at the road side on the edge of the village, and
although its scale would suggest that it was intended to dominate the
landscape, much of the building is now obscured by mature planting in the
grounds. From a distance it can be viewed from an undeveloped point
along Queen Catherine Road to the south. From elsewhere in the village
modern development and the local topography largely prevent views to the
asset.

7.4.25

Although the church is not located to take advantage of the views over the
valley, it is possible to glimpse views of it. Generally, views out from the
church are partly blocked by intervening development on the edge of the
ridge, although there are views of the railway when the asset is approached
from the south along Queen Catherine Road.

7.4.26

The landscape falls away to the southeast of the church along Queen
Catherine Road. In this same direction the railway lies in a cutting which
obscures views to much of this section from the asset. Elsewhere, a screen
of mature trees limits views of the railway, however, much of the landscape
adjacent to the rails . In views from the asset, the railway is located low in
the middle distance and does not compete with the higher rolling landscape
in the longer views.
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7.4.27

The landscape to the south of the church, adjacent to the railway, lies within
the Calvert Box and therefore construction impacts in this area have been
assessed as part of the HS2 EIA. The proposed mitigation for any impacts
affected by the construction and operation of HS2 includes a large
earthwork bund with mitigation planting that should prevent any adverse
impacts from potential increases in noise caused by an increase in
frequency of rail traffic during the operation of EWR.

7.4.28

The construction of an overbridge on Queen Catherine Road may create a
temporary increase in noise, however, due to the local topography there
should be no lasting visual impact to the views from the church.

Plate 8: The view from the church, across the valley with the railway located along the
hedgeline in the rear of the foreground.

7.4.29

The setting of the heritage assets makes a substantial contribution to the
significance of the asset, and the magnitude of the impact upon its setting
will be minor; therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be slight/moderate adverse. This will result in harm to the
importance of the setting.
Non-designated asset demonstrably of national importance

Doddershall deserted medieval village (DMV)
7.4.30

Doddershall deserted medieval village is located in open agricultural land to
the west of Quainton. The site was bisected by the railway in the 19th
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century, however the earthwork remains are extensive and well preserved
and the asset can still be appreciated as a deserted medieval village
despite the presence of the railway. The village is part of a much wider
medieval landscape which includes the remains of extensive ridge and
furrow earthworks at Quainton to the east.
7.4.31

The historic association between the DMV and Doddershall House lends
importance to the setting of the DMV. The deserted village at Doddershall is
inextricably linked with the Doddershall House Estate. The house was
constructed for Thomas Pigott who began to acquire land in Doddershall
during the 15th and 16th centuries. As he acquired the land, he enclosed it
and turned it over to grazing for livestock. As a result of this enclosure
process Pigott removed the means of the livelihood of his tenants resulting
in eviction, which in turn caused the abandonment of the village.

7.4.32

There is no on-site interpretation of the DMV, however a recent study by
the Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society (2013) presents the argument
for the significance of the site. There has been no intrusive archaeological
investigation and only basic recording of the location of the earthworks. The
abandonment of the village is well documented and consequently its
contribution to the economic and social development of the local area is
recognised.

7.4.33

The asset has been considered within the assessment for the HS2 Hybrid
Bill and therefore only the operational impacts of EWR have been
considered for this assessment. The operation of EWR should have a
negligible impact on the setting of the asset and therefore no further
assessment was undertaken.
Conservation Areas

Middle Claydon including Grade II listed buildings: North Lodges (LB1214706);
Townsend Cottages (LB1214764)’ K6 Telephone kiosk (LB1288297); Old Post
Office (LB1288425); and, Almshouses (A to D consecutively) (LB1288449).
7.4.34

The Middle Claydon Conservation Area includes the Grade I listed Claydon
House and the Grade II Registered park and garden as well as the village
of Middle Claydon and its Grade II listed buildings listed above. Queen
Catherine Farm to the southwest of the house, and a disused brickyard to
the west of the Claydon park are also included. The brick works, although
not designated, are an indicator of an important former local economy.

7.4.35

The assets at Middle Claydon, within the Conservation Area, create a
cohesive setting that encompasses the house, gardens, village and even
examples of local small-scale industry. The immediate setting is still heavily
landscaped whilst the wider setting includes influences of the railway that
instigated the creation of other small settlements, which are still
remembered in the use of familial names, such as Verney junction.
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7.4.36

The setting of the Conservation Area is broadly the same as Claydon
House, see Section 6.4.4 -6.4.12 and the impacts, from the Project will be
same. Although the impacts may be experienced differently throughout the
conservation area, the overall magnitude of the impact will be the same.
The setting of the Conservation Area makes a very substantial contribution
to the significance of the assets, and the magnitude of the impact upon its
setting will be moderate; therefore, the impact significance on the setting of
the asset is considered to be large/very large adverse. This will result in
substantial harm to the importance of the setting.

Marsh Gibbon
7.4.37

Although outside of the study area, the Marsh Gibbon Conservation Area
was visited to determine whether or not the Project could have an impact
on the setting of both the Conservation Area and the Listed Buildings within
it. It was determined that the distance of the Conservation Area from the
railway, in combination with the undulating local topography, prohibits any
direct views between the two. Station Road, heading north out of Marsh
Gibbon rises before dropping behind a slight ridge that screens views out
toward the railway line. As it is considered that there will be no impact on
the setting of the Conservation Area or the assets within it, no further
assessment was undertaken.

Plate 9: View from edge of Conservation Area toward railway, showing how the topography
hides the line.
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Grade II Listed Buildings
Steeple Claydon Village including Willowvale Farmhouse (LB1214978); Willowvale
Cottage (LB1288326); 41-45 West Street (LB1215001); 3 Chaloner Hill
(LB1288410); Foxgloves (LB1214895); Library, Village Hall and Caretaker’s Flat
(LB1214974); Water Pump (LB1214973); Well Cottage (LB1288336); The Small
Cottage (LB1288360); 18 Queen Catherine Road (LB1214939); Manor Farmhouse
(LB1214901); and, Camp Barn (LB1214975)
7.4.38

The topography of Steeple Claydon is such that the setting assessment
was approached from a number of different locations. The village is largely
located in a lee on the northern side of an east/west ridge upon which
Vicarage Lane is located. This topography results in the assets to the north
of the lane having no through-view to the railway, and being at a sufficient
distance to avoid any adverse impacts from noise and vibration. The assets
in this location include: LB1217978; LB1288326: LB1215001; LB1288410;
LB1214895; LB1214974; LB1214973. As there is no predicted impact on
the setting of these assets, no further assessment was undertaken.

7.4.39

Queen Catherine Road, lined with residential properties, rises to the east
plateauing just to the east of Vicarage Lane allowing potential for views of
the valley to the south through which the railway passes. However,
development to the south of Queen Catherine Road prevents views out to
the railway from the assets located to the north of the road (LB1288336;
LB1288360; LB1214939; LB1214901; LB1214975). The assets should be
at a sufficient distance to avoid any adverse noise impacts. As there will be
no impacts on the setting of the heritage assets, no further assessment was
undertaken.
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Plate 10: Views from the north side of Queen Catherine Road toward the Project.

The Phoenix (LB1214976)
7.4.40

The Phoenix public house is located to the south of Queen Catherine Road
as the road plateaus after rising out from the rest of the village. The asset is
set toward the fringe of the village and is surrounded by residential
development. The building is set back further from the road than
surrounding properties and is therefore only experienced from the
immediate vicinity. The house opposite, The Small Cottage (LB1288360), is
also listed and is contemporary in date having origins in the 17 th century.
They are both timber framed with thatched roofs and are a distinct contrast
with surrounding modern development that is largely 19 th century brick built
residential development with tile or slate roofs.

7.4.41

In views from the back of the public house, the railway is located low in the
middle distance and does not compete with the higher rolling landscape in
the longer views. Although there is the potential for views out from the rear
of the public house these are largely screened by mature trees in the
garden. The landscape in the views is encompassed by the works within
the Calvert Box and therefore construction impacts have been assessed as
part of the HS2 EIA. The mitigation proposed includes an embankment with
landscape mitigation planting which should act to screen and mitigate for
the operational impacts of EWR. The setting of the heritage assets makes a
moderate contribution to the significance of the asset, however the
magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be minor; therefore, the impact
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significance on the setting of the asset is considered to be slight adverse.
This will result in slight harm to the importance of the setting.

Poundon House and walls of terrace and forecourt (LB1214765); Garden walls, gate
piers and gates (LB 1214799); Garden walls to northeast of house (LB1214766).
7.4.42

Poundon is a small village, almost entirely residential in nature, located
within a wider agricultural landscape. The historic core of the village is
located within the broad valley floor whilst the more modern development
rises up a ridge to the south-west. Poundon House is distinct from the
village development, being set just below the peak of a ridge. The house is
located within a large well-defined plot of mature gardens with high
boundary walls that are also listed. Mature planting encloses much of the
property preventing views in. It is likely that the house was located on the
hill in order to take advantage of the views of the rolling countryside.

7.4.43

The high boundary walls allow for only the peripheral assets, the garden
walls and gate piers (LB1214799) to be experienced. There is no visual
engagement with the house itself from within the local vicinity of it. There
are however glimpsed views of the asset from further to the south within the
broader valley, although the house is still relatively well concealed within a
mature treescape. The undulating nature of the local topography allows for
sections of the railway location to be seen, and although the line is
screened by mature trees the railway infrastructure will introduce a new
element to the landscape and is likely to be visible once the necessary
programme of tree removal has been undertaken.
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Plate 11: Illustrative views from the location of Poundon House across the valley, including the
railway.

7.4.44

Despite the line being screened as it lies in the middle distance of the view
trains could be visible when they pass by. However, several sections of the
line within the views from the asset are within cuttings or screened by either
small copses of trees or planting alongside the railway. If the trees are
maintained wherever possible, the visual impacts from the railway
infrastructure will be minimal. The distance of the assets from the railway
suggests that there will be no adverse impacts from an increase in noise or
vibration.

7.4.45

The setting of the heritage assets makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the asset, however the magnitude of the impact upon its
setting will be minor; therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the
asset is considered to be slight adverse. This will result in slight harm to the
importance of the setting.

Isolated Grade II assets
Platform, platform buildings and bridge at Quainton Road Railway Station
(LB1390836)
7.4.46

Although the setting of Quainton provides a ‘moment-in-time’ atmosphere it
is in part a reconstruction rather than a preservation of an original asset.
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However, those designated elements that survive are ‘an exceptionally well
preserved example of an 1890s railway station’ according to the listing
description (https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1390836).
7.4.47

Under the current iteration of the scheme work at Quainton Road Station
include the work necessary to allow for double track alignment, designed to
current standards, which will require the demolition and realignment of the
front wall of a platform. Although the works will have a physical impact on
the listed fabric of the station, improvements are required in order to bring
the station to a standard which will allow it to remain extant, therefore
ensuring the future maintenance of the station and its buildings. Although
construction works will cause increases in noise and vibration these effects
will be temporary and unlikely to be notably adverse on the setting. Current
proposals acknowledge the importance of minimising impacts to the asset
and its setting; design guidance has noted the sensitivity of the heritage
environment at this location.

7.4.48

Although not part of the listing designation, Quainton Railway Station
includes the last remaining section of the Brill Tramway that connected the
station with Wotton House. It was originally constructed as a horse-drawn
tram line, and privately built for the 3rd Duke of Buckingham, in order that
goods could be brought from the rail network to Wotton House. It was
upgraded to carry trains and became part of London’s Metropolitan Railway
in 1894. Due to the low local population the tramway went into financial
decline. Wotton House is located over 6km to the southwest of the
Quainton station, however any impact on the last remaining section of the
tramway will have an adverse impact on the setting of Wotton House, a
Grade I listed property, and cause harm to the appreciation of this historic
association.

7.4.49

The setting of the heritage assets makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the asset, and the magnitude of the impact upon its setting
will be negligible; therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the
asset is considered to be negligible.

Station Road Farmhouse (LB1234165)
7.4.50

Located on the south-western edge of Quainton village this house creates a
sense of the terminus of the historic village, with fields to the southwest
separating this farmhouse from the more modern ribbon-development along
Station Road. The asset identifies more with the village proper rather than
those properties located closer to the railway. A rise in the road to the
southwest, between the asset and the railway, along with the more modern
development along Station Road, ensures there is no intervisibilty between
the asset and the Project. The setting of the asset is also at a sufficient to
remain unaffected by noise impacts.

7.4.51

As there will be no impact on the setting, no further assessment was
undertaken.
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Upper South Farmhouse (LB1311401); and, Lower South Farmhouse and Barn 30
metres to southwest of Farmhouse (LB1117821 and LB1158682).
7.4.52

These assets are associated with the Doddershall Estate (Section 6.4.4 –
6.4.12 above) and have remained as working farms. Although there was no
access at the time of survey, the impacts on the setting will be the same as
those for Doddershall House.

Lower Greatmoor Farmhouse and attached barn (LB1124268)
7.4.53

There was no access to this asset at the time of survey, in part due to the
construction of a large Energy from Waste plant adjacent to the asset. The
plant is being constructed on land between the asset and the railway line,
and as such will block any potential inter-visibility. Additionally the mitigation
for the adverse impacts on the setting of the asset from the plant will also
prevent any adverse impacts from the railway. These include the creation of
a new 20m to 30m wide tree belt designed to curtail views and minimise
noise impacts.

Plate 12: The Energy from Waste plant

7.4.54

The asset is located within the assessment area for the Calvert Box and
therefore construction impacts have been considered within the
assessment for the HS2 Hybrid Bill. Due to the mitigation measures for HS2
and those presented for the impacts of the Energy from Waste plant there
will be no further impact from the operational phase of EWR and therefore
has been scoped out of the assessment for EWR Phase 2.
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Finemerehill House (LB1117815)
7.4.55

The asset is located on a hillside to the east of, and overlooking, the
railway. The house is noted in the listing description as being part of the
Verney Family’s Claydon Estate. Redevelopment of the house and its
surroundings in the 19th century included the removal of a range of
buildings to the west of the house and the construction of new buildings to
the northeast of the property, arguably to take advantage of the long-range
views over the valley to the west.

7.4.56

The presence of the railway and the Calvert Landfill Site, on a former
brickworks, have created an element of industrialisation in what was
previously a predominantly agricultural landscape when the house was
constructed. The landfill site in particular has created an artificial landform
in the landscape. The addition of a new Energy from Waste plant to the
west, within the views from the house, have all had an impact on the setting
of the asset, with the impact of the new waste plant noted as ‘significant
and adverse’ (SLR 2011).

7.4.57

The asset is located within the Calvert Box and therefore construction
impacts have been considered within the assessment for the HS2 Hybrid
Bill. The mitigation measures for HS2 include the creation of large
expanses of woodland habitat creation which will prevent any further
impacts from the operational phase of EWR and therefore no further
assessment was undertaken.

Pond Farmhouse
7.4.58

(LB1214849)

The farmhouse is in a secluded location along a private farm track to the
south of the road heading east out of Calvert. Although there was no
access to the property at the time of survey, a combination of the local
topography, a slight ridge surrounds the house to the south and southwest;
large areas of plantation, such as Decoy Pond Wood; a mature tree screen
along the railway; and sections of the railway in cutting, all prevent
intervisibility between the asset and the railway. The asset has been
considered within the assessment for the HS2 Hybrid Bill and therefore has
been scoped out of the assessment for EWR Phase 2.

Shepherd’s Furze Farmhouse (LB1214845)
7.4.59

The asset will be demolished as part of the necessary works for the
construction of HS2, therefore there will be no further impacts from the
operation of EWR.
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Rosehill Farmhouse and Outbuildings to west of farmhouse forming north and west
sides of Courtyard (LB1214846 and LB1214847)
7.4.60

The asset is located to the east of Addison Road, south of Steeple Claydon.
The house is noted in the listing designation as an estate building for the
Verney family, and the rear of the building faces toward Claydon House to
the southeast; an association shared with Shepherd’s Furze and
Blackmoorhill Farmhouse.

7.4.61

A range of outbuildings surround the farmhouse to the north and west, with
the house located within the east of the range of buildings, nearest to
Claydon House. A mature tree lined boundary surrounds the wider plot
within which the farm buildings are situated, notably this is reduced in
height where there is the potential for views from the house toward Claydon
House.

7.4.62

As the asset lies adjacent to the Calvert Box the construction impacts to the
setting have been considered within the EIA for the HS2 Hybrid Bill. The
mitigation presented includes landscape mitigation planting of both scrub
and woodland which screen the majority of the line. The key views to
Claydon House will remain unaffected by the operational phase of EWR,
however there may be an increase in noise which will affect the rural
tranquillity.

7.4.63

The setting of the heritage assets makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the asset, however the magnitude of the impact from
construction upon its setting will be minor; therefore, the impact significance
on the setting of the asset is considered to be slight adverse. This will result
in slight harm to the importance of the setting. Impacts from the operational
phase of the project should be negligible.

Blackmoorhill Farmhouse (LB1214848)
7.4.64

The asset is located to the south of the railway and accessed along a
private track north of Orchard Way. The farmhouse, as with several of
those in the vicinity including Shepherd’s Furze and Rosehill Farmhouse,
belonged to the Claydon Estate, and like those assets the house is
orientated to face Claydon House.

7.4.65

The house is at a sufficient distance, nearly 500m, to avoid impacts from an
increase in noise and vibration. Additionally, the distance in combination
with the level topography means that any intervisibility should be blocked by
intervening copses of trees and hedged field boundaries.

7.4.66

The setting of the heritage assets makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the asset, however the magnitude of the impact from
construction upon its setting will be minor; therefore, the impact significance
on the setting of the asset is considered to be slight adverse. This will result
in slight harm to the importance of the setting. Impacts from the operational
phase of the Project should be negligible.
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7.5

Aylesbury Vale – Winslow/Swanbourne Sub-section

7.5.1

The Winslow/Swanbourne sub-section extends from the town of Winslow at
the southwest to the boundary of Milton Keynes at the northwest. Similar in
character to the sub-section to the west (Claydon/Quainton), the area is still
largely rural in nature but does include major transport routes including the
A413, the main road between Aylesbury and Buckingham. Undulating
agricultural land is enclosed within irregular sized fields, characterised by
hedgerow boundaries. Winslow is a relatively large market town and the
largest settlement within the Study Area, forming an important commercial
focus of the area.
Scheduled Monuments

7.5.2

There are no Scheduled Monuments within the Winslow/Swanbourne Subsection.
Grade I and II* Listed Buildings

Church of St. Faith (Grade I - LB1216499)
7.5.3

The church is located within the historic core of Newton Longville, located
at the busy village crossroads. It sits within a large graveyard set back from,
and higher than the road, surrounded by a mature treescape. The
topography rises to the north-west in which direction Whaddon Road
extends out from the village and towards the railway.
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Plate 13: View of the crossroads from the church

7.5.4

There is no intervisibility with the proposed Project and the church is at a
sufficient distance for neither sound nor vibration to affect it. As there will be
no impact on the setting, no further assessment was undertaken.

Winslow Hall (LB1279357) – Grade I
7.5.5

A distinctive building, much grander in scale than the surrounding
properties, located on Sheep Street within Winslow. The property alters the
general grain of the road as a detached property set back from the road
edge, amongst smaller properties that respect the street line. The house
takes advantage of views to both the north and south. Those to the south
overlook undeveloped pasture with a broad valley in the distance, whilst
those to the north, at the rear of the house, overlook a designed and
managed garden with mature planting and large mature trees at the far
northern limit of the gardens.

7.5.6

Due to the intervening development of Winslow, several modern estates,
and in conjunction with the distance of the hall from the railway, there will
be no adverse impacts on the setting and therefore no further assessment
was undertaken.

Keach’s Meeting House and Graveyard walls (LB1227954) – Grade II*
7.5.7

This non-conformist chapel is located to the south of Bell Walk, at the far
south of Winslow and is closely surrounded by modern development. It lies
within a small cul-de-sac to the south of Sheep Street away from passing
traffic. The secluded nature of the asset and the distance from both the
railway line and the major traffic routes through the village suggest there
will be no adverse impact on the setting of the asset and therefore no
further assessment was undertaken.

Church of St. Laurence (LB1287430) – Grade II*
7.5.8

The church remains one of the most prominent features in Winslow town.
Located on the High Street, and situated on an island of raised ground that
includes a graveyard, the church is set back from the road with a mature
tree-lined boundary which creates a distinct change from the surrounding
tightly packed grain of the centre of the village.

7.5.9

Due to the intervening development of the remainder of Winslow, and large
portions of the nearest section of railway being within a cutting, there is no
intervisibility between the asset and the proposed Project. The asset is also
a sufficient distance from the railway to avoid adverse impacts from noise
and vibration. Similarly, the asset does not engage with the road and will
remain unaffected by any construction traffic. As there will be no impact, no
further assessment was undertaken.
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Conservation Areas
Winslow including 2, Bell Walk (LB1227953); Farthings (LB1227955); The Ruin
(LB1227956); The Old Homestead (LB1227957); Churchwalk House (LB1227958);
Lime Cottage (LB1227959); The Masters House of the Former Winslow Hospital
(LB1227960); Goblin Market (LB1227961); Newmmans Delicatessen (LB1227962);
National Westminster Bank (LB1227963); Hair By Hathaway (LB1228076); 14, High
Street (LB1228117); 16, High Street (LB1228119); 18, High Street (LB1228137);
20, High Street (LB1228138); 22, High Street (LB1228139); 26, High Street
(LB1228140); Staniford House (LB1228141);The Bull (LB1228142); The Bakery
(LB1228587); 20, Horn Street (LB1228588); 22-24, Horn Street (LB1228589);
Plough Cottage (LB1228591); The Barn Studio and range of outbuildings to rear
(LB1228592); 30, Horn Street (LB1228593); 1, Horn Street (LB1228594);
Scrummies (LB1228595); Old Millfield House (LB1228596); Lace Cottage
(LB1228682); 19, Horn Street (LB1228683); The Bell Hotel (LB1228684); 5, Market
Square (LB1228685); 7-9, Market Square (LB1228686); 17, Market Square
(LB1228687); 21-23, Market Square (LB1228851); 25, Market Square
(LB1228852); The Bakery (LB1228853); 11 And 11a, Sheep Street (LB1228854);
14, Market Square (LB1228911); Westside (LB1228971); The Close, The Coach
House (LB1229145); 27, Sheep Street (LB1229146); 31, Sheep Street
(LB1229147); 41, Sheep Street (LB1229148); Wall with gate piers and gate, along
west side of Walled Garden to north east of Winslow Hall (LB1229171); Rose
Cottage (LB1229237); 47, Sheep Street (LB1229298); 32 And 34, Sheep Street
(LB1229299); 9-11, The Walk (LB1229303); Lawn House (LB1229304); 4, The
Walk (LB1279097); 5, Vicarage Road (LB1279103); Yew Tree Cottage
(LB1279134); Acorn Cottage (LB1279154); The Nags Head (LB1279187); Wall
Round Garden To Front Of Winslow Hall, With Gate Piers And Gates (LB1279221);
25, Sheep Street (LB1279222); Brook Hall (LB1279314); 12, Market Square
(LB1279355); The George (LB1279356); 9, Horn Street (LB1279435); Old Quilters
(LB1279436); Df Midgley, Ironmonger (LB1279437); Old Crown House
(LB1279438); The Crooked Billet (LB1287099); 6, Horn Street (LB1287318); 24,
High Street (LB1287356); Chesham House (LB1287357); Bel Air Laundrette
(LB1287359); 10, High Street (LB1287376); 3-5, Bell Walk (LB1287427); Alwyn
House (LB1287428); Ashling (LB1287429); Norden House (LB1287549);
7.5.10

Winslow Conservation Area encompasses a large part of the 13 th century
historic core of the town, which was largely rebuilt in the 17 th century, and
extends to the north to incorporate areas of 19th and early 20th century
development. Horn Street and Sheep Street are considered to be the
earliest areas of settlement in the town, originating in the 13 th century, and
these are aligned east/west through the town. The later Market Square and
High Street extend the settlement northwards. The Market Square and the
Church of St. Faith form the focal point of the town. The Conservation Area
extends as far north as the railway, and this later 19 th century expansion is
almost certainly due to the presence of the railway itself, for example, the
residential development of Station Road.

7.5.11

The listed buildings within Winslow form a mixture of commercial
properties, around the nucleus of the town, and residential properties
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elsewhere. Historically, there were a large number of public houses in the
town catering for passing trade and several of these survive, for example
The Bull (LB1228142). Winslow has retained its importance as a
commercial centre which is reflected in the number of historic shop fronts.
Farming formed the core economic activity in the area and the town is still
surrounded by rich agricultural land, with key views including the views out
over fields to the south of the town.
7.5.12

A lack of green space and the density of buildings within the centre of the
town prevent long-range views out towards the railway. Additionally, the
layout of the roads prevents long distance linear views along the main
routes. In particular the north-west curve of High Street at its junction with
Station Road prevents views from the town centre to the Project. The view
out from the Buckingham Road/ Station Road section of the Conservation
Area toward the location of the railway is considered to be a key view;
however, as the railway is within cutting and passes under Buckingham
Road, there should be little alteration to this view.

Plate 14: Overbridge at the northern edge of Winslow Conservation Area with the railway in
cutting.

7.5.13

The roads through the town are busy, in particular the A413 the main route
between Buckingham and Aylesbury, and the town centre and market
square are relatively dynamic. The construction of a new station to the
north of Winslow is likely to lead to an increase in road traffic once the
Project is operational, and although this may increase noise levels, the
introduction of more passing trade may prove economically beneficial to the
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historic commercial aspect of the town, increasing its importance as a local
commercial centre.
7.5.14

During the construction phase it is likely that construction traffic will utilise
routes through the town which is likely to create an increase in noise and
vibration during this phase of the Project. Although this may cause an
adverse impact to the setting of the Conservation Area and the Listed
Buildings within it, particularly those situated on the A413, the effects will be
temporary and should cease once the Project is operational.

7.5.15

Modern development at Winslow has largely been confined to areas on the
fringe with the listed buildings forming a cohesive picture of the historical
development of the town. The Conservation Area and the assets within it
are evidence of the continued evolution of a market town and this heightens
the significance of the setting of both the Conservation Area and those
assets within it

7.5.16

The setting of both the Conservation Area and the listed buildings makes a
substantial contribution to the significance of the assets. The magnitude of
the impact from traffic related noise associated with the Project will be
minor adverse and therefore the impact significance is considered to be
slight/moderate adverse. Adversely the introduction of more passing trade
may have a minor beneficial impact upon the setting by reinforcing its
historic commercial importance and this would therefore result in an impact
significance that would be slight/moderate beneficial.

Newton Longville including 8 Bletchley Road (LB1216028); Manor House and two
attached barns (LB1216352); Paradise Cottage (LB1287794); Baytree Cottage
(LB1287830); and 9 Church End (LB1287831)
7.5.17

The Newton Longville Conservation Area is a small area of historic core
located around the crossroads within the village, which includes the Grade I
Listed Church of St. Faith (see Section 6.5.3). This historic core is now
located within a much larger village ‘significantly altered by modern
development’ (AVDC 2006)

7.5.18

The local topography is undulating and rises slightly to the north along
Whaddon Road; in combination with the intervening modern development
of the village, this ensures that there is no intervisibility with the railway line.
The distance of the assets from the railway also suggests that there will be
no impact from noise or vibration.

7.5.19

As there will be no impact on the setting of the Conservation Area or those
assets within it, no further assessment was undertaken.
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Grade II listed buildings
Paradise Farmhouse (LB1216272)
7.5.20

This asset is located on the corner of Fire Lane and Paradise, which is
outside of but adjacent to the northern edge of the Newton Longville
Conservation Area. The asset is surrounded by modern development and
has lost its original farm setting. As with the Conservation Area, there is no
through view to the railway and the asset is at a sufficient distance to
remain unaffected by noise or vibration. As there will be no impact from the
Project no further assessment was undertaken.

Other Grade II Listed Buildings within Newton Longville: The Crooked Billet
(LB1216033); Haldins (LB1216035); Hollybush Farm (LB1216298); Rose Cottage
(LB1216351); Beverley Cottage (LB1216038); Newmans Delicatessen
(LB1287962); 53 Westbrook End (LB1216427); Jasmine Cottage (LB1287666);
September Cottage (LB1216032).
7.5.21

Although not within the Newton Longville Conservation Area, these Listed
Buildings form an area of historic development on the western edge of the
village, the area closest to the railway. The local topography largely
prevents intervisibility with the railway. The hedged boundaries present
throughout the intervening fields, along with interspersed areas of
woodland, and the siting of the railway in a cutting together suggest there
will be no visible impacts from the Project. The assets are at a sufficient
distance to not be impacted by either sound or vibration and therefore as
there will be no impact from the Project no further assessment were
undertaken.
Isolated Grade II Listed buildings

Redhall Farmhouse (LB1229377)
7.5.22

There was no close access to the asset at the time of survey, as it is
located along a privately owned lane. The farmhouse appears to be set
within a working farmyard, and therefore the significance of its setting has
been retained and can still be appreciated. The presence of an intervening
farm and mature woodland to the north of the asset suggest there is little
intervisibility with the proposed Project. Additionally, the farm is at a
sufficient distance from the railway to remain unaffected by noise and
vibration. As there will be no impact on the setting of the asset, no further
assessment was undertaken.

Abovemead Farmhouse and three barns to west of farmhouse (LB1215708 and
LB1217511)
7.5.23

Located within a busy working farmyard, there was no direct access to the
assets. The agricultural setting of the farmhouse and barns appears to have
been retained and can still be appreciated. The long-range views along the
relatively flat landscape are blocked by the hedge-row field boundaries that
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are often interspersed with mature trees. Additionally, the assets are at a
sufficient distance from the railway to avoid adverse effects of noise or
vibration.
Dodleyhill Farmhouse and range of Barns (LB1288211 and LB1215264)
7.5.24

These assets are located along a single track road in the vicinity of the area
proposed for the reinstatement of the Swanbourne Sidings. The assets
comprise a farmhouse and a range of located barns adjacent to the road. It
is presumed that the farmhouse is still in domestic use, but the barns are
now in use as light industrial units. Small copses and hedge-row field
boundaries prevent views to the railway and the assets are at a sufficient
distance to avoid adverse effects of noise, vibration or dust. As there will be
no impact, no further assessment was undertaken.

Horwood House and Lodge to northeast of Horwood House (LB1288825 and
LB1288818)
7.5.25

Horwood House is located within open agricultural land to the northeast of
Winslow. The house was constructed as a country estate, and as such is
located within a tranquil agricultural setting, immediately surrounded by
formal gardens. No longer in private ownership, the house functions as a
hotel, although maintains landscaped and ornamental gardens and uses
the rural, tranquil setting to its commercial advantage.

7.5.26

The house as it stands today, was constructed in 1911, however prior to
this a house of the same name occupied the site. The previous house
enjoyed views to the southeast looking down the slope of a small ridge into
a valley, in which the railway is now located. When the new house was
constructed in 1911, the principal elevations were changed to the northeast
and southwest, which had the effect of disengaging the house from the
railway.

7.5.27

Linear woodland plantations, Fishpond and Osierbed Spinney to the south
of the house, screen it from the railway line. It is likely that the trees were
planted in order to block views of the railway and in particular the sidings.

7.5.28

The Project intends to construct a new overbridge and footbridge at Moco
Farm to the south and the bridge that carries Station Road over the line will
be reconstructed. Whilst these works are unlikely to have a lasting adverse
impact on the setting of the asset, because of the woodlands, the
construction impacts are likely to be adverse. Two construction compounds
could be visible from the asset, with that to the east being particularly
extensive and located in low-lying land visible from the tree-lined approach
to the house. The works involved in the widening of the track and the
construction and repair of bridges will introduce an element of noise and
disruption that is in contrast with the tranquillity of the setting. Additionally,
the construction works will introduce an incongruous element into views
from the house, impacting on the otherwise rural surroundings.
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Plate 15: Rural views from the setting of Horwood House will be impacted by a proposed
construction compound in the fields to the left of the Spinney

7.5.29

The setting of the heritage assets makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the assets, however the magnitude of the impact from
construction upon its setting will be moderate; therefore, the impact
significance on the setting of the asset is considered to be moderate
adverse. This will result in harm to the importance of the setting. Impacts
from the operational phase will be minor and will have an impact
significance that is moderate adverse.

Lower Salden Farmhouse (LB1288667)
7.5.30

Although there was no access to the farmhouse, the nearest accessible
point demonstrated that the asset is positioned within a hollow with no
intervisibility to the railway. Additionally, the nearest section of line is in a
cutting with a screen of mature trees. The asset is at a sufficient distance
not to be affected by either noise or vibration. There will be no impact to the
setting of the asset and therefore no further assessment was undertaken.

7.6

Milton Keynes Sub-section

7.6.1

Milton Keynes sub-section is largely urban in character and includes areas
of residential, light industrial and commercial use. Much of Milton Keynes is
formed by smaller outlying villages that have been subsumed by infill
development that creates the suburban sprawl of the city. Although discrete
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areas of green space have been retained, these are often confined and
surrounded by more modern development.
7.6.2

The southern edge of the sub-section does include areas of open space on
the fringe of Milton Keynes. Whilst areas in the east of the sub-section,
toward Woburn Sands, have retained a semi-rural character reinforced by
large expanses of mature trees, in particular those on the elevated aspect
of the Greensand ridge to the south of Woburn Sands.
Scheduled Monuments

Roman town of Magiovinium and Roman fort (SM1006943)
7.6.3

The remains of the Roman town are located either side of Watling Street as
it leads south from the village of Fenny Stratford, to the south of the River
Ouzel. The fort and town largely exist as buried archaeological remains
which have been noted as cropmarks on aerial photographs. There is no
interpretation of the site or any signage to indicate the presence of the fort.
The land is in arable use and is currently on the Historic England ‘At Risk’
register due to this activity.

7.6.4

Due to the presence of Fenny Stratford and the A5 there are no through
views to the railway, additionally the volume of traffic on both Watling Street
and the A5 suggest that there is unlikely that an increase in either noise or
vibration will be noticed. As there will be no impact from the Project no
further assessment has been undertaken.

Shrunken medieval village at Caldecotte (SM1007941)
7.6.5

The asset is located to the south of the A4146 and is now surrounded by
modern housing developments and Caldecotte Lake Park. Although there is
some interpretation of the site on public display boards at the park, the view
from surrounding roads skirting the asset offers no interpretability or
appreciation of the asset, with the site remaining as undeveloped green
space. The earthworks can be appreciated when close up but, during the
site visit the land was overgrown and therefore their presence was less
obvious.
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Plate 16: Caldecotte shrunken medieval village, overgrown and with little interpretation. The
development in the background prevents views to the railway.

7.6.6

Surrounding development to the south prevents through views to the
railway and the asset is at a sufficient distance not to be affected by noise.
As there will be no impact from the Project no further assessment was
undertaken.

Motte castle 200m south-east of Wavendon Manor (SM1011301)
7.6.7

The earthwork remains of the motte, a former medieval fortification, are
located within the western edge of a golf course enclosed to the west by a
hedge and to the south by the tall boundary hedges of a residential
property. The asset is located to the east of Cross End northeast of the
busy A5130 Newport Road. There is no obvious interpretation of the mound
and it could be mistaken for part of the landscaping of the golf course.

7.6.8

There is no intervisibility with the Project and the asset is at a sufficient
distance to remain unaffected by any potential increase in noise. As no
impact is predicted no further assessment was undertaken.

Moated site, fishpond, and associated earthworks 150m west of Loughton Manor
(SM1011297)
7.6.9

Loughton Manor is surrounded on all sides by the modern housing
development of Loughton. Although some earthworks remains are visible
and their form appreciated, there is no interpretation of the site which is in
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use as pasture for an equestrian centre. The relatively flat landscape
means that long-range views toward the railway are obscured by either
mature trees or intervening development. The presence of the A5 is also
likely to negate any potential increase in noise from the Project.

Plate 17: Loughton moated site facing northeast toward Milton Keynes station and the railway,
neither of which are visible.

7.6.10

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm to the setting of the asset. As there will
be no impact from the Project on the setting of the heritage asset no further
assessment was undertaken.
Grade I and Grade II* Listed Buildings

Church of St. Mary (LB1125430) – Grade I
7.6.11

Located in Bletchley, within an enclosed plot of land, the church is
surrounded to the south, southwest and east by more modern development
and a graveyard to the northwest. A mature treescape surrounds the
church giving the plot an enclosed feel. Modern housing developments
along Sherwood Road are generally larger in scale than the surrounding
older housing, and these prevent views out to the railway line.

7.6.12

Due to surrounding development there will be no impact on the asset from
noise or vibration. Long-range views toward the railway are prevented by
intervening high-rise development and tree screening along Bletchley
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Station and at the line. As there will be no impact from the Project, no
further assessment was undertaken.

Plate 18: View from the church towards the railway line showing the mature treescape that
creates a good sense of enclosure.

Church of St. Martin (LB1125422) – Grade II*
7.6.13

The church is located at the northern end of Aylesbury Street, marking the
end of the commercial development on this road. The church occupies a
corner plot at the busy junction of Watling Street, Aylesbury Street and
Simpson Road and is slightly dominated by the presence of the junction
and the traffic that uses it. The front aspect of the church engages with
Aylesbury Road and due to surrounding development it is best experienced
from approaches along Simpson Road and from the north of Watling Street.
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Plate 19: The view from the church (on the right) toward the level crossing on Simpson Road,
there will be no change in this view.

7.6.14

Development up to three storeys in height along Watling Street prevents
views out to the railway. Although there are views to the railway along
Simpson Road, there are no planned changes that should alter this view.
There will be no impact on the setting of the church and therefore no further
assessment was undertaken.

11 and 13 Watling Street (LB1125436) – Grade II*
7.6.15

This is located within Fenny Stratford, to the northwest of the point Watling
Street crosses over the Grand Union Canal. Formerly a Chantry House, the
building has since been divided into two properties. The asset is set back
from the road and is located next to the entrance of a small light industrial
estate and is partially in use as a children’s nursery. The presence of a
large commercial sign across the front elevation masks the age and
architectural importance of the asset.

7.6.16

There is no intervisibility to the Project and the presence of Watling Street
and intervening development is likely to negate any impact from noise or
vibration. There will be no change to the setting of the asset and therefore
no further assessment was undertaken.
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Bletchley Rectory Cottages and Museum (LB1160103) – Grade II*
7.6.17

The assets comprise a conjoined former hall and a pair of cottages that are
located to the north of Church Green Road, adjacent to an area of open
green space that provides a contrast with the surrounding development.
The hall is likely to represent a former Manor house, and earthworks on the
green may be the remnants of medieval settlement within Bletchley. The
assets are distinct as, unlike elsewhere on the road, the assets stand alone
with little in the way of boundary treatment.

7.6.18

As with the adjacent Church of St. Mary there is no intervisibility with the
railway line and the asset is at a sufficient distance to remain unaffected by
any potential increase in noise or vibration. As there will be no impact from
the Project no further assessment was undertaken.

Church of All Saints (LB1310657) - Grade II*
7.6.19

The church is located on a mound that forms the highest point of the
village, and is surrounded by the historic core which is largely inward facing
to the church. This was originally the core of Great Laughton village prior to
its conglomeration with Little Laughton. Narrow roads and tightly grained
development create a sense of enclosure even with the elevated aspect. A
mature treescape prevents views out at present.

7.6.20

Originally likely to have been a dominant feature within the village, although
without a steeple to enhance its dominance, modern development has
screened views of the church.

7.6.21

The modern housing developments between the church and the railway
prevent through-views. The current volume of vehicles on the A5 creates an
audible level of background noise, however this could mask any noise from
the railway.

7.6.22

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm to the setting of the asset. As there will
be no impact from the project, no further assessment was undertaken.
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Plate 20: Views out from the church to the project, facing northeast

Manor Farmhouse (LB1332300) – Grade II*
7.6.23

The asset is set in the former historic core of Little Loughton village and
adjacent to a brook and the village green. The area forms a small dead-end
away from the more modern development of Loughton, which has a sense
of tranquillity. The main road through the village, Bradwell Road, largely
bypasses this area. There will be no impact from the proposed Project and
therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
Conservation Areas

Loughton Conservation Area including Churchyard Wall (LB1125246); Elm House
(1125247); Rectory Farmhouse (LB1125248); Cell Farmhouse (LB1125249); Barn
southeast of Manor Farmhouse (LB1125250); Salisbury House (LB1160272);
Beech Cottage (LB1160302); Manor Farm Cottages (LB1160341); Building north of
Manor Farmhouse (LB1310608); 2 School Lane (LB1310650); Meadow View
(LB1332297); Manor Cottage (LB1332298); and, 5 School Lane (LB1332299).
7.6.24

The village of Loughton and its Conservation Area encompasses the former
villages of both Little Loughton and Great Loughton, which has created a
larger village with two distinct historic cores. The historic core of Great
Laughton encompasses the area around the Church of All Saints
(LB1310657) and assets that surround the church (LB1125248,
LB1125247, LB1160302, and LB1332299) are inwardly focused upon it.
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Roads here are mainly single carriageways, often with high boundary walls
that create a very enclosed, inward-facing environment.
7.6.25

The historic core of Little Loughton is focused on the area around the green
and the brook which has a sense of tranquillity. Many of the assets are
related to the Grade I listed Manor Farmhouse and the former agricultural
nature of the village (LB1310608, LB1125250, and LB1125249). Modern
development along Bradwell Road creates a sense of division between the
two former villages. The sinuous layout of the road system, along with the
tightly clustered development, limits throughviews in the Conservation Area.

7.6.26

Although the Conservation Area has two distinct historic cores, the settings
of the listed buildings within each of these areas have been slightly
diminished by the modern development that now conjoins the two former
villages.

Plate 21: The former Little Loughton village green located at the end of a no-through road.

7.6.27

From the higher points of the Conservation Area traffic noise from the A5
can be heard clearly, but it is unlikely that the Project will cause any further
noise impact. The eastern sections of the Conservation Area, closest to the
Project have no intervisibility with the railway. For those assets within the
Conservation Area that are located to the west of the church, any views
toward the Project are blocked by the elevated topography on which the
church is located and will therefore receive no adverse impacts.
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7.6.28

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm to the setting of the assets. As there will
be no impact on the setting of Conservation Area or the assets within it, no
further assessment was undertaken.

Woburn Sands Conservation Area including Shelton House (LB1289170) and
Sandpit Cottage (LB1300800)
7.6.29

The Conservation Area is largely centred on the main axial routes through
the town that include the A5130 (High Street) and Hardwick Road. The area
is characterised by Victorian buildings from the mid-19 th century, when the
town grew rapidly as a commercial centre. The degree of foliage is seen as
a key feature of Conservation Area as it helps to tie in to the surrounding
character of the area, which is dominated by trees, especially those on the
Greensand Ridge to the southwest. The commercial centre of the village
surrounds the crossing of the two roads whilst the civic aspect extends
along the High Street to the north.

7.6.30

From the highest and closest, point of the Conservation Area there is no
through-view toward the railway line due to the tightly grained development
along the High Street combined with a bend in the road. A mature
treescape and the inward facing nature of the Conservation Area suggest
that there will be no impact on key views from the Project.

7.6.31

Intervening development within Woburn Sands to the north of the
Conservation Area restricts views out toward the railway and the vibrancy
of the town centre combined with the volume of traffic on the main transport
routes suggests that there will be no noticeable noise or vibration impacts
from the Project once it is operational. There is the possibility for adverse
impacts associated with construction if construction traffic is routed along
the routes through the town, however these effects will be temporary.

7.6.32

The setting of the Conservation Area makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the assets, however the magnitude of the impact from
construction upon its setting will be minor; therefore, the impact significance
on the setting of the asset is considered to be slight adverse. This will result
in slight harm to the importance of the setting. Impacts from the operational
phase of the Project should be negligible.

Bletchley Conservation Area including Bletchley Park House (LB1125409); Stable
Block to The Rectory (LB1125429); Freefolk Cottage (LB1160141); Gatehouse and
Attached South Range (LB1246848); Cottages 1, 2 and 3 (LB1246849); The
Bungalow and attached wall to east and Stable Range to east and Stable Range to
south (LB1388640); H Block at Bletchley Park (LB1391162); Block D and Its
Ancillary Buildings (LB1391244); Block B, Bletchley Park (LB1391363); Block A at
Bletchley Park (LB1391792); Hut 1 at Bletchley Park (LB1391793); Hut 4 at
Bletchley Park (LB1391794); Hut 6 at Bletchley Park (LB1391795); Hut 8 at
Bletchley Park (LB1391796); Hut 11 at Bletchley Park (LB1391797); Hut 11a at
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Bletchley Park (LB1391798); Hut 3 at Bletchley Park (LB1391799); Gate Piers,
Gates, Walls and Railings South of Park Lodge (LB1393601); Block C, Bletchley
Park (LB1404656).
7.6.33

Bletchley Conservation Area is comprised of two distinct areas of character
located in the southwest of Bletchley adjacent to the railway. The majority
consists of the footprint of Bletchley Park, whilst the remainder is those
areas of historic core of Bletchley to the south and southwest of the Park.
The historic core centres around St. Mary’s church and the adjacent green,
on Church Green End, which contains earthwork remains of the medieval
settlement. Evidence of the historic core of Bletchley town is relatively
minimal as much of the former area comprises modern housing
development. The area around Church Green End is distinctively different
in character to many of its surroundings as this area is away from the busier
routes of Sherwood Drive and Buckingham Road affording it a slightly
greater sense of tranquillity.

7.6.34

Sherwood Drive separates the Conservation Area and Bletchley Park from
the railway line and the western boundary of the line and station is heavily
screened by a mature treeline. Although Sherwood Drive is only single
carriageway, it is a wide road with deep grass verges to either side which
create a relatively open aspect. Not all sections of the railway line are
visible as it changes from being in a cutting at the station to crossing over
roads on a viaduct to the south. The Conservation Area extends to the
roundabout junction of Buckingham Road and Sherwood Drive and from
this location the section of the railway on a viaduct is visible.
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Plate 22: The wide aspect of Sherwood Drive with well-defined and enclosed boundaries
formed by the trees either side. The railway is to the left-hand bank and Bletchley Park is to
the right behind the chainlink fence that denotes the boundary of much of the site.

7.6.35

The boundary of Bletchley Park prevents movement through much of the
Conservation Area, with the fencing and associated mature tree lines
preventing throughviews, where the park is visible it often defines the
character of the area. Although the grain of surrounding development is
relatively close there are glimpsed views of Bletchley Park from the
Conservation Area, although these are largely linear views along the road
network.

7.6.36

Whilst the wider setting of Bletchley Park has been largely altered, the
listed buildings within the perimeter fence (LB1391162, LB1391244,
LB1391363, LB1391792, LB1391793, LB1391794, LB1391795,
LB1391796, LB1391797, LB1391798, LB1391799, LB1246848, and
LB1388640) have a stronger cohesion based upon their shared functional
associations. The original park appears to have been reduced in size and
the development of a residential estate is on-going in its southern limit.

7.6.37

Several new housing developments and a College have been constructed
recently along Sherwood Drive and these are generally larger in scale than
the earlier surrounding residential development and so restrict views from
the west toward the railway. The current volume of traffic in conjunction with
current noise from the railway suggests that an increase in noise is unlikely
to be noticed.

7.6.38

The setting of the Conservation Area makes a moderate contribution to the
significance of the assets, however the magnitude of the impact from
construction upon its setting will be minor; therefore, the impact significance
on the setting of the asset is considered to be slight adverse. This will result
in slight harm to the importance of the setting. Impacts from the operational
phase of the Project should be negligible.
Grade II Listed Buildings within villages

Other Grade II Listed assets within Bletchley including: Walnut Tree Cottage
(LB1160149); Well House (LB1125431); Yew Tree Cottage (LB1125432); Cottage
And Barn Adjoining Number 170 (LB1125426); Brooklands Farmhouse
(LB1125427); 141, Buckingham Road (LB1125428); 128, Buckingham Road
(LB1332227); 139, Buckingham Road (LB1332228).
7.6.39

The remaining Grade II listed assets within Bletchley have been assessed
in small clusters. Generally, the assets form small pockets of historic
character amidst larger swathes of modern development.

7.6.40

The assets located along Church Walk (LB1160149, LB1125461,
LB1125432) are accessed along a very narrow track, off Shenley Road,
that terminates at the assets. The properties are very tightly enclosed and
are entirely surrounded by modern development that prevents views out to
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any surrounding areas. The assets are all residential and form a small
inward facing group that engage only with each other rather than
surrounding properties. There will be no impact from the Project on the
setting of these assets.
7.6.41

The other assets (LB1125426, LB1125427, LB1125428, LB1332227, and
LB1332228) are located around a small hollow in a landscape which is
dominated by a small, modern commercial centre at the junction of
Buckingham Road and Shenley Road. The assets comprise historic
dwellings and a farmhouse and now appear inconsistent within the
surrounding modern development. The assets are particularly distinctive,
often thatched, and generally differ to the character of surrounding
development. Collectively, the assets represent a former more rural
Bletchley, but their original setting is lost and can no longer be appreciated.

7.6.42

Expansive modern housing, that is generally larger in scale than the earlier
dwellings, prevents views out from the assets. Locally, the road network is
very busy and this is likely to negate any rise in noise levels from the
Project.

Plate 23: Historic properties mixed amongst more modern development within Bletchley.

7.6.43

As there is no predicted impact on the setting of the heritage assets, no
further assessment was undertaken.
Grade II Listed buildings within Fenny Stratford
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7.6.44

The Grade II listed assets within Fenny Stratford have been assessed in
clusters where they share the same setting.

Assets to the south of Watling Street including: 59 Aylesbury Street (LB1125425); 49
And 51, Aylesbury Street (LB1332226); Bracknell House (LB1332225); Outhouse to
rear of Number 30,The Bull And Butcher Public House (LB1332224); The Maltsters
Arms Public House (LB1125424); 43 Aylesbury Street (LB1125423); The Elms
(LB1160200); Manor Farmhouse (LB1332230).
7.6.45

For the most part the assets are located on Aylesbury Street, south of
Watling Street with another on Vicarage Road. This is the commercial
centre of Fenny Stratford and several of the assets reflect this commercial
aspect, with a pub and several shops listed amongst them. Due to the
layout of the road there is no intervisibility with the railway. Additionally, the
land rises to the northwest at the northern end of Aylesbury Street
preventing any through views.

7.6.46

Aylesbury Street is a busy and dynamic road used by both local traffic and
through traffic heading to the larger surrounding A-roads. It is unlikely that
any potential increase in noise and vibration will be noticed at these
locations. As there will be no impact on the setting of these assets, no
further assessment was undertaken.

Assets located on the Grand Union Canal: The Red Lion Public House (LB1125440),
Pump House (LB1125402), Canalside Cottage (LB1310679), Canal Lock
(LB1125401), Lock View and Pine View (LB1332233).
7.6.47

Despite the proximity of these assets to the busy centre of Fenny Stratford
the assets are located in a picturesque and tranquil setting around a lock
(LB1125401) and swing bridge located on the Grand Union Canal.
Together the assets have an acknowledged group value as a group of
canalside assets. The focus of the assets is inwards towards the canal, and
neither the light industrial units close-by nor the modern development to the
south and west detract from this relationship. Fenny Stratford Railway
Bridge (Bridge 96A) crosses the canal to the south of the assets and limits
through views along the canal creating a strong sense of enclosure for this
group of assets that contrasts with the wider open aspect of the canal to the
north. The railway has been part of this setting since the mid-19th century,
and the presence of the railway bridge does not form a visual intrusion,
unlike the overhead lines that cross the canal.
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Plate 24: Assets located around the lock on the Grand Union Canal with bridge 96A in the
background.

7.6.48

There are no planned changes to the railway bridge over the canal and the
level crossing and station will remain as at present. There may be an
increase in the frequency of trains, however, as the line is already active,
this should not create any noticeable changes.

7.6.49

The setting of the heritage assets makes a very substantial contribution to
their significance, creating a small microcosm of canal and rail transport
history. The magnitude of the impact upon their setting will be negligible,
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse. This will result in slight harm to the importance of the
setting.

Assets located on Watling Street – 60 Watling Street (LB1125434) and bollards
(LB1160163) and Chequers Public house (LB1125435)
7.6.50

At three storeys in height and raised above road level, number 60 Watling
Street, a dwelling, dominates the streetscape along this section of Watling
Street. The Chequers Public House (LB1125435) is located to the
southeast on the same side of the road. Due to modern development at the
rear of the properties along Bristow Close there is no intervisibility from the
Chequers PH to the railway, and although number 60 Watling Street is
larger it has few windows on the rear aspect, and is also unlikely to have
views of the Project. There are no proposed changes in the vicinity of the
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assets and as there will be no impact further assessment was not
undertaken.
Fenny Stratford Station Building (LB1160203)
7.6.51

Opened in 1846 by the Bedford branch of the London and North Western
Railway, the station building was constructed in a half-timbered Gothic
Revival style. This was insisted upon by the 7th Duke of Bedford for any
stations close to the Woburn Estate.

7.6.52

There are no planned changes to the Station building and so there will be
no impact from the Project. As a railway asset, the presence of the line
creates its setting and the increased use of the station could have a positive
impact on the building if it ensures its protection or brings the building back
into its intended use.

7.6.53

The setting of the heritage assets makes a substantial contribution to its
significance and the magnitude of the impact could be minor beneficial,
therefore the impact significance on the on the setting of the asset would be
slight/moderate beneficial.

Former stable block to Fenny Lodge (LB1332255)
7.6.54

The asset is located along Simpson Road, in the north of Fenny Stratford,
and forms a notable exception as the only property engaging with the road
that is located directly on the pavement line. Unlike the more modern
development along Simpson Road the house is rendered and painted
white, creating a visual distinction from the more modern houses.

7.6.55

As the former stable block to a lodge no longer in existence, the
significance of the setting is largely lost, and dominated by modern housing
development and light industry. The asset has through views to the level
crossing; however there are no planned changes to it or the railway and
therefore no predicted change in the setting of the asset. As there will be no
impact, no further assessment was undertaken.

Grade II Listed buildings within Bow Brickhill including: Battams (LB1212250); Poplar
Farmhouse (LB1212268) and Bow Brick Hill County First School Old Building And
School House (LB1212252)
7.6.56

The historic core of the village is located at the furthest point from the
railway, with the assets all located on the south side of Station Road. The
assets include a house, farmhouse and old school house. Modern
development to the north prevents views out toward the line and
additionally there are no planned construction works within the vicinity of
the village. The assets are at a sufficient distance to remain unaffected by
either noise or vibration. As there will be no impact, no further assessment
was undertaken.
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Grade II Listed Buildings at Water Eaton including: 7 Stoke Road (LB1125407);
Home Farmhouse (LB1125433); 1-7 Mill Road (LB1160185); The Chestnuts
(LB1160228); and, Sycamore Farmhouse (LB1310710).
7.6.57

Water Eaton is now an area of Milton Keynes previously part of a London
overspill district. The flat, local topography and volume of intervening
development between the assets and the closest sections of railway
network at Bletchley allows no intervisibility between the two. Additionally,
the assets are at a sufficient distance to remain unaffected by any potential
increase in either noise or vibration. As there will be no impact on the
setting of the assets no further assessment was undertaken.
Isolated Grade II Listed Buildings

Former bus station, Station Square, Milton Keynes (LB1416117)
7.6.58

The former bus station is located immediately west of Milton Keynes
Railway Station. Although no longer in use as a bus station, the asset is still
set within a busy transport hub. The building is considered to be an
architectural inspiration on other buildings in Central Milton Keynes.

Plate 25: Milton Keynes bus station

7.6.59

The surrounding area is particularly dynamic with a high frequency of both
passing traffic and vehicles using the railway station. Within the current
iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great a
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distance to cause harm to the setting of the asset. There is no impact on
the setting of the asset and therefore no further assessment was
undertaken.
Denbigh Hall Railway Bridge (LB1125408)
7.6.60

Located to the north of Bletchley, the bridge carries the railway over Watling
Street and is surrounded by areas of light industry and large residential
developments. The bridge commemorates the temporary terminus of the
London and Birmingham Railway which, due to construction delays, acted
as a carriage stop to forward passengers on to Rugby, where they re-joined
the railway for Birmingham. The commemoration is engraved in to the
stone of a pier of the bridge.

7.6.61

There are currently no alterations planned to the fabric of the bridge,
however construction compounds are to be located within the current NR
boundary. The railway is an integral component of the setting of the asset
and although construction works may increase noise and cause alterations
to the surroundings of the bridge, the essential elements of the setting will
remain.

7.6.62

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible,
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse.

Railway Station House (LB1213194)
7.6.63

The Station House is located at Woburn Sands Station, on the north side of
the town and adjacent to a level-crossing. It is presently used as the ticket
office. The setting is dominated by the A5130, the main thoroughfare
passing though the town, and which creates a strong sense of dynamism
and activity. Surrounding development includes modern apartment blocks
and the Station Hotel, a nineteenth century building with direct associations
with the Station House.

7.6.64

The proposed Project includes the extension of platforms at Woburn Sands
Station, which will slightly alter the appearance of the asset’s immediate
setting but not necessarily its character. Associated construction works will
cause an increase in noise and vibration, but the impacts will be temporary.
Noise levels are also likely to increase due to a potential increase in rail
traffic. As the building is directly associated with the railway, these impacts
are not likely to degrade the significance of the setting to the value of the
asset.

7.6.65

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible,
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse.
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Plate 26: The Crossing House (1386644) and associated level crossing at Woburn Sands

Deethe Farmhouse (LB 1213146)
7.6.66

Deethe Farmhouse is located to the north of Woburn Sands Railway
Station. The house is set within an established plot on the western side of
Cranfield Road, with an industrial estate to the immediate north. Despite
mature trees in the grounds, the front, southern aspect retains a view over
adjacent fields to the south. Longer views toward the railway, further to the
south, are prevented by modern development that will also prevent views to
the planned footbridge.

7.6.67

The asset is at a sufficient distance to remain unaffected by any increase in
noise and vibration and therefore no further assessment was undertaken.

7.7

Central Bedfordshire sub-section

7.7.1

The District has a varied rural landscape dominated by the Greensand
Ridge which runs from south west to north east. To the north and
immediate south of this are clay landscapes. Still further to the south the
chalk rises forming the northern escarpment of the Chiltern Hills. The
variety in landscape character is reflected by the presence of landscapes
that range from intimate wooded hills, to open arable vales to chalk scarps.
There are no large settlements with the focus for settlement being market
towns and villages (Mid Bedfordshire Landscape Character Assessment
2007)
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Scheduled Monuments
Medieval Village and Moated Site at Thrupp End (SM1010364)
7.7.2

The asset is located to the north of Lidlington Village, and is known from
low earthworks and aerial photographs which clearly show a range of
building plots situated within fields surrounding the recently renovated
Grade II Thrupp End Farm House (LB1114045) and barn. The asset is
historically and functionally linked to the semi-rural landscape within which
it sits. Remnants of long narrow fields, typical of medieval farming practice,
extend for a further 100m beyond the asset, and a distinct boundary or
headland about 1m high is visible on the south eastern extent. The
curtilage of the site has been excluded from intensive agricultural use and
as consequence is well-defined. The surrounding topography is flat and the
long distance views are of enclosed field systems which border the asset to
the north and east. Beyond the fields to the east is a car testing track which
covers an extensive area, however, due to screening and the low-lying
nature of the development, this has little visual impact upon the SM. The
most significant impact is the encroachment of Lidlington Village up to the
edge of part of the SM, and as a consequence modern housing can be
seen when looking northeast from the asset. Given that the SM was once a
populated settlement, the close proximity of Lidlington does not detract from
the significance of the asset.

7.7.3

The railway line is located approximately 700m east of the SM and includes
a level crossing at the point where the line crosses Marston Road.
Currently, the absence of overhead lines means that the railway is a
relatively discreet aspect of the landscape, and which also has minimal
noise impact.

7.7.4

The Project proposes to replace the level crossing with an overbridge at
Marston Road approximately 700m to the east of the asset. The bridge will
be constructed to an estimated height of eight meters and therefore may be
seen at a distance from the asset rising above the treeline that delineates
part of the road. However, the development will not be dominant in the
landscape and it unlikely that it will adversely affect the interpretability of the
asset. No noise impacts from the proposed Project are envisaged due to
the distance between the asset and the railway line.

7.7.5

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be minor
adverse therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be slight/moderate adverse. This will result in harm to the
importance of the setting.

Ringwork at the Round House, Brogborough Park Farm (SM1013016)
7.7.6

The scheduled monument comprises a ringwork castle which is situated on
a promontory on the north-east facing scarp of the Bedfordshire Greensand
ridge, and lies in the grounds of the Round House, a derelict Grade II Listed
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nineteenth century building (LB1158047). Although considerably altered by
the construction of the house and associated landscaping, the southern
quadrant of the castle survives as a substantial earthwork and in the
northern quadrant the line of the ramparts can be discerned as distinct
scarps. The ringwork is entirely surrounded by woodland which naturally
screens views of the wider agricultural landscape beyond. The railway lies
within a cutting approximately 500 meters to the southeast of the asset and
is hidden from the wider landscape by a line of trees.. Within the current
iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great a
distance to cause harm.
7.7.7

Due to the enclosed character of the setting, it is not envisaged that the
proposed Project will have an impact on the setting of the asset. There is
no impact on the setting of the asset and therefore no further assessment
was undertaken.
Grade II* Listed Buildings

Guise House (LB1113952), Aspley House (LB1113948), The Old House
(LB1113954) and The Church of Botolph (LB1312070)
7.7.8

These assets are contained within Aspley Guise Conservation Area and
share elements of the same setting. Please refer to section 7.7.32, below,
for the conservation area setting assessment.

Crawly House (1321680) and The Parish Church of St James (1321642)
7.7.9

These assets are contained within Husborne Crawley Conservation Area
and share elements of the same setting. Please refer to section 7.7.34,
below, for the conservation area setting assessment.
Grade II Listed Buildings

Aspley Guise
7.7.10

The Grade II listed buildings within Aspley Guise share elements of the
setting with the conservation area. Please refer to Section 7.7.36, below, for
the conservation area setting assessment.

Husborne Crawley
7.7.11

The Grade II listed buildings contained within Husborne Crawley lie within
the Conservation Area and share elements of the same setting. Please
refer to Section 7.7.38, below for the conservation area setting assessment

Lidlington – The Poplars (LB1114046); 8 and 10 High Street (LB1311758); Lidlington
House (LB1311724); and The Green Man Public House (LB1321645)
7.7.12

Lidlington is a small village surrounded by agricultural land. The railway
bisects the village with the section to the south being slightly larger in size,
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increased in the very recent past by a new housing estate constructed on
the north eastern fringe of the village. To the north of the railway the
landscape is relatively flat, the properties have large garden plots which
emphasise the relationship with the rural surroundings; whilst to the south
of the railway the land rises toward the High Street and the grain of the
development is more dense with the majority of modern development
having small garden plots that increase the urban character of this section
of the village.
7.7.13

The majority of the listed buildings within Lidlington are located at the
western end of the High Street at the southern edge of the village. High
Street continues to the northeast, becoming Marston Road, past modern
estate development and crossing over the railway northeast of the village
where the landscape opens out into agricultural land. These buildings are
on the south western fringe of the village and are elevated above it which
allows for views of the wider landscape toward the horizon. Views of the
village and in particular, the railway, are prevented by the residential
development within the village.

7.7.14

The Poplars is located on Lombard Street to the north of the High Street.
The house is located within the corner of a large mature garden plot, away
from the roadside with large trees that create a well-defined boundary that
prevents views out from the building. The size and layout of the plot
differentiates it from more modern development which have markedly
smaller plots and properties that are set closer to the road edge.

7.7.15

Although there is the intention to construct an overbridge on Marston Road,
over the railway, there will be no intervisibility between any of the Listed
Buildings and the overbridge. The assets are all at sufficient distance to
remain unaffected by any increase in noise and vibration either from the
railway or the overbridge construction.

7.7.16

The setting of the assets makes a minor contribution to the significance of
the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be neutral/slight adverse.
Isolated Grade II Listed Buildings

Ridgmont Station (LB1114037)
7.7.17

This isolated railway station was built in c.1846 for the Bedford Branch of
the old London North Western Railway and is located within the curtilage of
a car scrap yard. The wider setting comprises agricultural land and a large
industrial estate which dominates views north.

7.7.18

The proposed Project includes the extension of platforms at Ridgmont
Station, which will slightly alter the appearance of the asset’s immediate
setting but not necessarily its character. Associated construction works will
cause an increase in noise and vibration, but the impacts will be temporary.
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There is likely to be an increase in noise levels due to an increase in rail
traffic, however due to the association between the station and railway, this
impact is unlikely to degrade the significance of the setting to the value of
the asset.
7.7.19

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse.

Plate 27: Ridgmont Station (LB1114037) with scrap yard to the left.

Crossing House (LB1386644)
7.7.20

The Crossing House in Aspley Guise was constructed in 1846 for the
Bedford Railway. It is rendered with mock timber framing under a tile roof
and is considered to be an unusually elaborate example of its type (CBHER
2015). By the time of it was completed the railway had become part of the
London and North Western Railway. The picturesque timber frame cottage
design is a smaller version of the stations on the line including Ridgmont
Station (LB1114037) and Mill Brook Station (LB1321648).

7.7.21

An overbridge is proposed at Berry Lane, 500m to the east of the asset,
however due to the alignment of the building along Salford Road, will be
seen from the asset. There is likely to be an increase in noise levels due to
an increase in rail traffic, however due to the association between the
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station and railway, this impact is unlikely to degrade the significance of the
setting to the value of the asset.
7.7.22

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse. This will result in slight harm to the importance of the
setting.

Millbrook Station (LB1321648)
7.7.23

The station was built c.1846 for the Bedford Branch of the old London North
Western Railway and is located in an isolated position within a semi-rural
landscape. Opposite the station is a Modern period two storey house that is
sympathetic in design and stature to the station. Intermittent traffic passes
through a level crossing between the buildings along a straight stretch of
road that affords extensive views of the open countryside. There is likely to
be an increase in noise levels due to an increase in rail traffic associated
with the proposed Project, however due to the historical association
between the station and railway, this impact is unlikely to significantly
degrade the importance of the setting to the value of the asset. If a bridge is
proposed at this station the setting will be adversely affected and this
assessment will need to be reviewed.

7.7.24

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse. There will be no harm to the importance of the setting.

Brook Farmhouse (LB1146407)
7.7.25

The farmhouse is set within a cluster of modern commercial buildings the
curtilage of which extends between two busy roads: Salford Road to the
north and the M1 to the south. An expanse of low-lying farmland surrounds
the buildings to which the asset is historically and functionally linked. The
railway is located approximately 1 km to the east, and due to its low-lying
position, is not seen above the treeline. No construction works are planned
as part of the Project, therefore the setting of the asset will not be impacted
upon as a result of the Project, and therefore no further assessment is
necessary.

The Round House (LB1158047)
7.7.26

This derelict seventeenth century house is situated on a promontory on the
north-east facing scarp of the Bedfordshire Greensand ridge, and contains
the scheduled remains of a ringwork castle (SM1013016). The asset is
enclosed on its north side by dense woodland which screens views of the
agricultural and quarried landscape beyond. Views south are open and
include an expanse of large commercial warehouses. Strategic planting
around its perimeters help to screen the development from the asset in an
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attempt to limit the visual impact upon its immediate setting. The railway
line is located approximately 400m south-east of the asset and is well
screened from the asset by a treeline along its course.
7.7.27

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm, therefore no further assessment is
necessary.

Thrupp End Farm House (LB1114045)
7.7.28

The asset shares the same setting as the Medieval Village and Moated Site
at Thrupp End (SM1010364) which is assessed in section 7.7.2.

7.7.29

The Project proposes to replace the level crossing with an overbridge at
Marston Road approximately 700m to the east of the building. The bridge
will be constructed to an estimated height of eight meters and therefore
may be glimpsed from the asset above the treeline. No noise impacts are
envisaged due to the distance between the asset and the railway line.

7.7.30

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be minor
adverse therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be slight/moderate adverse. This will result in slight harm to
the importance of the setting.

Stone Known as the Devils Toenail (LB1157999)
7.7.31

This shaped stone is likely to be the eroded remains of a medieval cross
situated by the side of Station Road, the main thoroughfare through the
village of Marston Moretaine. The railway line is located approximately 1 km
to the east of the asset, separated from it by Marston Vale Millennium Park.
Due to distance and intervening treelines, it is unlikely that the Project will
be seen from the asset, therefore the setting of the asset will not be
impacted upon as a result of the Project, and therefore no further
assessment is necessary.

South Pillinge Farmhouse (LB1158024)
7.7.32

This timber-framed house originates in the seventeenth century and was
subject to alterations in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The asset
is still located within a working farm and its immediate setting comprises of
multiple large agricultural sheds which highlight the continued use of parts
of the surrounding land for agricultural purposes. This modern complex
restricts views of the railway line, which is located approximately 180m to
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the west. Noise associated with farm traffic competes with that of passing
trains, which is relatively minimal in comparison. The house is surrounded
by lines of mature tall trees to the north, east and south, which restrict
views of the landscape beyond, creating an enclosed and private space.
The wider landscape is dominated by quarry lakes associated with
Stewartby Brickworks and a car testing track.
7.7.33

Due to intervening development, it is unlikely that the Project will be seen
from the asset. The increasing frequency of passing trains may increase
existing noise levels to a slight degree, is unlikely to make any significant
impact.

7.7.34

The setting of the asset makes a moderate contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be neutral/slight adverse. There will be no harm to the importance of the
setting.

Conservation Areas
Aspley Heath Conservation Area (Containing Grade II listed Sandpit Cottage
(LB1300800) within the Study Area)
7.7.35

Aspley Heath is a linear, spacious and elevated residential settlement,
characterised by large detached houses, set in extensive grounds. The
houses are predominantly set back from the road behind large front
gardens. The narrow streets are lined with tall mature trees, which restrict
views out towards the woodland and fields that surround the conservation
area on three sides, creating a strong sense of enclosure when inside it. To
the north is the town of Woburn Sands which comprises a more urban and
sprawling development. The railway line lies at the north end of Woburn
Sands within an area of modern urban development and cannot be seen or
heard from the conservation area.

7.7.36

No construction works are planned as part of the Project and existing
railway lane neither be seen nor heard from the asset. Therefore the setting
of the asset will not be impacted upon as a result of the Project, and
therefore no further assessment is necessary.

Aspley Guise Conservation Area including Grade II* listed Guise House
(LB1113952), Aspley House (LB1113948), The Old House (LB1113954) and The
Church of Botolph (LB1312070)and 23 Grade II listed buildings which include The
Bell Public House (LB1113946), Orchard Cottage (LB1113947), Valentine Cottage
(LB1113949), Park Cottage (LB1113950), Chain House (LB1113951), Garden
Walls and Gateway Belonging to Aspley House (LB1113953), Red House
(LB1113955), Avenue House (LB1113956), The Holt (LB1113957), Ivy Cottage,
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Lime Cottage (LB1113958), Beal House, Cranbrook (LB1113959), Easter Cottage
(LB1138012), Brook Farmhouse (LB1146407), Outbuilding About 30 Metres North
East of The Old Rectory (LB1251857), Spinney Cottage (LN1312041), 2, The
Square (LB1312048), Tilcocks (LB1312050), 10, West Hill (LB1312052), Dove
House Cottage (LB1312066), Garden Wall and Gate Piers Adjoining The Old
House to North East (LB1321713), The Manor (LB1321714), How Cottage, St
Christopher (LB1321715), The Lodge (LB1321716).
7.7.37

The Conservation Area is the historical core of the village of Aspley Guise
which extends to the south and east to encompass more scattered
development and some attractive areas of open green space. The rural
setting is most apparent on the eastern side of the village, where
thoroughfares are undeveloped and clear views are afforded across the
fields. The western part of the CA is the most ‘urban’ in character, with
more intensive development along West Hill and with built-up areas
surrounding the boundary (AGCCA 2008). The listed buildings are
scattered evenly throughout the CA, along Church Street and around the
Church of Botolph (LB 1312070). The railway line lies approximately 500m
from the northern boundary of the CA and from the closest designated
asset (The Manor). The railway line is separated from the CA by a sprawl of
modern urban development and cannot be seen or heard from its border.

7.7.38

No construction works are planned as part of the Project and existing
railway lane neither be seen nor heard from the asset. Therefore the setting
of the asset will not be impacted upon as a result of the Project, and
therefore no further assessment is necessary.
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Plate 28. View north towards the railway line from the boundary of Aspley Guise Conservation
Area

Husborne Crawley (Church End)
Husborne Crawley (Church End) Conservation Area including two Grade II* listed
building Crawly House (1321680) and The Parish Church of St James (1322142) in
addition to eight Grade II Listed Buildings; Barn approximately 20m southwest of
Crawley Hall (LB1321679) Crawley Hall (LB1114038270), Bedford Road (1146480),
Henry VI Cottage (LB1311779), The Lodge (1114041) Manor farmhouse (1311767),
The Thatched Cottage (1311789), and Crawley Park Farmhouse (1114039).
7.7.39

The Conservation Area comprises the village of Husborne Crawly, an
isolated settlement set within open countryside. The listed buildings are
concentrated at the centre of the village, which can be approached from
one of three country lanes. These buildings are relatively well spaced and
feature large garden plots that restrict views of the countryside beyond.
The focal point of the village is Church End, featuring the Church of St
James located on School Lane upon a slight rise Views from the church
towards the Project Area capture the wider undulating landscape that
gradually rolls away to the north. The railway follows an east-west course in
the middle distance, which is screened from view by treelines and
hedgerows. The railway is only experienced when a train passes through,
which, at the time of survey was intermittent.

7.7.40

No works associated with the proposed Project are planned at this location
therefore it is unlikely that the proposed Project will have an impact on the
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setting of the conservation area. The number of trains using the line may
increase slightly, however any noise pollutants associated with this will be
negated by the close proximity of the M1. It is considered that the setting of
the asset will not be impacted upon as a result of the Project, and therefore
no further assessment is necessary.

Plate 29: View north from Church of St James (LB1322142) towards the Project Area

7.8

Bedford Borough Sub-section

7.8.1

Bedford Borough stretches across the north of Bedfordshire with Mid
Bedfordshire District to the south. It is bordered to the west by Milton
Keynes and Northamptonshire and to the east by Huntingdonshire District.
Bedford is the main settlement within the borough, other smaller
settlements taking the form of villages and hamlets. The Borough is
dominated by elevated clay plateau to the north of Bedford forming very
rural landscape. To the west is a distinctive limestone landscape created by
the erosive force of the River Great Ouse, which meanders from the north
west, flowing eastwards through the landscape from Bedford. The Forest of
Marston Vale covers a large area on area of former brick working to the
south of the borough (Bedford Borough Landscape Character Assessment
2007).
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Scheduled Monuments
Kempston Hardwick Moated Site (SM1012312)
7.8.2

Kempston Hardwick is a good example of a Bedfordshire moated site, the
interior of which is substantially undisturbed (BHER 2015). The asset is
situated within dense mature woodland which lies adjacent to Manor Road
and a row of modern and nineteenth century housing which back on to the
remains of a discontinued quarry works and associated quarry lake. Whilst
the asset itself remains in an excellent state of preservation, its original
setting has been significantly degraded as a result of the intense industrial
activity that surrounds it. This detracts from the appreciation and
understanding of the asset, the significance of the asset lies in its form; a
high status settlement directly associated with agricultural countryside it
once dominated. The noise of traffic passing along Manor Road, further
detracts from the experience of the asset

7.8.3

The Project proposes to replace the Kempston Hardwick Station level
crossing with an overhead bridge at approximately 700m to the west of the
asset. Due to intervening woodland, the curvature of Manor Road, and the
housing that lines its course, there is no intervisibility between the railway
and the asset. Although a relatively high level structure, the proposed
overhead bridge is also unlikely to be seen. The disused quarry and
adjacent road would remain the dominating elements of the setting

7.8.4

It is not envisaged that the proposed Project will have an impact on the
setting of the asset. There will not be views from, towards, through and
across it; neither will there be noise or vibration pollutants, and so there will
be no change to its surroundings.

Elstow Manor House (SM1005405) and Moot Hall (SM1004507) (also Grade II*
Listed Building LB1136906)
7.8.5

The scheduled monuments are located in the west of Elstow village. The
Moot Hall is a sixteenth century timber framed brick building located on the
village green to the north of the Grade I Listed Parish Church of St Mary
and St Helena (LB1114168). Directly south of the hall, are the remains of
Elston Manor House, also a sixteenth century asset. the site of the manor is
within open green space to the north and mature woodland to the south.
Grade I Listed Hillersdon Mansion (LB1321607) lies within the site and is
directly associated with the manor. The scheduled monuments and listed
buildings have strong associative relationships and together further our
appreciation and understanding of the Manor of Elstow in the Late Medieval
period. The wider setting comprises Elstow High Street, Abbey Fields Road
and the A6, which due to the low-lying topography are visible from the
assets. and traffic noise associated with these roads can be heard from
assets.
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7.8.6

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm, therefore no further assessment is
necessary.

Bedford Town Centre
Bedford Castle motte and bailey (SM1010366) and Medieval Lime Kiln (SM1005394)
7.8.7

Bedford Castle (SM1010366) located close to Bedford Town Centre, is a
good example of a motte and bailey, which, although partially excavated,
retains high potential for the preservation of buried structures and
archaeological deposits (BHER 2015). The motte survives to a height of 10
m and overlooks the River Great Ouse capturing views of the town centre
and Bedford Bridge (1005399), which although not historically related
provide the setting with a heightened sense of place and historical
development. The castle occupies a partially enclosed green public space
defined by mature trees, wild flower gardens, modern restaurants and a
nineteenth century brewery building occupied by an arts and culture
complex. Noise pollutants from a busy road that borders the south side of
the castle and the modern cityscape in which the monument is situated,
degrades the significance of setting, which, during the lifespan of the castle
would have been largely rural and agricultural in use.

7.8.8

To the west of the motte and bailey are the remains of a medieval lime kiln
(SM1005394) discovered during excavations in the outer bailey. The kiln is
now encompassed within the lower floor of a new residential development
with restricted public views and access, and with no intervisibility with the
castle, with which it is historically and functionally linked.

7.8.9

The railway line lies approximately 600m to the west of the asset and is
blocked from view by intervening development and tree foliage. These
factors indicate there will be no change to the setting as a result of the
development; therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
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Plate 30: View north towards Bedford Castle motte and bailey (SM1010366)

Plate 31: View west towards the Project from Bedford Castle motte and bailey (SM1010366)
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Bedford Bridge (SM1005399)
7.8.10

Bedford Bridge is located in Bedford Town Centre and was built in the
nineteenth century by John Wing to carry the A6 over the River Great Ouse
(BHER 2015). Views east from the bridge are dominated by the river which
falls away from sight in the mid-distance as it curves south towards the
Project. The river is lined with historical buildings such as the Grade II
Listed Shire Hall (LB1114519) and the County Offices (LB1114519) which
create attractive riverside views. This setting also includes the spire of the
Grade I Listed Church of St Paul (LB1321436) which distinguishes this area
as the historical core of the town. Long distance views west towards the
proposed Project include modern apartment blocks and the Royal Mail
Delivery Office which dominate the skyline. The wider setting features high
rise buildings and high street shops that line the A6. The urban location of
the bridge subjects it to very high levels of traffic noise, however given its
function as a transportation link; this does not adversely affect the
interpretability or appreciation of the asset.

7.8.11

Due to distance, intervening development and present noise levels it is
unlikely that the addition of any low level elements of the proposed Project
would be experienced from the bridge. High level equipment such as
cranes during construction could be seen in the long distance, but are
unlikely to alter the contribution of the setting to the significance of the
asset.

7.8.12

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon the setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse. This will not result in harm to the importance of the
setting.
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Plate 32: View west towards Bedford Bridge (SM1005399)

Plate 33: View west towards Project from Bedford Bridge (SM1005399)
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Remains of the George Inn (SM1004674)
7.8.13

The asset comprises a gateway dating from the late 15th to 16th centuries
and is the only surviving secular medieval building in the town of Bedford
(BHER 2015). The remains now form part of the Debenhams loading bay
and are completely enclosed within a block of high street buildings. The
setting for the original building has been largely lost, so there is little
evidence of historic or links with the asset other than the street patterns. In
this way the historic context of the asset is no longer readily appreciable
and its significance is degraded.

7.8.14

The proposed Project will take place within the existing railway network
which lies approximately 500m east of the asset. The high level commercial
buildings that surround the asset, completely block any intervisibility
between the asset and its wider urban setting. Given the distance, there will
be no impacts associated with noise or vibration. These factors indicate
there will be no change to the setting as a result of the development;
therefore no further assessment was undertaken.

Plate 34: The George Inn (SM1004674) located within an enclosed loading area in Bedford
Town Centre
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Grade I Listed Buildings
Elstow Village
Hillersdon Manor (LB1321607), Parish Church of St Mary and St Helena
(LB1114168), Parish Church Tower (LB1312577)
7.8.15

These three assets form a cluster and are situated within an area of open
green space in the west of Elstow Village which partially comprises the site
of Elstow Manor House (SM1005405). Intervisibility is also maintained with
a second Scheduled Monument, Moot Hall (SM1004507), which is located
on the village green to the north. All assets hold direct historical
associations (see section 6.8.4).

7.8.16

The project site comprises the existing rail line that lies beyond the local
road network and modern housing estate approximately 350m to the north
west of the assets. Development here will likely include modification of the
existing track and/or the addition of low-lying infrastructure. Within the
current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great a
distance to cause harm to the setting of the asset, therefore no further
assessment is necessary.

172 High Street (LB111468)
7.8.17

This seventeenth century building is located at the northern end of High
Street in Elstow Village and shares the same setting as the Grade II*
Bunyan’s Mead (LB1136945). The setting is described more fully in section
6.8.14.

7.8.18

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm to the setting of the asset, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken.

Bedford
Swan Hotel (LB1311924)
7.8.19

The Swan Hotel built in 1794-1796 to replace an earlier Swan Inn, is
located on the north bank of the River Great Ouse, adjacent to the Bedford
Bridge (1005399). The setting is dominated in the east by the river and
lines of mature trees that follow a sweeping curve in the mid-distance. To
the west of the hotel the setting is dominated by a modern multi-story hotel
that looms high over the river and Bedford Bridge, which appears lowly in
comparison. Nineteenth century street lighting and neoclassical balustrades
line the riverbank and provide the setting with sense of elegance and
opulence. Long distance views east (towards the Project) are largely
restricted due to the wide span of the bridge and relatively low-lying position
of the asset.
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7.8.20

Due to distance, topography and intervening development it is unlikely that
the addition of low-level elements of the proposed Project would be
experienced from the asset. Any high level equipment including cranes
used during construction could be seen in the long distance from the top
floors of the hotel, but are unlikely to alter the contribution of the setting to
the significance of the asset.

7.8.21

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse. The importance of the setting will not be harmed by
the project.

St Paul's Church (LB1321436) and the Statue of John Howard (LB1321437)
7.8.22

The assets are located north of the River Great Ouse in St Paul’s Square, a
distinctive and historic area with a wealth of architectural interest, which has
been at the heart of the economic and social life of Bedford since the Early
Medieval period. The church and adjacent market square remain the focal
point for civic and commercial activity, the latter purposely selected for the
location of the statue of John Howard for its public accessibility and
prominence. High levels of traffic and associated noise are particularly
noticeable on the east side of statue. Views out of the square towards the
Project are restricted by the built-up character of Bedford Town Centre.

7.8.23

Due to the intervening development, it is not envisaged that the proposed
Project will have an impact on the setting of the assets. No further
assessment was undertaken.
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Plate 35: View east towards St Paul's Church (LB1321436) and market place containing
Statue of John Howard (LB1321437) within in Bedford Town Centre.
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Plate 36: View east towards Project from St Paul's Church (1321436)

Grade II* Listed Buildings
Elstow
Bunyan’s Mead (LB1136945)
7.8.24

This asset is located in the village of Elstow and comprises a row of
renovated timber framed houses originating in the fifteenth century. The
buildings define the historic character of the village and provide the wider
area with a definitive sense of place. Due to a network of roads that
surround the village, traffic and associated noise are kept to a minimum.
The wider setting is dominated by the suburban sprawl of Bedford town’s
overspill.

7.8.25

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm, therefore no further assessment was
undertaken.

Plate 37: View north towards the timber framed houses that comprise listed buildings that
comprise the Bunyan’s Mead Development in Elstow conservation Area
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Bedford Town Centre
Church of St Peter (LB1146340)
7.8.26

The Church of Peter is located in the east of Bedford Town Centre within St
Peter’s Green, an important public green space which also provides the
setting for a number of Grade II Listed Building including the Bunyan
Monument (LB1128992), Bedford school gates (LB1137969) and Bedford
Preparatory School (LB1128991). The green is an area of tranquillity that
contrasts with the busy A6 and A4280 roads that define the southern and
western boundaries of the church. Views southwest towards the proposed
Project are limited to the immediate surroundings which comprise historic
housing, shops and commercial offices.

7.8.27

Due to intervening development and distance, it is not envisaged that the
proposed Project will not have an impact on the setting of the asset. No
further assessment was undertaken.

Plate 38: The Church of St Peter (LB1146340) set within its own tranquil grounds
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Plate 39: View east across the tranquil grounds of the Church of St Peter (LB1146340)

House on the North Side of the Square (LB1129024), Church of St Mary
(LB1114516) and St Mary’s House (LB1128998)
7.8.28

The assets are located along Caldwell Street, the A6 and Cardington Road,
to the south of Bedford Town Centre. The assets are interspersed amongst
multi-period buildings including an extant nineteenth century inn and a
modern tower block, the latter of which dominates the setting. The nearby
A6 is the main thoroughfare though the town centre and the assets are
subject to significant levels of traffic associated noise. Views west towards
the Project are restricted by mid-twentieth century buildings including
Bedford College Campus. Long distance views include modern office
blocks and multi-storey car parks.

7.8.29

Due to intervening development, it is not envisaged that the proposed
Project will have an impact on the settings of the assets. No further
assessment was undertaken.
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Plate 40: View east towards the House on the North Side of the Square (LB1129024), Church of
St Mary (LB1114516) and St Mary’s House (LB1128998).
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Plate 41: View west towards the Project Area from the House on the North Side of the Square
(LB1129024), Church of St Mary (LB1114516) and St Mary’s House (LB1128998).

St John's Hospital and Rectory (LB1321010)
7.8.30

This building, which originated in the thirteenth century, is located south of
Bedford Town Centre, on the east side of the A6 (St John’s Street) to which
is it historically linked. The setting of the hospital and rectory has changed
considerably over time and now comprises a very modern, urban
townscape, busy with traffic, students and shoppers. The assert shares a
curtilage with the Church of St John, which is enclosed by low stone walls
offering a small degree of separation from the modern multi-storey office
blocks that surround and dominate these ecclesiastical buildings.

7.8.31

Due to intervening development, it is not envisaged that the proposed
Project will have an impact on the setting of the asset. No further
assessment was undertaken.
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Plate 42: View east towards St John's Hospital and Rectory (LB1321010) located along the A6.

Plate 43: View west towards the Project from St John's Hospital and Rectory (LB1321010)
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Bedford Modern School (North West block) (LB1129010), Bedford Modern School
(North East block) (LB1138232) and The Public Library (LB1129009).
7.8.32

These buildings are located on the north side of the River Great Ouse
within Bedford Town Centre. The assets form part of Bedford’s postmedieval historical centre which retains the character of a prosperous
market town, tightly enclosed by mainly eighteenth and nineteenth century
buildings, most featuring commercial shop frontages. Views towards to the
Project are blocked by intervening development and the high levels of noise
associated with town centre traffic suggest that any noise associated within
the proposed Project will not have a significant impact upon this setting. No
further assessment was undertaken.

Plate 44: View east in Bedford Town Centre towards Bedford Modern School (North West
block) (LB1129010), Bedford Modern School (North East block) (LB1138232) and The Public
Library (LB1129009).
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Plate 45: View west in Bedford Town Centre towards the Project from the edge of area
containing Bedford Modern School (North West block) (LB1129010), Bedford Modern School
(North East block) (LB1138232) and The Public Library (LB1129009).

Grade II Listed Buildings outside of Conservation Areas
Acacia Cottage (LB1114177), Village Farm House (LB1114174), Merrick Cottage
(LB1114175), Barn to North of Number 200 (LB1114176), 199 and 200 Wilstead
Street (LB1321612), 193 Wilstead Road (LB1137025) and Lynne Farmhouse
(LB1321613)
7.8.33

These assets are located in Elstow Village in a loose linear arrangement
along Wilstead Road. The road features residential properties of varying
historical periods and is set within an area of open fields that incorporates
Elstow Cricket Club. The wider setting comprises agricultural fields in
addition to modern industrial development, housing estates and major
roads such as the A6 and A421. The Project area will remain largely inside
the existing railway, which is located approximately 900m west of the
assets beyond the A6 and Progress Park industrial estate.

7.8.34

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm to the setting of the assets, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken.
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Plate 46: View north east towards Project from Elstow Village.

Isolated Grade II Listed Buildings
Bedford
Entrance Gateway and Flanking Lodges to Former Britannia Iron Works (LB274908)
7.8.35

The entrance gateway to the former Britannia Ironworks which was an
important part of Bedford’s engineering hub in the nineteenth century, is
located south of Bedford Town Centre at the junction of the B531
(Kempston Road) and Britannia Road. The ironworks became George
Fischer Castings in 1933. The gateway dominates the road junction, and
lies in close proximity to other transport links such as Bedford St Johns
railway station. These links would have enabled the transportation of raw
materials, people and products, and therefore were highly significant to the
operation and success of the iron works. The site of the ironworks has
been developed for housing but with the gateway and flanking lodges
preserved (BHER2015).

7.8.36

Any works relating to the Project in close proximity to the asset, would be
visible to the southeast of the gateway. Although the setting will be subject
to a slight change this will not detract from the contribution of setting to the
significance of the asset. The asset would still be easily interpreted and its
association with its setting would be retained.
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7.8.37

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon the setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse.

Plate 47: View east from the Project towards the Entrance Gateway and Flanking Lodges to
Former Britannia Iron Works (LB274908)
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Plate 48: View west towards the Project from Entrance Gateway and Flanking Lodges to
Former Britannia Iron Works (LB274908)

The South Wing of Bedford Hospital (LB1300787)
7.8.38

Bedford Hospital is a 400-bed district general hospital located south of
Bedford Town Centre, and west of Bedford St Johns railway station. The
South Wing comprises the administration block and children’s ward and
was constructed in 1897to8 by H Percy Adams in Free Renaissance style
with Jacobean and Flemish details. The wing is surrounding on three sides
by the wider, modern hospital complex, of which the concrete block type
structures are in stark contrast to the terracotta-dressed red brick of the
listed building. The railway line and Project lies to the east of the building,
and is separated from it by a car parking facility and major road. Low level
overhead line equipment (OLE) associated with the railway can be
glimpsed from the building despite a tree planting scheme in the car park.
The wider setting is dominated by nineteenth century and modern housing
estates which radiate southwards out from the town. The noise levels
around the hospital are significant due to the close proximity of a major
road network and the railway.

7.8.39

Any Project related works will be in close proximity to the setting of the
asset, and will be glimpsed from the east side of the Children’s Ward, and
especially during the winter months when the screen of trees will be less
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effective. It is envisaged that the setting of the building will be changed
slightly by the development although the administration block and ward
would still be easily interpreted and its association with its wider urban
setting would be retained.
7.8.40

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse.

Plate 49: The South Wing of Bedford Hospital (LB1300787) set within the grounds of the
modern Bedford Hospital
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Plate 50: View east The South Wing of Bedford Hospital (LB1300787) set within the grounds of
the modern Bedford Hospital

Regimental War Memorial (LB1114178), Bedford Masonic Centre (1375569) and
The Church of the Transfiguration (LB1321574)
7.8.41

These assets are located approximately 1km east of the Project alongside
the B531 (Kempston Road). The setting for these assets comprises a busy
urban streetscape, which along with the distance from the Project will not
alter the experience of the setting or significance of the assets. No further
assessment was undertaken.

Sailors Bridge Cottages (LB1114185).
7.8.42

The attached cottages are located on the south side of Kempston and front
directly on to the Woburn Road, the main thorough fare that connects
Kempston to Bedford. The asset is surrounded by modern development
that includes an extensive industrial estate to the east, Bedfordshire Police
Headquarters and grounds to the north and west and a network of
roundabouts to the south. Although the cottages can be historically
associated with the road along which they were originally constructed, their
wider setting has effectively been lost in the modern landscape. Intervening
development means that the railway line located 500m to the east is not
seen from the assets.
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7.8.43

The Project will be located approximately 500m east of the cottages and
will not require any significant alterations to the existing rail network at this
location. As proposed Project is unlikely to have an impact upon the setting
of the assets, no further assessment was undertaken.
Conservation Areas

Elstow Conservation Area
The conservation area (CA) contains two Scheduled Monuments; Elstow Manor
House (SM1005405) and Moot Hall (SM1004507) (also Grade II* Listed Building
LB1136906), three Grade I Listed Buildings; Hillersdon Manor (LB1321607), Parish
Church of St Mary and St Helena (LB1114168) and Parish Church Tower
(LB1312577), two Grade II* Listed Buildings (LB1136945) Bunyan's Mead and Moot
Hall (also SM1004507) and 18 Grade II Listed Buildings; (LB1114169) The Old
Vicarage; (LB1114171) 174, High Street; (LB1114172) Bunyan's Mead;
(LB1114173) Post Office; (LB1136918) 170 And 171, High Street; (LB1136979)
Bunyan's Mead; High Street; 1137014 Green Corner 1136999;
204, 1200371;
173, High Street; 1312574 The Red Lion Public House; 1312595 208, 209 And 210,
Church End; 1321608
Base Of Market Cross; 1321609 Bunyan's Mead;
1321610 The Swan Public House; 1321611 St Helena; 1390599 Elstow Lower
School;1390600 War Memorial At Elstow Lower School and 1312498 215 And 216,
West End Lane.
7.8.44

The CA is the Late and Post-medieval historical core of Elstow Village and
is set within a largely modern landscape, partially enclosed by the suburban
sprawl of Bedford to the north and east. To the south, the village extends
towards the A421 and comprises multi-period housing which has evolved in
a linear pattern along the Wilstead Road. Modern housing estates radiate
east from south part of the village, occupying once green field sites.
Remnants of an agricultural landscape that holds historically associative
relationships with CA comprise an enclosed field system to the west,
beyond which is the A6, the railway line and industrial estates. Although the
topography is relatively flat and views out from the CA are restricted by tree
lines and hedgerows, which create a notable verdant environment. The A6,
the railway and industrial estates however can be glimpsed when looking
west.

Key Views
7.8.45

The following extract regarding key views from the conservation area is
taken from Elstow Conservation Area Appraisal; ‘The flat topography of the
conservation area does not afford too many dramatic views and vistas
however there are some fantastic views of the parish church, church tower
and Hillersden Mansion ruins from the High Street. The church and tower
can also be glimpsed in distant views from the church and tower can also
be glimpsed in distant views from various points throughout the
conservation area, particularly The Green, West End and northern parts of
the High Street’ (ECAA 2010 23).
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7.8.46

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause harm to the setting of the assets, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken.

Stewartby Conservation Area
The Conservation Area contains no Scheduled Monuments or Listed
Buildings.
7.8.47

Stewartby Conservation Area comprises a model village built for the
workers of The London Brick Company (LBC) in 1926. The disused yet
well-preserved Stewartby Brickworks, border the south of the CA. The
village housing and town community centre were designed by the noted
neo-Georgian architect Sir Albert Richardson and is uniform in architectural
and spatial design. The almost unaltered design and well-kept appearance
of the village gives the visitor a snapshot of a moment in time. The
conservation area is set within an agricultural landscape potted by quarry
lakes, the largest of the which, Stewartby Lake, a former clay pit from which
the LBC bricks were made. The railway line extends through the brickworks
which it historically would have served. These surroundings provide a
highly significant contextual backdrop to the CA, and highlight a strong
historic, economic and functional relationship.

7.8.48

The Project proposes to replace the level crossing at Stewartby Station,
located to the west of the CA with an eight meter high overbridge. The
station is located away from the village beyond a long bend in Green Lane
and consequently, there are no views across or towards the station from
the model village.

7.8.49

The setting of the asset makes a substantial contribution to the significance
of the asset. Due to the road layout and distance of the works it is not
envisaged that the proposed Project will be seen from the CA, however
given the proximity of the railway line there may be a slight increase in
noise due to increased rail traffic. The magnitude of the impact upon its
setting will be negligible therefore, the impact significance on the setting of
the asset is considered to be slight adverse. This will cause very slight
harm to the importance of the setting.
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Plate 51: View north across Stewartby Conservation Area

Bedford Conservation Area
The part of Bedford Conservation Area that lies within the 1km Study Area contains
four Scheduled Monuments; Bedford Castle motte and bailey (SM1010366),
Medieval Lime Kiln (SM1005394) and the Remains of the George Inn
(SM1005399), three Grade I listed buildings; The Swan Hotel (LB1311924), St
Paul’s Church (LB1321436) and the Statue of St John Howard (LB1321437), eight
Grade II* Listed Buildings; Church of St Peter (LB1146340); House on the North
Side of the Square (LB1129024); Church of St Mary (LB1114516); St Mary’s House
(LB1128998); St John's Hospital and Rectory (LB1321010); Bedford Modern School
(North West block) (LB1129010); Bedford Modern School (North East block)
(LB1138232) and The Public Library (LB1129009) and 74 Grade II Listed Buildings.
7.8.50

The railway tracks within the Project can be seen looking west from western
extent of the conservation area at Country Bridge (on the A5141). This view
incorporates modern riverside multi-storey apartment blocks and bridges,
the design of which is in stark contrast to the historical buildings of
Bedford’s historical core. Elsewhere from the CA, views towards the
Project are blocked by intervening urban development. Due to the high
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quantity of traffic within Bedford City Centre, any additional noise pollutants
that may result from the Project will have a very limited impact upon the CA.
Key Views
7.8.51

The following extract regarding key views is taken from Bedford
Conservation Area Appraisal; ‘The gentle topography of the Conservation
Area and the confined streets of the town centre do not afford dramatic
views and vistas but there are, nonetheless, many attractive buildingframed and tree-lined views and some important visual highlights. Principal
among these are views from the Town Bridge towards buildings on the
south side of St Paul’s Square and St Paul’s spire, towards the Swan Hotel,
and, westwards, along the tree lined banks’ (BCAA 2009, Sec 5: 38). The
proposed Project will not significantly impact upon the key views described
above. Long distance views west from Bedford Bridge towards St Paul’s
Square and spire will be subject to a temporary change through the
introduction of tall structures such as cranes, however this is unlikely to
detract from the appreciation and sense of place.

7.8.52

The setting of the CA makes a substantial contribution to the significance of
the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse. There will be no harm to the importance of the setting
of the conservation area or the settings of the assets within it.

Plate 52: View towards the Project along Gibbons Road, one of the western extremities of
Bedford Conservation Area
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Plate 53: View towards the Project from the A5141, one of the western extremities of Bedford
Conservation Area

7.9

Aylesbury Vale – Aylesbury Sub-section

7.9.1

This sub-section encompasses Aylesbury town and its suburbs as well as
an area to the northwest that now includes Aylesbury Vale Parkway. The
section extends as far as the border with Wycombe District to the south and
Waddesdon to the northwest. Aylesbury is a large urban centre focused
around a historic core and modern development to the northwest at
Aylesbury Vale Parkway has extended this urban character into the
previously rural landscape.

7.9.2

Land within the north western extent of the sub-section remains partially
rural and there are areas of open agricultural land. The A41 is a major
feature of the sub-section and is the main vehicular route between
Aylesbury and Bicester, it introduces a dynamic and noisy element to the
area. The wider landscape has been partly influenced by the presence of
the de Rothschild family and the creation of several large estates for the
family at Waddesdon and Eythrope.
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Scheduled Monuments
Deserted villages and Civil War earthworks (SM1013416)
7.9.3

This asset comprises extensive earthworks adjacent to the River Thame
which include two phases of village settlement and Civil War earthworks. It
is located within a larger parcel of land being developed for housing and is
adjacent to the new transport hub of the Aylesbury Vale Parkway. The
asset is contained to the south by the A41, to the east by the A413 and by
the new Western Link Road to the north and west.

7.9.4

In 2008 the Buckinghamshire Conservation Trust were formed to acquire
the asset. Now under their management, the aim is to interpret and
promote the site to retain the open green space and create a heritage
attraction.

7.9.5

Once development is completed housing developments will surround the
asset and will prevent views through to the railway line. Although this will
slightly diminish the setting of the asset, the Trust’s planned promotion of
the site should ensure its appreciation through sympathetic management
and interpretation.

7.9.6

The asset is at a sufficient distance to remain unaffected by increases in
noise or vibration and there will be no intervisibility with the Project. As
there will be no impact on the setting of the asset no further assessment
was undertaken.

Eythrope deserted medieval settlement
7.9.7

The deserted medieval settlement is now located within the grounds of
Eythrope House and Registered Park and Garden and has been assessed
within that combined setting – See Section 6.9.17 onwards.

Grade I and II* Listed Buildings
Church of St. Mary (LB1117838) – Grade II*
7.9.8

The immediate setting of the church was not accessible at the time of
survey, as it is located to the rear of a reclamation yard that was closed;
however, aerial imaging shows that it is located less than 200m from the
railway. Although the church was mostly restored in the 19th century,
architectural elements from the 12th and 13th century origins of the church
are still present. The church stands as the redundant remainder of a
deserted medieval village of which now there is little evidence. Earthworks
of the village, including house platforms and hollow ways, were previously
evident surrounding the church but have since been ploughed out.
Additionally realignment of the A41 road removed much of the remains.
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7.9.9

The setting of the heritage asset makes a minor contribution to the
significance of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will
be negligible therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be neutral/slight adverse, There may however be a physical
impact on the fabric of the church due to increases in vibration, although
this is discussed further in Section 8.

The Derby Arms Public House (LB1319191) – Grade II*;Church of St. Mary
(LB1160522) – Grade I; Prebendal House School (LB1117941) – Grade II*;10
Church Street (LB1160097) – Grade II*; The Museum (LB1117970) – Grade II*;
Ceely House (LB1160059) – Grade II*; 1 Church Street (LB1117968) – Grade II*;
28 Temple Street (LB1117925) - Grade II*; 26 Temple Street (LB1310418) – Grade
II*; The Kings Head Hotel (LB1160205) – Grade II*; Greenend House (LB1117950)
– Grade II*; The County Hall (LB1117935) – Grade II*.
7.9.10

The remainder of the Grade I and II* Listed Buildings within this subsection, listed above, are located within the historic core of Aylesbury Town
Centre and therefore create an essential part of the character and setting of
the Aylesbury Conservation Area. They are an intrinsic part of the town and
although they each have their own setting, this is largely created by the
dense historic core and their shared associations with other listed assets.
For the potential impacts on their settings, refer to Aylesbury Conservation
Area – Section 6.9.22.

Registered Parks and Gardens
Waddesdon Manor Registered park and garden (1000446) – Grade I; including
Waddesdon Manor House (Grade I listed - LB1117804)
7.9.11

The park and gardens at Waddesdon Manor Estate are Grade I listed and
contain over 50 other listed assets including garden features, estate
buildings and the Grade I listed Waddesdon Manor house. The park is part
of the Rothschild Estate and lies to the southwest of, and adjacent to, the
village of Waddesdon extending as far north as the A41. Much of the land
lies to the east and southeast of the house extending for 2.5km to
Waddesdon Hill Lane.

7.9.12

Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild bought the Waddesdon Estate, originally
nothing but farmland, from the Duke of Marlborough in 1874. He levelled
the top of Lodge Hill and employed the French architect Gabriel-Hippolyte
Destailleur to build a mansion in the style of a 16th century French chateau.
A landscape architect was employed toward the end of the 19th century in
order to produce designs for the terraces, principal roads and plantations.
Formal gardens surround the house whilst surrounding agricultural land
was turned into parkland for the estate. The formal entrance drive is to the
northwest of the house laid out with an avenue and lawns, whilst much of
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the rest of the immediate surroundings of the house are covered in
ornamental woodland. The wider parkland remains as open pasture with
many clumps and single trees framing views, and several areas of
woodland and belts on the east and north boundaries.
7.9.13

Although the village at Waddeson existed prior to the arrival of the
Rothschilds, the creation of Waddesdon Manor House and Estate resulted
in the transformation of Waddesdon into an estate village, developing new
houses for employees and tenants as well as the creation of civic
amenities. The Waddesdon Estate has known associations, through the De
Rothschild family, with the house and gardens at Eythrope to the southeast,
which was owned by Alice de Rothschild who inherited Waddesdon on the
death of Ferdinand.

7.9.14

Although the house itself has an elevated position within the garden it is
screened by mature trees and neither of the main facades overlooks the
railway, with principal elevations facing to the northwest and southeast, and
the railway line being to the northeast. The view to the northwest is of the
formal lawns, whilst to the southeast views overlook the wider parkland
across copses of trees to a further formal tree-lined avenue.

7.9.15

The park is at a sufficient distance from the line to remain unaffected by any
operational increase in noise or vibration. Additionally there should be no
lasting impact on any views from the house or garden, although temporary
disturbances may occur during construction. The A41 is the major route
from Aylesbury to Bicester and it is likely that it will be used for construction
traffic that will therefore temporarily increase the levels of both noise and
vibration.

7.9.16

The setting of the heritage assets makes a very substantial contribution to
the significance of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting
will be negligible therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the
asset is considered to be slight adverse.

Eythrope Gardens (1001397) – Grade II
7.9.17

The manor of Eythrope was purchased by Alice de Rothschild in 1875, the
sister of Baron Anselm von Rothschild, who built Waddesdon Manor to the
north. This new house was not built in the same location as the former
manor (demolished in 1810) but in a field near the river, and so the house
became known as The Pavilion, now Grade II listed (LB1117798). The
house is located in low-lying land adjacent to the river with the stables, set
around an inner courtyard, located to the northeast of the house.

7.9.18

Upon the death of the Baron, Alice inherited and moved to Waddesdon
Manor and The Pavilion became more of an occasional retreat. Eythrope is
the only Rothschild property still in the family ownership. The gardens
consist of a late nineteenth century landscape park that overlies an earlier
18th century park. It includes over 30 hectares of ornamental gardens and
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a large kitchen garden There are surviving elements of the earlier 18th
century park that were associated with the demolished house.
7.9.19

The parkland is largely situated to the north and northwest of The Pavilion
and to the east of the house, on the north bank of the river. The areas to
the north are largely open arable and pasture with views south over the
house. The east park incorporates the site of a Scheduled Monument, the
deserted medieval village of Eythrope (SM1405583). The village
earthworks are located to the southeast of the Pavilion and are clearly seen
as a series of earthworks surrounded by large swathes of ridge and furrow.

7.9.20

Although there is the intention for an additional platform and a new
pedestrian overbridge at Aylesbury Vale Parkway, the current station is
screened by trees and impacts on views should be minimal. Undulations
within the landscape should prevent through views.

7.9.21

The setting of the assets makes a substantial contribution to the
significance of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will
be negligible therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be slight adverse. This will result in very slight harm to the
importance of the setting.

Hartwell House
7.9.22

Due to the relatively flat nature of the landscape, modern housing
development at Hartwell will prevent through views to the railway.
Additionally the asset is at too great a distance to be affected by noise or
vibration. As there will be no impact from the Project, no further assessment
was undertaken.
Conservation Areas

Aylesbury Town Conservation Area including Grade II listed buildings 3 and 5,
Temple Square (LB1117914); 2 Temple Square (LB1117915); 4 Temple Square
(LB1117916); 10, Temple Square (LB 1117917); 12, Temple Square (LB 1117918);
14, Temple Square (LB 1117919); 6, Temple Street (LB 1117920); 8 And 10,
Temple Street (LB 1117921); 12 And 14, Temple Street(LB 1117922); 16, Temple
Street(LB 1117923) 22, Temple Street (LB 1117924); 13, Temple Street(LB
1117926); The White Swan Inn(LB 1117929); 40, Whitehall Street(LB 1117934);
The Bell Hotel(LB 1117936); Barclay's Bank(LB 1117937); 1-5, Nelson Terrace(LB
1117938);8, Nelson Terrace(LB 1117939); St Mary's Cottage(LB 1117940);
Entrance Gateway To The Prebendal House School(LB 1117942); St Osyth's(LB
1117943); 9, Parsons Fee(LB 1117944); York House(LB 1117945); The Foresters
Arms Public House LB 1117946); 6, Pebble Lane(LB 1117947); 17,21 And 23,
Rickfords Hill(LB 1117948); 8, Rickfords Hill(LB 1117949); 27, Rickfords Hill(LB
1117951); South Gateway To St Mary's Churchyard(LB 1117952); 2-5, St Marys
Square(LB 1117953); 10, St Marys Square(LB 1117954); 17 And 18, St Marys
Square(LB 1117955); 27 And 28, St Marys Square(LB 1117956); The Queens
Head Public House(LB 1117957); 23, Castle Street(LB 1117958); 29, Castle
Street(LB 1117959); 31 And 33, Castle Street(LB 1117960); 37 And 39, Castle
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Street(LB 1117961); 2, Castle Street(LB 1117962); 4, Castle Street(LB 1117963);
6,6d And 8, Castle Street(LB 1117964); 10-24, Castle Street(LB 1117965); 32,
Castle Street(LB 1117966); 50 And 52, Castle Street(LB 1117967);Coach House
And Stables To Number 7(LB 1117969); 8, Church Street(LB 1117971); 12, Church
Street(LB 1117972); Flint Cottage(LB 1117973); The Rockwood Public House(LB
1117974); Premises Of Denniss'(LB 1117975); Statue Of Benjamin Disraeli(LB
1117976); Lloyds Bank(LB 1117977); 9, Market Square(LB 1117978); 1-3, Bailey's
Court(LB 1117982)
6, Bourbon Street(LB 1117984); 8, Bourbon Street(LB
1117985); 10 And 12, Bourbon Street(LB 1117986); 14, Bourbon Street(LB
1117987); 16, Bourbon Street(LB 1117988); 18, Bourbon Street(LB 1117989); 5,
Buckingham Street(LB 1117991); 11, Buckingham Street(LB 1117992); 12,
Buckingham Street (LB 1117993); 13-21, Cambridge Street(LB 1117994); The
Harrow(LB 1117995); 5, Castle Street(LB 1117996); 7, Buckingham Street(LB
1159883); The Buckingham Arms(LB 1159889); 6 Cambridge Street(LB 1159921);
3, Castle Street(LB1159953); 13,15 And 15a, Castle Street(LB 1159962); 56 And
58, Castle Street(LB 1160045); Railings To Front Of Number 7(LB 1160073); 2,
Church Street(LB 1160092); Hobgoblin(LB 1160140); 2 Flanking Lion Statues(LB
1160188); 5-8, Parsons Fee(LB 1160336); Water Pump(LB 1160342); 4 And 6,
Rickfords Hill(LB 1160473); Front Gateway To Number 10(LB 1160495); 25,
Rickfords Hill(LB 1160507); East Gateway To St Mary's Churchyard(LB 1160534); 7
And 8, St Marys Square(LB 1160556); 25 And 26, St Marys Square(LB 1160625);
18, Temple Street(LB 1160704); 1, Temple Street (LB 1160748); 17, Temple
Street(LB 1160755); 42, Whitehall Street(LB 1160927); The Old Dark Lantern
Inn(LB 1310485); 15 And 16, St Marys Square(LB 1310499); The Saracen's Head
Inn(LB 1310556); 7, Market Square(LB 1310672); 5 And 7, Kingsbury(LB 1310708);
Hickman's Almshouses(LB 1310724); 48, Castle Street(LB 1310731); 10,
Cambridge Street(LB 1310800); Ye Olde Harrow Inn(LB 1319169); 9, Buckingham
Street(LB 1319170); 8, Cambridge Street(LB 1319173); 1, Castle Street(LB
1319174); 7-11, Castle Street(LB 1319175); 2, Rickfords Hill(LB 1319187); 12,
Rickfords Hill(LB 1319188); 1, St Marys Row(LB 1319189); Parish Hall(LB
1319190); 19, St Marys Square(LB 1319192); 19 And 21, Castle Street(LB
1319193); 25, Castle Street(LB 1319194); 35, Castle Street(LB1319195); 3, Church
Street(LB 1319196); 7a, Church Street(LB 1319197); 4, Church Street(LB
1319198); 71, Friarage Road(LB 1319199); 3, Kingsbury(LB 1319200); 40,
Kingsbury(LB 1319201); Statue Of Charles Compton, 3rd Lord Chesham(LB
1319202); The Chesham Building Society(LB 1319203); 7, Temple Square(LB
1319214); 8, Temple Square(LB 1319215); 24, Temple Street(LB 1319216); 15,
Temple Street(LB 1319217); 23a, Walton Street(LB 1319219); The Green Man
Public House(LB 1319224); 36, Market Square(LB 1319225); 1, Rickfords
7.9.23

Aylesbury Conservation Area encompasses the historic core of the town
which is situated on a mound that rises to 90m OD, upon which the Grade I
listed Church of St. Mary is located. The elevated position gives visual
prominence to the centre of the town whilst the development of the ring
road reinforces the historic core, physically separating it from the more
recent expansion on the town’s periphery. The Conservation Area has
several distinct identity areas; whilst some areas have historic buildings
interspersed with modern development, such as in the Market Square,
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other areas are more cohesive and identifiably historic, including Temple
Square and Church Street.
7.9.24

There is a strong sense of enclosure within many parts of the historic core
that is perhaps not shared with those areas that are dominated by
commercial ventures. The Church of St. Mary, and its immediate
surroundings, manages to remain hidden from the draw of the commercial
centre with the open space of the churchyard providing a contrast to the
surrounding narrow streets.

7.9.25

For those assets located around the Market Square, including The White
Swan Inn (LB1117929), The Bell Hotel (LB1117936), 36 Market Square
(LB1319225), Barclay’s Bank (LB1117937) and The Green Man Public
House (LB1319224), modern development, including the Council offices
and the shopping centre, dwarf this earlier development preventing views
out. As expected for a busy town centre, the area is noisy and dynamic with
potential increase in external noises unlikely to create additional impacts.

7.9.26

The narrow, often winding, streets of the historic core largely prevent
through views between assets. Where there are views, such as from
Temple Square, they are largely inward facing, for example the through
view up Temple Street that takes in a view of the Church of St. Mary.

7.9.27

The busy dual carriageway A41 ring road, that surrounds the town centre,
provides a buffer between the Conservation Area and the railway, albeit a
noisy one. The traffic noise suggests that any increase in noise from the
railway is likely to go unnoticed.

7.9.28

Only one key view is noted in the direction of the railway, from the
roundabout at the junction of Friarage Road and Walton Street, and this
view is blocked by mature trees surrounding a small lake formed by Bear
Brook. Despite the station and the railway being located less than 250m
from the edge of the Conservation Area, there is no intervisibilty between
them, even where there are through views to the Project, provided along
linear routes such as the higher aspect of Castle Street. This is in part due
to the development such as Morrison’s supermarket and the multi-storey
car park on the southern edge of the town.

7.9.29

The degree and scale of modern development on the outskirts of the town
centre and the close grain of buildings and narrow streets within the
Conservation Area do not allow views toward the railway. The setting of the
Conservation Area a substantial contribution to the setting of the assets
within it. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be negligible
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse.

Walton Road Conservation Area including No. 11, Plumtree Cottage And Pond
Cottage(LB1117927); 5 And 7, Walton Terrace(LB 1117930); Walton Lodge(LB
1117931); 17, Walton Terrace(LB 1117932); 23, Walton Terrace(LB 1117933); 23,
Walton Road(LB 1160789); Rosebank(LB 1160815); 15, Walton Terrace(LB
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1160888); 21, Walton Terrace(LB 1160904); The Aristocrat(LB 1160919); 11,
Walton Terrace(LB 1310366); 19, Walton Road(LB 1319218); 9, Walton Terrace(LB
1319220); The Bricklayers Arms(LB 1319221); 25, Walton Terrace(LB 1319222)
7.9.30

Walton, situated to the southeast of the historic core of Aylesbury, was
originally a distinct hamlet separated from the town by Bear Brook. This
distinction was lost as Aylesbury spread and the conservation area largely
includes assets dating from the 18th and 19th centuries located along small
sections of Walton Street and Walton Road. The listed assets within the
Conservation Area include residential properties and public houses.

7.9.31

Walton Street is now a very busy route from Aylesbury to the southeast
towards Stoke Mandeville. There are minimal planned Project changes
within Aylesbury and the only change in the vicinity of the conservation area
is the repair of Black Bridge over 300m to the southwest. There are no key
views out from the area toward the railway. As there will be no impact on
the setting of the conservation area, no further assessment was
undertaken.

Wendover Road Conservation Area
7.9.32

The Conservation Area is formed by a small group of Victorian buildings to
the south-western side of Wendover Road, which form a cohesive group of
19th century development. There are no listed buildings within this
Conservation Area and no key views noted out toward the railway. The
buildings within this Conservation Area largely engage with Wendover
Road to the northeast, facing away from the railway line. There is too much
intervening modern development to the southwest, between the buildings
and the railway, for there to be intervisibility or any visual impact on the
Conservation Area from the Project. Wendover Road is a major and busy
route into Aylesbury and therefore there should be no noticeable impact
from noise or vibration. As there will be no impact from the Project, no
further assessment was undertaken.
Grade II listed assets at Stoke Mandeville

Magpie Cottage (LB1118444)
7.9.33

The asset is a timber framed, thatched residential cottage to the east of
Lower Road, the B4443, located apart from other residential properties and
surrounded to the north, east and south by agricultural fields. The cottage is
well enclosed within a small mature garden plot, with a tall hedgerow to the
roadside preventing views out. Residential development on the western
side of the road prevents any long range views out toward the railway.
There may be an increase in noise and vibration due to an increase in
traffic for the construction of an overbridge to the northwest of the asset
however any effects will be temporary. The asset is at a sufficient distance
from the Project to receive no permanent impact from any potential
increase in noise and there is no intervisibility with the railway.
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Hall End Farmhouse (LB1281478)
7.9.34

Hall End Farmhouse is a 17th century dwelling set along a private access
lane off Lower Road, the B4443, to the north of Stoke Mandeville. The
asset no longer appears to function as a working farm, but is still
surrounded by agricultural land that perpetuates its former setting. The
landscape is composed of irregular sized fields that include a potential
deserted medieval settlement and the remains of a medieval fishpond,
although the house post-dates these features the earthworks form a
distinctive characteristic of the setting.

7.9.35

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of works is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm, as there will be no impact to
the setting of the asset no further assessment has been undertaken.

Old Moat Farmhouse (LB1118447)
7.9.36

The asset is a 16th and 17th century farmhouse surrounded on three sides
by a medieval or post-medieval moat. The farmhouse is located within a
larger farm complex along a private lane to the northwest of Marsh Lane,
west of Stoke Mandeville. The land immediately surrounding the house,
although agricultural in use, is defined by a mature tree and hedge lined
boundary that separates the asset from the wider surrounding agricultural
land. There are several large farm buildings to the west of the farmhouse
that prevent views out toward the railway. An overbridge is proposed to be
constructed over the adjacent section of railway, approximately 600m to the
southwest of the asset.

7.9.37

. The overbridge will impact on an area of ridge and furrow. The impacts on,
and removal of, distinctive earthworks within the setting of the asset will
cause some degree of harm. The construction of the overbridge will allow
for the continued permeability of the agricultural landscape that creates the
wider setting of the asset.

7.9.38

The setting of the asset makes a moderate contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the construction impact upon its setting will
be minor therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be slight adverse. This will result in slight harm to the
importance of the setting.

Stoke Cottage (LB1332832)
7.9.39

Stoke Cottage is a small 17th century house that has been restored heavily
in the modern period. The asset is set well back from Lower Road, B4443,
within a large mature garden plot. The boundaries of the plot are well
defined by mature trees and hedgerows and due to the level nature of the
topography, intervening hedgerows and boundary planting largely block
views to the line. A construction access lane is located 130m to the north of
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the asset, but both the trees on the lane and those surrounding the property
should ensure there is minimal increase in noise. As there will be no
impact, no further assessment was undertaken.
Lone Ash (LB1118446)
7.9.40

The asset is a 17th century timber framed cottage located to the north of
Stoke Mandeville to the west of Lower Road, B4443. The asset is located
within more modern residential ribbon development that extends north from
Stoke Mandeville. The cottage is located within a small mature garden plot
and is surrounded on three sides by more modern residential development.
Mature trees within the garden and to the west of the asset, hedgerows
within the intervening landscape and the topography of the landscape mean
that there will be no throughviews to the Project. Screening to the road
edge should ensure that any potential impacts from an increase in
construction traffic will be minimal. As there will be no impact from the
scheme, no further assessment will be undertaken.

Bell Cottage and Tudor Cottage (LB1332831)
7.9.41

The asset comprises of two cottages located within a row of development
on the west side of Lower Road, the B443, to the north of Stoke Mandeville.
The buildings are in an L-shaped block with one arm of the asset engaging
directly with the road. The intervening residential development to the north,
south and west ensure that there are no through views to the railway or the
proposed overbridges, however construction traffic may create a temporary
increase in noise and vibration along the road network. This, however, will
cause only a slight impact. This will result in slight harm to the importance
of the setting.

Brook Cottage (LB1118448)
7.9.42

The asset is an 18th century cottage named after the brook that runs
through the garden of the property. The cottage is located within a large
garden plot bounded by mature trees to the south of Marsh Lane, west of
Stoke Mandeville. The asset stands distinct from the ribbon development of
Stoke Mandeville within an agricultural landscape. The prevalence of
hedgerows surrounding the fields, combined with the relatively level
topography prevent throughviews to the railway. The nearest section of
work is over 600m to the west of the asset and no impact from an increase
in noise or vibration is anticipated. As there will be no impact from the
Project no further assessment was undertaken.
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Isolated Grade II assets
Fleet Marston Farmhouse (LB1319254)
7.9.43

The farmhouse is located within a light industrial estate, to the northeast of
the A41. Although it overlooks open agricultural fields to the north and so a
sense of its historic associations with the land can be appreciated, it has
largely lost its association with farming. A screen of mature trees surrounds
much of the boundary of the property, and in particular the areas closest to
the busy A41.

7.9.44

An overbridge for a farm track exists to the north of the asset and works are
planned to the structure. An access for construction traffic has been routed
through to the filed to the north and east of the asset, however this is only
for access to a temporary compound for the overbridge repair works and
any potential impacts should be minimal and short-lived. A small copse of
trees to the south of the line should prevent views to a proposed overbridge
at Lower Blackmore Farm, 1.2km to the northwest of the asset.

7.9.45

The setting of the assets makes a moderation contribution to the
significance of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will
be minor therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is
considered to be slight adverse. This will result in slight harm to the
importance of the setting.

Berryfield Farmhouse (LB1159016)
7.9.46

Access was not possible to the immediate setting of this asset at the time of
survey due to on-going construction works to the south and east of the
asset. However, aerial images of the property show the house sits centrally
within a large plot with a farmyard to the east. A small water course winds
past the house and mature tree planting follows the course of the stream
and surrounds much of the plot. The agricultural associations and setting of
the asset has been degraded by the continued expansion of the suburbs of
Aylesbury, with new residential developments and the Aylesbury Vale
Parkway subsuming the open agricultural land creating an urban rather
than a rural setting.

7.9.47

Although there is no construction work due to be undertaken within 500m of
the asset, the land either side of the track may be required for construction
access, which could raise the levels of noise, dust and vibration within the
setting of the asset. However, these impacts would be temporary.

7.9.48

The setting of the assets makes a minor contribution to the significance of
the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be minor
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be neutral/slight adverse.
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Haydan Hill Farmhouse (LB1319206)
7.9.49

The asset is a former watermill now located adjacent to garden allotments
to the rear of, and accessed through, a small industrial estate. The mill is no
longer connected to a water source and the water-powered equipment has
largely been removed or infilled. All associations with its historical function
have been lost and can no longer be readily appreciated. Intervening
modern housing development and the presence of the industrial estate will
prevent any impacts upon the setting of the asset and therefore no further
assessment was undertaken.

Coldharbour Farmhouse (LB1118470)
7.9.50

A former farmhouse now subsumed within a large modern housing
development, with labyrinthine access. Surrounding development includes
three storey properties that prevent views out from the asset. The
farmhouse has been rendered incongruous within its surroundings and the
significance of its former setting is lost. There will be no impact from the
Project and so no further assessment was undertaken.

Standalls Farmhouse (LB1118452)
7.9.51

There was no access to the immediate setting of the asset at the time of
survey. The farmhouse is located at the end of a long private drive to the
north of Bishopstone Road, and to the west of the railway. The principal
elevations of the property face northeast into the farmyard, and southwest
across fields, and neither has views over the railway. The surrounding land
is a mix of arable and pasture fields

7.9.52

Although new overbridges are planned on the Project to the north and
south of the asset, views to the overbridge to the north will largely be
screened by intervening large-scale farm buildings; whilst the overbridge to
the south will be over 1km in distance and should be screened by the high
hedge field boundaries, matures trees and occasional intervening
development. The asset is at a sufficient distance to remain unaffected by
impacts from noise or vibration. As there will be no change to the setting of
the asset no further assessment was undertaken.

7.10

Wycombe District Sub-section

7.10.1

The Wycombe sub-section has distinct and separate areas of character that
are experienced differently as you move through it. Parts of the sub-section
have a similar rural, agricultural character as elsewhere along the Project,
characterised by gently undulating farm land divided into irregular shaped
fields defined by boundaries of hedgerows interspersed with mature trees.
Elsewhere the character is defined by the proximity to the Chiltern Ridge.
The landscape becomes much more undulating as it occupies the spurs of
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the ridge, and although the landscape is still often rural, it is defined by an
organic wooded nature, rather than the presence of open agricultural land.
7.10.2

The sub-section begins just south of Aylesbury at the junction of Aylesbury
Vale administrative district with Wycombe District and continues to the
southeast beyond Princes Risborough, passing through a series of small
and medium sized villages located either side of the main A4010 road, with
which the railway often runs in parallel. Views out from the Chiltern Ridge
are of the broad and largely level Vale of Aylesbury to the north and
demonstrate how well the railway currently blends in to the landscape. The
generally flat nature of the Vale prevents long range views when trees and
intervening development is present. Despite the proximity of several of the
small villages, forming a dispersed but lengthy ribbon of development, the
contrast in the view with the more densely developed town of Aylesbury to
the northeast, reinforces the largely rural nature of the area.
Scheduled Monuments

Moated site and medieval settlement (SM1017513)
7.10.3

The extensive earthwork remains of the moated site and medieval
settlement sit within a secluded, mature tree-lined paddock of Manor Farm,
to the west of the A4010 Risborough Road. The village of Great Kimble is
to the immediate north and the site is located to the rear of residential
properties along the southern side of Church Lane. The site is relatively
extensive and extends from the Risborough Road to within 150m of the
railway.

7.10.4

The local landscape generally comprises irregular shaped enclosed fields
that rise to the east, to a section of the Chiltern Ridge. The earthworks are
neither visible from the road, nor is there any interpretation, and so there is
very little appreciation of their value from a distance. However, the detail of
the asset can be experienced by following public footpaths that traverse the
site. It is associated with other medieval assets in the larger, surrounding
landscape including a further moated site to the west at Grange Farm and
two scheduled motte and bailey castle sites including that east of All Saints
Church (SM1018007) and Cymbelline’s Castle on the Chiltern ridge
(SM1013941).

7.10.5

Although the asset is associated with the moated site at Grange Farm,
immediately adjacent to the west, by similar historic origins and function,
both assets have become enclosed within localised landscapes and there is
no intervisibility between them.
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Plate 54: Views across the asset, with distinct earthworks now in use as a paddock. The
treescape prevents outward views.

7.10.6

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of works is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm, as there will be no impact to
the setting of the asset no further assessment has been undertaken.

Dial Hill Roman Barrow (SM1017512)
7.10.7

It was not possible to visit the immediate setting of the asset as it is located
within the private grounds of Manor Farm. The asset is located 50m to the
northwest of the Church of St. Nicholas and is enclosed by the more
modern residential development to the south of Church Lane within Great
Kimble. There is no interpretation of the site and its presence, when viewed
from Church Lane, is masked by mature trees. There is a strong sense of
enclosure that contrasts with the wider surrounding open agricultural
landscape.

7.10.8

It is likely that the asset shares an association with the Roman villa to the
northeast (SM1018007), however, any potential intervisibility between the
assets has been lost. Findspots in the vicinity of both assets suggest that
Roman occupation was perhaps more extensive than the two assets imply.
There will be no intervisibility between the asset and the Project nor will the
association of this asset with the site of the villa be affected. The impacts of
noise and vibration will be negligible.
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7.10.9

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of works is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm, as there will be no impact to
the setting of the asset no further assessment has been undertaken.

Motte and bailey castle, moated site and Roman villa immediately east of All Saint’s
Church (SM1018007); Cross dyke on Ragpit Hill (SM1013933); and Cross dyke
east of Great Kimble Church (SM1013934).
7.10.10 All of the assets, listed above, are located within the extensive parkland on
the fringes of Chequers registered park. The land rises steeply to the south
and east up a ridge of the Chiltern range, from the junction of the A4010
Little Kimble Hill with Ellesborough Road. The immediate landscape is a
mixture of unenclosed pasture and mature woodland, with the woodland
increasing in density to the peak of the ridge.
7.10.11 The two cross dykes are located within the woodland on the slope of the
ridge and are not visible. The assets are prehistoric in date and are thought
to be territorial boundary markers; they may relate to other prehistoric
monuments present on the Chiltern Ridge, which are outside of the present
Study Area. The woodland prevents views out from the assets.
7.10.12 The medieval motte and bailey castle, medieval moated site and the
Roman villa are located at the base of the slope within the open pasture
around All Saint’s Church. The medieval assets are likely to have a close
association with Cymbelline’s castle (SM1013941) located on the top of the
ridge to the immediate east.
7.10.13 A mature tree line to the west of the A4010 Little Kimble Hill prevents longrange views from the assets toward the railway line.
7.10.14 Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of works is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm, as there will be no impact to
the setting of the asset no further assessment has been undertaken.
7.10.15
Cymbelline’s Castle (SM1013941)
7.10.16 The medieval motte and bailey castle is a prominent landmark located on a
ridge overlooking the Vale of Aylesbury within the tranquil setting of
Chequers Registered Park and Garden ‘right to roam land’. The elevated
position of the castle provides extensive views out across the valley floor
and it shares intervisibility with both neighbouring ridges and sites and
those contemporary sites located within the valley, including Apsley Manor
moated site (SM1018729)
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Plate 55: Extensive views across the Vale of Aylesbury from the asset, the railway is largely
screened by mature trees and sporadic development.

7.10.17 Several other Scheduled Monuments (see section 6.10.11) including a
motte and bailey castle, moated site and Roman villa immediately east of
All Saint’s Church (SM1018007); Cross dyke on Ragpit Hill (SM1013933);
and Cross dyke east of Great Kimble Church (SM1013934) lie to the
immediate north of the asset and a moated site and medieval settlement at
Great Kimble (SM1017513) lie to the northwest. There is no intervisibility
between these assets, in part due to landscaping within Chequers Park.
Similarly, the moated site at Apsley (SM1018729) was likely to have shared
intervisibility but is now screened by trees.
7.10.18 Where the railway line crosses the view from the asset, on a
northeast/southwest alignment, there is often sufficient screening from
mature woodland and intervening development to prevent anything other
than glimpsed views of the railway. However, the railway can be seen as it
stretches north from Little Kimble toward Aylesbury north of the asset, and
works in these areas could be visible from the asset. Although distant,
where these impacts are on the setting of contemporary designated assets,
i.e. Apsley Manor moated site (SM1018729), or where ground works will
physically impact upon the buried archaeological remains or earthworks of
the medieval landscape, in particular ridge and furrow, then there is
potential to adversely impact on the setting of the heritage asset.
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Plate 56: The railway running from Little Kimble to Aylesbury, bottom left to mid right in the
picture.

7.10.19 A new overbridge is planned to replace a level crossing on Marsh Lane, to
the northwest, and the elevated nature of the road here as it stands proud
of the relatively flat topography is likely to draw the eye. Construction works
in particular will create a dissonant presence in the still largely green and
rural landscape.
7.10.20 The asset is at a sufficient distance to remain unaffected by increases in
noise or vibration, but additional movement alongside the railway and
construction compounds will act to highlight its presence, which currently is
largely only noticeable when trains pass through.
7.10.21 The setting of the asset makes a moderate contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact of the construction phase of the
project would be minor and therefore the impact significance is considered
to be slight adverse. This phase will cause some harm to the setting. The
magnitude of the operational impact upon its setting will be minor,
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be slight adverse.
Apsley Manor moated site - (SM1018729)
7.10.22 This moated site is located within a broad valley in fallow land to the north
of a farmhouse and associated outbuildings. The wider landscape is of
medium to large sized irregular-shaped enclosed fields. The earthworks
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remains of the moated site are well preserved but there is no interpretation
of the site. The immediate setting is now largely defined by mature trees.
The wider setting has medieval origins within which there are a number of
assets from that period including: several examples of ridge and furrow,
Cymbellines Castle (Section 6.10.15, above), and Elmbrook moated site
(SM1018730) 1km to the northwest. Apsley Manor shares intervisibility with
Cymbelline’s castle located on the Chiltern ridge to the south.
7.10.23 Moated sites are relatively numerous in this area, lending importance to the
group value of Apsley Manor both through location, historical period and
function. Taken together this asset type allows for insights into the nature of
settlement and society in the medieval period.

Plate 57: View out from the asset to Cymbelline’s Castle (SM1013941) to the northeast

7.10.24 The construction of a new overbridge at Marsh Lane is likely to impact on
earthworks and features contemporary with Aspley Manor resulting in an
adverse impact on the setting. However, potential increases in noise and
vibration are not likely to have either an adverse or beneficial impact on the
significance of the setting. There will be no permanent impact on the
intervisibilty of the asset with Cymbelline’s Castle
7.10.25 The setting of the assets makes a moderate contribution to the significance
of the asset. The magnitude of the impact upon its setting will be minor
therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered
to be neutral/slight adverse.
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Moated site northwest of Elmbrook Farm – (SM1018730)
7.10.26 The immediate setting of the asset is within fallow fields between two
brooks and is largely overgrown. The moated site is set within a much wider
medieval landscape that includes large expanses of former field systems,
as well as other moated sites including that at Apsley Manor (SM1018729).
7.10.27 The topography is too low-lying for there to be any through views or
intervisibility between the asset and the railway, and intervening
development and vegetation obscure the view. It is at a sufficient distance
from the line for change to the setting to be avoided. As there will be no
impact, no further assessment was undertaken.
The Mount – (SM1006951)
7.10.28 The Mount is located within Princes Risborough adjacent to the Grade II*
listed St. Mary’s Church and Manor House. Although there is a marker for
the site and surrounding interpretation boards, the asset is little more than a
slight bank that could be easily be mistaken for landscaping. The immediate
setting is now a public car park the construction of which destroyed the
remainder of the asset. Due to the presence of the church there is no
intervisibility with the railway. Within the current iteration of the scheme, the
nearest section of work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm to
the setting of the asset, therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
Roundabout Wood moated site, fishponds, and farming and settlement remains SM1015211
7.10.29 Located between Horsenden to the north and Saunderton to the south, the
earthwork remains are located within open agricultural land. The presence
of a copse of trees on the site, amidst the earthworks, means that to some
extent the remains blend in with the formal landscaping and lakes for
Horsenden Manor (LB1125830), a large residential property, to the north of
the site. The variety of earthwork remains at the site provides an interesting
social contrast between a high status moated settlement with fishponds and
an adjacent agricultural settlement.
Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great
a distance to cause adverse harm to the setting of the asset, therefore no further
assessment was undertaken. Anglo-Saxon cemetery on Hemley Hill – SM1020290
7.10.30 This asset is located on grassland between modern development on the
western side of Shootacre Lane and the present railway line, although
during the course of the assessment it could not be detected. Within the
current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great a
distance to cause adverse harm to the setting of the asset, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken.
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Roman villa - SM1016788; and moated site - SM1018736
7.10.31 The remains of the two assets are located to the east of Saunderton, on
land that is largely waste ground and lies adjacent to the railway. There is
no interpretation to suggest the presence of the two scheduled monuments
and therefore little appreciation of the heritage value. The railway is raised
on an embankment and in combination with the surrounding development,
including the Church of St. Mary and residential properties within
Saunderton to the north, prevents long-range views out from the immediate
setting of the assets. Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest
section of work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm, therefore
no further assessment was undertaken.
Whiteleaf Cross and associated monuments on the edge of The Chilterns AONB
7.10.32 Whiteleaf Cross (SM1014597) is a hill figure cut into the chalk of the
Whiteleaf Hill in the form of a triangle surmounted by a cross, although
undated, it is presumed to have origins in the Iron Age. The monument
occupies a steep scarp and is a prominent landmark in the landscape to the
north. The cross is associated with, and shares the same setting as, a bowl
barrow (SM1009354) 200m to the north, a further bowl barrow
(SM1009355) 90m to the north, a Neolithic barrow (SM1009532) 50m east,
and a cross dyke (SM1014598) 165m southeast of the cross. There are
several other prehistoric monuments within the Chiltern range and the area
appears to have been of particular importance at this time.
7.10.33 Although there are many other associated monuments within the Chiltern
range the majority are located outside of the Study Area and will remain
unaffected by the Project. The assets sharing the setting with the cross are
on the edge of the scarp with views overlooking the Vale, within which the
Project sits. The scarp has several signposted footpaths and is utilised for
recreation with many of the assets having interpretation boards.
7.10.34 Despite the elevated location of the assets there is little shared intervisibility
with the railway, which is relatively well disguised within the landscape
across the broader valley below, where it passes amongst residential
development. Hedges and mature trees provide screening along the route
of the line which is similar to the mature field boundaries typical of the wider
rural landscape. The line crosses the view from the assets at an oblique
angle allowing it to blend into the landscape, rather than creating a linear
scar across it.
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Plate 58: Views out from Whiteleaf Cross and the edge of the Chilterns AONB across the Vale
of Aylesbury, the railway is screened by trees and hedges through the view.

7.10.35 Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the setting of the asset,
therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
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Plate 59: The railway line as it crosses the view from the assets. Even though it is raised on an
embankment the line is often screened by development and trees.

Grade I and II*
Church of All Saints (LB1158922) – Grade I
7.10.36 The church and associated graveyard are located at the wide junction of
Ellesborough Road and the busy A4010 Station Road/Little Kimble Hill,
slightly isolated from a more extensive area of residential development to
the north of Ellesborough Road. The church and graveyard are enclosed by
a boundary of mature vegetation with a small cluster of residential
properties to the immediate south. The wider landscape to the south and
east is formed by the open pasture and woodland of Chequers registered
park. Although the church is enclosed by mature vegetation the top of the
bell tower can be seen from numerous locations, in particular, on the
approach along the A4010 from the south.
Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great
a distance to cause adverse harm to the setting of the asset, therefore no further
assessment was undertaken. Church of St. Nicholas (LB1311260) – Grade I
7.10.37 The church and graveyard are located adjacent to the busy A4010
Aylesbury Road, at its junction with Church Lane, Great Kimble. The asset
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is only experienced from the immediate vicinity as the undulating
topography and sinuous road layout prevent long range views of the
church.
7.10.38 The church engages with the road and is most prominent from this location,
with little experience of the asset from elsewhere within Great Kimble.
Mature planting and intervening residential development to the west of the
asset, including Manor Farm prevents views to the railway. Within the
current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great a
distance to cause adverse harm to the setting of the asset, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken.
Bank Farmhouse (LB1159190) – Grade II*
7.10.39 This asset shares the same setting as the other listed assets within Meadle
Conservation Area (See Paragraph 6.10.54 onwards), as there will be no
adverse impact on their setting, no further assessment was undertaken.
Church of St. Dunstan (LB1125811) – Grade I; and Dovecote west of St. Dunstan’s
Church and (LB1125788) – Grade II*
7.10.40 The assets are located within Monks Risborough Conservation Area and
assessed in greater detail there (See Paragraph 6.1.57 onwards). The
dovecote now stands somewhat incongruously within a children’s play area
and large areas of new housing prevent intervisibility between the assets
and the railway. As there will be no impact from the Project, no further
assessment was undertaken.
Manor House and attached walls; and Church of St. Mary (LB1311048 and
LB1125815) – Grade II*
7.10.41 The church and the Manor House are located adjacent to each other and to
the west of the market square in Princes Risborough. The church lies within
a large churchyard bounded by Church Street to the south and west. The
boundary along the roadside has a mature tree line that largely obscures
view to the church from Church Road. The Manor House, to the east, also
has mature trees to the boundary of the plot and a high boundary wall. To
the front or western aspect it shares an intervisibilty with the church.
Arguably, the manor house was intentionally located close to, and within
view of the church.
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7.10.42
7.10.43 Plate 60: The church, to the left, screened by mature trees and the Manor
House to the right with overlooking direct view of the church. The narrow
path between leads towards open fields adjacent to the railway
7.10.44 To the northwest of the assets are former farm buildings that originally
suggested the limits of the town and led to open agricultural land beyond.
Intervening modern development now prevents views out to the railway.
7.10.45 Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken. Market House, Princes Risborough
(LB1159718) – Grade II*
7.10.46 The Market House stands at the centre of the market square within the
centre of Princes Risborough. The surrounding area is relatively dynamic,
busy with shoppers and visitors. The market and commercial centre of the
town are the immediate and wider setting of Market House and will remain
unaffected by the Project. Within the current iteration of the scheme, the
nearest section of work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm to
the asset, therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
Church of St. Michael and All Angels, Horsenden (LB1332032) – Grade II*
7.10.47 The hamlet of Horsenden is located along Horsenden Lane, off Bledlow
Road. A lack of passing traffic creates a sense of seclusion and tranquillity.
The church is located at the end of Horsenden Lane in the centre of the
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hamlet. It is screened to the north and east by large mature trees. A line of
tall trees associated with a large furniture factory/shop screen views from
the church to the railway. Within the current iteration of the scheme, the
nearest section of work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm to
the asset, therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
The Old House Farmhouse (LB1310782) – Grade II*
7.10.48 The asset is located within a small hollow to the northwest of a right-angled
bend on Oddley Lane. It is set well back from the road with a south-facing
aspect. Hedged field boundaries and the intervening residential
development at Saunderton, to the east, prevent views to the railway.
Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken.
Church of St. Mary, Saunderton (LB1332059) – Grade II*
7.10.49 The asset is located to the northeast of Church Lane to the south of
Bledlow Road. It is diminutive in stature with only a bell tower rather than a
spire and is hidden within the mature vegetation that surrounds the plot.
The only open aspect from the church is to the south, a coppice of trees lies
to the east, and mature trees to the north and northeast, prevent views out
to the railway. Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest
section of work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the
asset, therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
Conservation Areas
Askett Conservation Area including The Bell House, (LB1125821); Chiltern
Cottage (LB1125847); Lavender Cottage (LB1125848); 1, Askett Lane
(LB1125849); Beech Cottage (LB1125850); The Three Crowns, With Stable
Block (LB1159327); Sumach Cottage (LB1159340); Askett Farmhouse
(LB1159344); Blossom Cottage (LB1159350); Brook Cottage (LB1159357);
Horseshoe Cottage (LB1311099); Clapgate (LB1332001); Meadowcroft
Cottage, Meadowcroft Farmhouse (LB1332002); Hook Cottage
(LB1332040); Askett Green (LB1387345);
7.10.50 Askett is a small village located to the north of Monks Risborough, and
northeast of the A4010 road to Princes Risborough. Although there has
been some modern infilling within the village many of the historic buildings
remain and the Conservation Area covers the area with the most historic
integrity, and does not include the areas on the fringes of primarily modern
dwellings. The assets include several farmhouses, cottages and a public
house. The listed buildings are scattered throughout the conservation area,
and the village retains a fairly loosely structured layout. A large area of
green space between Askett Lane and Crowbrook Road forms the focus of
the village and is set well back from the major route through the village.
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Cadsden Road, the principal route through the village, largely bypasses the historical
core. The majority of the listed buildings within Askett are along Askett Lane, a nothrough road, which is within the village to the south of Cadsden Road. They are
largely unaffected by traffic passing through the village. Those on the main road
include The Three Crowns (LB1159327), Askett Farmhouse (LB1159344) and
Chiltern Cottage (LB1125847).The village forms a relatively cohesive small rural
setting for the assets. Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section
of work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken. Meadle Conservation Area including Old
Thatch (LB1125832); Quakers Farmhouse (LB1125833); Meadle Farmhouse
(LB1125834); Dock Farmhouse(LB1125835); Cobblers (LB1125836); The Springs
(LB1125837); Orchard Farmhouse (LB1125838); Meadle Cottage (LB1159163);
Brook Farmhouse (LB1159212); Barn Adjacent to South West of Dock Farmhouse
(LB1311158); The Three Horseshoes (LB1332034); Barn 20 Metres South of
Meadle Farmhouse (LB1332036);
7.10.51 Meadle is a small, secluded hamlet that is located at the end of a nothrough route road to the north of Stockwell Lane. The Conservation Area
covers most of the hamlet but excludes a cluster of modern development
on the northern edge. The majority of the properties, largely farmhouses
and dwellings, are set well back from the road within well-defined, mature
planted boundaries. The Lower Icknield Way (B4009), passes between the
hamlet and the railway, running almost in parallel to the line in places.
7.10.52 As the local topography of surrounding farmland rises to the southeast, the
assets to the south of the road within Meadle are located slightly higher
than those to the north of the road thus preventing throughviews to the
railway from the more northerly assets. Additionally tree screening along
the B4009 prevents long-range views toward the road and railway from
elsewhere in the hamlet and helps to baffle the noise from the road.
Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great
a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further assessment
was undertaken. Monks Risborough Conservation Area including The Old Rectory
(LB1125787); Barn to South Of Chestnut Farmhouse (LB1125808); 1590ad
(LB1125812); Friars Cottage, Saddlers (LB1125813); Chestnut Farmhouse
(LB1159366); Monks Thacky (LB1159433); Barn to West of Chestnut Farmhouse
(LB1332022); Churchway, Flint Cottage, Moss Rose (LB1332025); Monks
Risborough War Memorial (LB1391391).
7.10.53 The Conservation Area covers only the northeast corner of Monks
Risborough and represents the historic core of the village with the
remainder of Monks Risborough being large 20th century housing estates.
The historic core of Monks Risborough is represented by a small
concentration of assets, including residential properties and assets related
to St. Dunstan’s Church, which are located adjacent to the church and are
largely inward facing. The presence of the church and the mature planting
within its grounds largely obscures long-range views from the assets.
Additionally, the presence of a large, relatively modern, housing estate
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between the assets and the line also prevents through views to the Project
and has in part adversely impacted upon the significance of the setting of
some of the assets and in particular the Dovecote (LB1125788) now
located within a children’s playing field.

Plate 61: View from Monks Risborough Conservation Area toward the railway, the Dovecote
(LB1125788) is located just to the left, out of the picture.

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great
a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further assessment
was undertaken. Whiteleaf Conservation Area
7.10.54 Whiteleaf Conservation Area is located on the very edge of the setting
assessment study area to the east of the Project, with the listed building
located outside of the 1km Study Area. Despite the elevated location of the
area, mature trees, noted as an important feature of the Conservation Area,
and intervening development at Princes and Monks Risborough prevent
views out to the railway. The conservation area is noted for its rural
ambience, Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of
work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset,
therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
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Alscot Conservation Area including Barn And Dairy Adjacent to West of Alscot
Farmhouse (LB1125845); Alscot Farmhouse (LB1159280); Stable And Attached
Wall Adjacent to South West of Alscot Farmhouse (LB1159290); Alscot Lodge
(LB1332038); Barn Circa 40 Metres to West of Alscot Farmhouse (LB1332039);
7.10.55 Alscot is a small hamlet located along a no-through road to the north of the
A4129. The Conservation Area incorporates the hamlet in its entirety and
includes several farmhouses as despite its proximity to Princes Risborough
the hamlet is secluded as it lies in a small hollow. Within the wider setting
the land rises sharply to the south-east preventing views out toward the
railway, but reinforces long-range views of the Chiltern scarp above. High
boundary walls of red brick with flint dressings, a use of materials and style
adopted throughout the conservation area, also restricts long-range views.
Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great
a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further assessment
was undertaken. Princes Risborough Conservation Area including Grade II listed
Lloyds Bank (LB1125786); 20 And 22, Bell Street (LB1125809); 28, Bell Street
(LB1125810); Monks Staithe (LB1125814); Tomb in Churchyard in Angle between
South Aisle and Porch (LB1125816); Library (LB1125817); Corner Cottage
(LB1125818); Vine House (LB1125819); Cromwell House (LB1125820); 3, High
Street (LB1125822); 29, High Street(LB1125823); 32 And 34, High
Street(LB1125824); 54, High Street (LB1125825); The George And
Dragon(LB1125826); 2, Market Square (LB1125828); Trev Children’s
Wear(LB1125829); Tomb in Churchyard In Angle Between Tower and South Aisle
(LB1159474); The Old Garden Centre(LB1159544); The Close, The Old Star
(LB1159549); Town Farmhouse(LB1159566); 2, Duke Street (LB1159578); 30,
High Street(LB1159645); 38, 40 and 42, High Street(LB1159662); The Old Cross
Keys(LB1159671); 80 and 82, High Street(LB1159707); Premises of Jb Heath
Limited, The Corner Shop(LB1159733); The Whiteleaf Cross (LB1310903); 25 and
27, High Street(LB1310955); The White House and Walls Of Small Courtyard to
Left (LB1310965); Tomb in Churchyard Circa 4 Metres to south west of
Porch(LB1311023); Gaisford Cottage(LB1332023); The Old White
Lion(LB1332024); 1, High Street(LB1332027); 28, High Street(LB1332028); 46 and
48, High Street(LB1332029); Barclays Bank(LB1332030); The Gables
(LB1332052); Bb Ladies Hairdresser, Domestic Appliance(LB1332053); 1, 3 and 4,
Queens Square(LB1332054);
7.10.56 Princes Risborough is a small market town located on the edge of, and
below, the Chiltern Ridge. Modern development on the northeast fringe of
the town has begun to subsume the outlying village of Monks Risborough.
The town largely respects the boundary created by the railway and is
almost entirely located to the south of it. The Conservation Area largely
comprises the historic core of the town and is split into two distinct areas.
One area lies to the north centred around the Church of St. Mary and the
Manor House and has a more open aspect; and the second is the dense
town centre that forms a tight-knit townscape.
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7.10.57 To the north of the church and the Manor House are former barns and other
farm buildings, although these are now in residential use, their style belies
their former function and rural nature of the area. This part of the
Conservation Area was the fringe of the village with access out to the open
agricultural land to the west. Much of this association is lost as the area to
the immediate north of the town is bisected the railway, and the land
between the town and the railway is filled piecemeal with modern
development and civic amenities. Key views from this part of the
Conservation Area are inward facing.

Plate 62: Small lane, to the north of the church and Manor, leading out to the former
agricultural land to the north

7.10.58 The second part of the Conservation Area is more urban in nature and
focuses very much on the area around the market square and the dense
centre of the village, where the three principal historic streets, High Street,
Duke Street and Church Street, converge. Properties front directly on the
pavement creating a sense of enclosure. The enclosed nature of the High
Street along with surrounding modern development ensures that key views
are largely internal and prevents views out to the Project. The setting of the
area is perhaps slightly degraded by the prevalence of modern shop
frontages.
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Plate 63: Properties fronting directly on to the pavement within Princes Risborough
Conservation Area.

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further
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assessment was undertaken.

Plate 64: The former agricultural land to the north of the village now in use as a civic amenity.,
The fence in the background demarcates the edge of the railway.

Horsenden Conservation Area including Glebe Cottage (LB1332013); Horsenden
Manor (LB1125830); Gate Cottage (LB1159710); Barn adjacent to east of dovecote
at Gate Cottage (LB1332031); Dovecote at Gate Cottage (LB1125827).
7.10.59 The conservation area shares that same setting as those Grade I and II*
listed assets within it, and which are presented in Section 7.10.47. It lies
within a peaceful and secluded location at the end of Horsenden Lane, a
no-through road and is completely rural in character. The tree screening in
place to prevent views and experiences of the Princes Industrial Estate
150m to the east will also prevent intervisibility with the railway. Within the
current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great a
distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further
assessment was undertaken.
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Plate 65: View from Horsenden Conservation Area showing screening preventing views
through to an industrial estate.

Chequers Registered Park and Garden
7.10.60 The section of Chequers that lies within the setting assessment Study Area
is part of the extensive parkland that surrounds Chequers house and
gardens, and is located on a ridge of the Chiltern Escarpment which
overlooks the railway. The ridge and parkland slope down to the north and
west where they abut the A4010 highway which is effectively the boundary
of the gardens. The parkland to the west of the house is woodland and
scrub. The house itself lies to the east of the ridge within a secluded valley
with no views out to the Project. The gardens create a formal feature
surrounding the house, whilst the parkland creates a rolling rural landscape
beyond. With no formal landscaping, the park creates wild edges to the
gardens, blending the heavily designed elements back into the rural
landscape.
7.10.61 The park is associated with several designated assets including: a motte
and bailey castle (SM1018007) , moated site and Roman villa
(SM1013933) Cross dyke on Ragpit Hill; Cross dyke east of Great Kimble
Church (SM1013934) and Cymbelline’s Castle (113941) all lying within the
small section of the registered park located in the Study Area.
7.10.62 The listing description includes the following ‘In the north-west of the site a
detached area of parkland is bounded by Little Kimble Hill and the lane to
Ellesborough, and the Warrens to the south-east. It is pasture with a series
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of mostly dry, small ponds running north through it, which are connected
with Silver Springs pond to the south-east. The parkland slopes down to the
north-west. A 19th Century brick lodge stands at its north-west point.
Extensive ancient ditches and earthworks are present. Panoramic views of
the Vale of Aylesbury open up at various points in this area.’
Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken. Grade II
Signal Box – (LB1276408)
7.10.63 The signal box is located at Princes Risborough station and noted in the
listing designation as ‘the largest and only unaltered example of a
“Churchward” era GWR design box’. The signal box was closed in the
1990s and has fallen into a state of disrepair. However, recent interest by a
charity group has allowed for some restoration of the building.
7.10.64 The railway creates the setting for the signal box and despite becoming
redundant the historical and functional relationship is still appreciable.
Modern trains have caused some of the damage to the building through an
increase in vibration leading to structural damage. If works at the station
prevent re-use or further repair of the building then further decline could
result, and potentially lead to the total loss of the asset.
7.10.65 Although the railway creates the setting for the signal box, and this will
remain as such, alterations to the railway are likely to impact upon the
physical structure of the asset rather than have adverse impacts on the
setting of the asset.
7.10.66 Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at
too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no
further assessment was undertaken. The setting of the asset makes a
substantial contribution to the significance of the asset. The magnitude of
the impact from construction upon the setting could be major therefore, the
impact significance on the setting of the asset is considered to be large
adverse and therefore cause substantial harm to the asset, although not its
setting.
Flint Cottage and Kenanda – (LB1159795 and LB1125793)
7.10.67 Flint Cottage (formerly two cottages) and Kenanda, an early mid-19th
century house, are located adjacent to one another on Wycombe Road
(A4010) to the south of Princes Risborough. The immediate setting of
intervening development, of modern residential properties, within Princes
Risborough to the north and west prevents any intervisibility between the
assets and the railway. Within the current iteration of the scheme, the
nearest section of work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm to
the asset, therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
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The Prince of Wales Public House – (LB1125860)
7.10.68 The Prince of Wales Public House is located at the junction of Marsh Road
and Marsh Lane and is a late 18th century thatched building with later
alterations. The asset is more fully experienced from the approach along
Marsh Road to the southeast. The local topography is of a broad flat
landscape, and mature vegetation along the road sides and of field
boundaries prevents intervisibility between the asset and the railway. Within
the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too
great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further
assessment was undertaken.
Apsley Manor House and Barn – (LB1158659 and LB1125889)
7.10.69 Apsley Manor House is an early 16th century house and barn listed for
group value. The house shares an association with a moated site
(SM1018729) to the northwest (Paragraphs 6.10.21-24). It is located a
considerable distance from the public highway and within a large irregularshaped field that includes the moated site and associated earthworks. The
boundary is formed by a small water course and mature tree line. The
immediate setting is a large expanse of worked farmland extending to both
sides of the railway. There are also several modern farm buildings. Public
footpaths traverse the surrounding fields and so provide public access to
the immediate setting of the assets which can be appreciated for their
historic origins, and in the case of the house and barn – their function.
7.10.70 Although there are views out from the asset toward the railway these are
often restricted by the buildings enclosing the farmyard. Despite being
located on a slight embankment the line is screened by trees. Views to the
north and west restricted by the trees that enclose the adjacent moated
site.
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Plate 66: The roofline of the barn seen to the rear of modern building, within an enclosed
farmyard setting.

7.10.71
7.10.72 The nearest location of works is to the north of the farm and will include
alterations to the current farm access across the railway as well as a new
vehicular overbridge at Marsh Lane. Closing the current access across the
railway, as is planned, will alter the permeability of the setting, although
provisions are being made to replace this. A degree of noise and vibration
will be caused by construction works creating an increase in the levels of
noise, dust and vibration experienced in the setting of the asset, although
these effects will be temporary.
7.10.73 The setting of the asset makes a moderate contribution to the significance
of the assets. The magnitude of the impact from construction upon the
setting will be minor therefore, the impact significance on the setting of the
asset is considered to be slight adverse. The operational impacts upon the
setting of the asset are considered to be minor resulting in a slight adverse
impact. This will result in slight harm to the importance of the setting.
Flint Cottage – (LB1125861)
7.10.74 Flint cottage is located at the end of a short row of houses to the east side
of Marsh Road and to the immediate west of the railway line. The asset is
distinctive as the only flint and red brick-dressed cottage amongst a row of
semi-detached red brick houses. It is set to the front of the plot which
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extends to the edge of the railway line. The railway is situated on a slight
embankment in order to cross an overbridge 200m to the south of the
asset, and despite the presence of mature trees, the embanked elevation
provides some intervisibility between the assets and the railway.
7.10.75 The railway was constructed shortly after the property and therefore the
impacts of the line have been present historically. The trees which provide
the screening, having had the chance to become established, suggest that
the houses experience minimal impacts from the line.

Plate 67: Flint cottage, to the east of Marsh Lane, the treeline to the rear forming part of the
screening of the railway line.

Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great
a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further assessment
was undertaken. Camkins – (LB1332020)
7.10.76 The house is located to the southeast of the A4010 Risborough Road along
a private drive within a large plot, and surrounded by large agricultural
fields. Although the house is located in a slightly elevated position in
relation to the railway line, the distance from the railway means that views
to it are blocked by mature vegetation and dispersed intervening
development. Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section
of work is at too great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset,
therefore no further assessment was undertaken.
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Manor Farm Barn – (LB1125863)
7.10.77 Located to the south of Church Lane off the A4010 Little Kimble Hill, the
asset is located within extensive grounds that include a medieval moated
and settlement site (SM1017513) and Dial Hill Roman Barrow
(SM1017512). The large mature grounds create a defined and secluded
setting and there is little experience of the asset from an external
perspective.
7.10.78 Glimpsed views of the asset are only possible from the road and the barn is
hidden within the wider setting of mature trees to the west. These prevent
views out toward the railway line, which is also hidden within a cutting.
There has been some surrounding modern housing development, however
the functional relationship between the barn and the land remains obvious
to a large extent.
Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great
a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further assessment
was undertaken. The Old Grange, Barn 20 metres to the northeast and Barn 10
metres to the southwest of The Grange – (LB1158943, LB1311255, LB1125862)
7.10.79 The Old Grange and the two associated barns are within substantial and
mature landscaped gardens located just 140m from the railway. The assets
are accessed via a lengthy tree-lined drive from the A4010 Risborough
Road. To the west are the remains of a moated site (SM1017513), and
sections of a further moat are extant around The Old Grange, and partially
shape the landscape.
7.10.80 The wider setting remains largely rural, and although the historical link to
the land is apparent, the assets no longer appear to form the core of a
working farm. The mature grounds and copses of trees surrounding the
buildings would suggest that views out to the railway are largely restricted.
Regular planting along the edge of the railway cold be the purposeful
creation of a screen of trees to further limit intervisibility. Additionally, the
principal elevations of the Old Grange are parallel to the railway rather than
overlooking the line.
Within the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too great
a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further assessment
was undertaken. Grange Cottage – (LB1332007)
7.10.81 The cottage is located to the immediate north of the A4010. Constructed of
clunch, flint and brick the house is positioned lower than the road which
does not allow for an experience of the asset on passing. To the north and
west is a wooded area that prevents views out toward the railway. Within
the current iteration of the scheme, the nearest section of work is at too
great a distance to cause adverse harm to the asset, therefore no further
assessment was undertaken.
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8.

CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ASSETS

8.1

Introduction
Assessment Criteria

8.1.1

Cultural heritage significance is defined in Annex 2 of the NPPF as 'The
value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its
heritage interest'. The NPPF is clear that 'heritage interest' may be
archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic and that significance derives
not only from an assets physical presence, but also from its setting. The
NPPF definitions for the heritage values are provided in Table 59, below.
Table 59: Definition of Heritage Values
Criteria

Archaeological
Interest

Architectural Interest

Artistic Interest

Historic Interest

8.1.2

Definition
There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it holds, or
potentially may hold, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert
investigation at some point. Heritage assets with archaeological interest
are the primary source of evidence about the substance and evolution of
places, and of the people and cultures that made them.
To be of special architectural interest an asset must be of importance in its
architectural design, decoration or craftsmanship; special interest may
also apply to nationally important examples of particular building types
and techniques (e.g. buildings displaying technological innovation or
virtuosity) and significant plan forms.
Interest in the design and general aesthetics of a place. It can arise from
conscious design or fortuitously from the way the place has evolved.
More specifically, architectural interest is an interest in the art or science
of the design, construction, craftmanship and decoration of buildings and
structures of all types. Artistic interest is an interest in other human
creative skill, like sculpture
To be of special historic interest an asset must illustrate important aspects
of the nation’s social, economic, cultural, or military history and/or have
close historical associations with nationally important people. There
should normally be some quality of interest in the physical fabric of the
building itself to justify the statutory protection afforded by listing.

Through the application of values it is possible to define what it is that gives
significance to a heritage asset and therefore warrants protection. The
Project area and its immediate environs encompass layers of
archaeological and historical development, which may be valued for
different reasons by different people, all of which should be taken into
account in determining the overall significance. The statement of
significance is applied where it is considered that the proposed
development will cause harm to the significance of the asset or its setting,
and therefore not all of the assets presented in the gazetteer are included in
the statement.
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8.2

Statement of Cultural Heritage Significance

8.2.1

The assessment has identified 43 designated heritage assets likely to be
significantly impacted upon by the Project either through physical impacts
or impacts upon the setting of the asset. Additionally there are several nondesignated assets within the Project Area that will be physically impacted
by construction works. All the non-designated assets, apart from the
approach guides for Little Horwood airfield (MBC23065), have
archaeological interest which has the potential to be physically impacted by
the Project.

Doddershall Deserted Medieval Village (MBC1127)
8.2.2

Doddershall deserted medieval village has immense archaeological
interest, as an entire medieval settlement that has only been impacted by
the construction of the railway. The history of the settlement is well
documented, and the reasons for its abandonment well known, and so
there is the potential for the site to reveal evidence about the abandonment
of the site.

8.2.3

The historic interest arises from the fact that the site can potentially
demonstrate the economic, cultural and social history that is typical of the
area in the medieval period, as a small farming community that was
abandoned due to changes in land use. Additionally, the abandonment of
the site is indicative of a wider change that was happening across the
region toward the end of the medieval period and the ridge and furrow
earthworks present across the site illustrate the moment in time that the
fields were changed from arable land to pasture, the fossilisation of the
period in which the village was abandoned. An association can be made
with the nearby Doddershall House, as it was built for the same landowners
that prompted the abandonment of the site, in a move to change the land
use from agricultural to pastoral, and so removing the livelihood of the
inhabitants of the DMV..

Signal Box, Princes Risborough (LB1276408)
8.2.4

The historical interest of the asset is as physical evidence for phased
construction of the railway. It was one of a pair of signal boxes, this being
the north and the south having been demolished, and was constructed in
1904/5 as part of the ‘Bicester cut off’ route. The redundancy of the box
demonstrates the technological development of the railway, as route
modernisation in the 1980s saw the abandonment of a manned station box
in favour of a central signal control based in Marylebone.

8.2.5

Architecturally, the asset is ‘the largest and only unaltered example of a
‘Churchward’ era Great Western railway design box.’ George Jackson
Churchward was the Chief Mechanical Engineer of the Great Western
Railway between 1902 and 1922. As an example of his work the signal box
also has an historic interest through this link to the engineer.
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Church of St. Mary, Fleet Marston (LB1117838)
8.2.6

The historic interest is derived from the association of the church with the
deserted medieval settlement at Fleet Marston. The church is the most
visible reminder of the settlement it once served and its continued presence
after the desertion of the village contributes to the social history of Fleet
Marston.

8.2.7

Archaeological interest is derived from the potential for further evidence of
the medieval settlement at Fleet Marston to be present in the site of the
church. Previous archaeological excavation uncovered 17 medieval burials
within the nave of the church.

8.2.8

The asset has an architectural interest as acknowledged by its listed status.
It was constructed in the 12th or 13th century and retains a 13 th century font
and a number or architectural features from the 14th and 15th centuries.

8.2.9

Significant historical associations with nationally important people include
links with John Wesley, the founder of Methodism, who preached his first
sermon in the church soon after being ordained in 1725. Additionally, the
church was restored by Sir G Gilbert Scott in 1868. Scott was an English
Gothic revival architect, and one of the most prolific architects Great Britain
has produced. Amongst his iconic buildings are the Midland Grand Hotel at
St. Pancras Station and Leeds General Infirmary.

Church of St. Mary, Launton (LB1369735)
8.2.10

The church has an architectural interest as acknowledged by its listed
status; although restored in the 19th century there are still architectural
elements that date to the late 12th- 15th centuries.

8.2.11

Notable historic connections include architect John Oldrid Scott, son of Sir
George Gilbert Scott, who designed the oak screen within the church. The
large flying buttresses were added to the church in 1891 by architect
Reginald Blomfield, who was more renowned for his work on country
houses, including Chequers in Buckinghamshire.

Listed barn south of Manor Farmhouse (LB1232879)
8.2.12

The barn at Launton is a former Tithe Barn and so the historic interest
arises from the fact that the asset reflects the medieval social and
economic history of the village. The presence of ridge and furrow in the
surrounding landscape, contemporary with the asset, heightens this interest
and gives the asset a wider historical significance.

Launton Grade II Listed Buildings
8.2.13

The Grade II Listed Buildings within Launton illustrate the historic
development of a rural village settlement. The listed buildings are the
historic core of the village and are largely located along a single road, with
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modern development populating those areas to the rear of the historic
development. The majority of the assets are farmhouses, although a former
forge and several public houses are also present, and together reflect a
typical rural economy, the population of the village being largely dependent
on farming and its allied trades.
Claydon House and associated assets including: Claydon Registered Park and
Garden (1000597), Middle Claydon Conservation Area and Grade II Listed
buildings (LB1214706, LB1288449, LB1214764, LB1288297 and LB1288425)
8.2.14

Collectively the assets illustrate aspects of social, economic and cultural
history associated with a large Victorian estate. Not only did the estate have
an impact on the immediate surroundings of the house through the creation
of the designed landscape around it, but also with the introduction of estate
cottages such as those at Middle Claydon, and estate farmhouses such as
Shepherd’s Furze Farmhouse, Rosehill Farmhouse and Blackmoorhill
Farmhouse. Further afield, the establishment of new settlements such as
Verney Junction show how far the estate influence extended.

8.2.15

Claydon House has historic links with several important figures; the Verney
family has been in Buckinghamshire since the 1400s and has lived at
Claydon since 1620. The most famous member of the family being Sir
Edmund Verney who was Knight Marshall to King Charles I and carried his
standard at the Battle of Edgehill in the English Civil War (1642), and at
which he died. Florence Nightingale was a frequent visitor to the house
during the period of Sir Harry Verney.

8.2.16

The architectural interest of Claydon House comes in part from the noted,
elaborate, woodcarvings of Luke Lighfoot. Additionally, sections of the
house were designed by Sir Thomas Robinson, an architect and politician,
and Castle Howard is amongst his other works.

8.2.17

Artistic representations of the house include that by Carl Laubin, which now
resides within a gallery at Claydon House.

8.2.18

The disused brickyard within the Middle Claydon Conservation Area is
evidence of an important former local and regional industry, and with the
remains having both historic (industrial process) and archaeological
interest.

Doddershall House and associated assets
8.2.19

Doddershall House and associated assets within the estate are a reflection
of the historic social and economic history of Doddershall. In particular this
is evidenced through the enclosure of the land surrounding the house and
the impacts that this had on the DMV- causing its ensuing desertion.

8.2.20

The wellhead (LB1311394) and gatepiers (LB1319247) are important
features associated with the house; whilst Upper South Farmhouse
(LB1311401) and Lower South Farmhouse (LB1117821) further illustrate
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the social and economic arrangement of a large estate, for example as
tenanted farms. Thomas Pigott, a sergeant-at-law, established the estate at
Doddershall and his son, also Thomas, built the house. The Pigotts,
although originally from Yorkshire, became increasingly important in
Buckinghamshire society and members of the family represented
Aylesbury in Parliament in the 16th and 17th centuries. Sir Christopher
Piggott was Member of Parliament for Buckinghamshire between 1604 and
1607, and was imprisoned in the Tower of London by James I after verbally
attacking the Scottish people during the Jacobean debate on the Union.
Horwood House (LB1288825) and Lodge (LB1288818)
8.2.21

The house was constructed in 1911 for the Denny family and was used as
their country residence, as they also had house in London. Historic interest
can be derived from the evidence this provides for the social and economic
history of the period. At its height, the house had a staff of over 50 people.

8.2.22

Significant historic associations include the construction of the house being
undertaken by Cubitts, part of Holland, Hannen and Cubitts, a major
building form responsible for many of the buildings in London. Their
business was responsible for the construction of the Cunard Building in
Liverpool and the Cenotaph in London, amongst other notable examples of
work. The house was also the birthplace of Percy Thrower whose father
had been head gardener when the house was built.

8.2.23

The asset has some archaeological interest due to the potential buried
remains of the former Old Horwood, a sixteenth century farmhouse, upon
which the present house is located.

Ridge and Furrow
8.2.24

Ridge and furrow is present across much of the study area. Although most
often it is only visible as cropmarks, or earthworks that are under the
plough, there are several discrete areas of ridge and furrow that are
recorded as examples of well-defined earthworks and considered to be of
national significance.

8.2.25

‘At the national level, these few sites are the last definitive representations
of an agricultural system that reached a unique scale of development in the
Midlands.’ (Anderton and Went, 2002)

8.2.26

This is the case at Quainton which was identified in a 2001 study (Hall) as
one of only 43 townships in the Midlands that contained significant field
patterns. This significance is defined as examples where the remains still
offer some explanation for the economic model of a medieval settlement.
This selection of sites offered the best of a national and not just regional
context and can be viewed as the highest priority sites nationwide. It has
been suggested, that as very little ridge and furrow survives in continental
Europe that these remains have international significance as the last best
examples of an agricultural regime that dominated Northern Europe.
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Roman roads including Viatores 169a, Viatores 173 a-d, Margary 162, Akeman
Street roman road, Lower Icknield Way
8.2.27

The archaeological interest of the Roman roads across the Project lies in
their ability to hold evidence for the substance and evolution of places.
Confirmation of the presence of, and details of the construction of the roads
provides much of the archaeological interest. The presence of roads infers
the location of areas of settlement, with major routes being found between
towns and more minor routes having been deconstructed between forts or
rural settlements. Much of the detailed road network for southeast England,
as suggested by Viatores, has been shown to be suspect and the potential
to further these studies is an aim of the Research Agenda in particular for
Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire. Many of the routes are ions between
sections of recorded route and require validation (Zeepvat and Radford
2007:7). Additionally, work on understanding the fate of Roman roads
within the Saxon period is seen as another key research aim (Crawford
2010: 7).

Remains of Verney Junction
8.2.28

Railways are of particular importance in Buckinghamshire for the influence
that the transport links had on the growth and change in settlement and
industry. The creation of Verney Junction is entirely related to the presence
of the railways, there was no modern development at the location of Verney
Junction prior to the construction of Verney Junction station. Additional
archaeological interest could be derived from the ability of any remains to
document the changes in technology in railway construction from the 1830s
to the 1900s, an aim of the Regional Research Agenda.

London Brick Company brickworks (MBC14980) and Eastwoods Brickworks
(MMK3583)
8.2.29

The impact of bricks and the brick-making industries of Bedford are
acknowledged within the Regional Framework as an area of the recent past
that requires further research and the

8.2.30

Not only was brick-making an important industry for the area, but one that
also often leaves an indelible scar, either from the necessity for quarrying or
the presence of

Ancient hedgerow Jarvis Lane (MOX12361)
8.2.31

Although the hedgerow remains are undated, they potentially date from the
roman period and their historical interest lies in their ability to demonstrate
land division and boundaries for ownership or agricultural practices. Any
associated earthworks or buried features could additionally provide
important environmental information.
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An area of Iron Age and Roman pottery (MOX12267)
8.2.32

Significance is derived from the archaeological interest of the site and the
potential of the remains to provide information on Iron Age and roman rural
settlement and the continuity between the two periods. Areas of settlement
often continued from the Iron Age to the roman period, and the presence of
finds from both periods may suggest a previously unrecorded area of
settlement. Furthermore, the presence of ridge and furrow across the area,
suggests that any archaeology has the potential to have been sealed by the
medieval agricultural practices and therefore remains relatively undisturbed
by modern intervention.

Approach guides for Little Horwood airfield (MBC23065)
8.2.33

As individual structures the approach guides are of limited significance,
however, their historic interest lies in their relationship with Little Horwood
airfield. The airfield was constructed on land to the northeast of Winslow
and has now largely been returned to agricultural use, although the
presence of the airfield is still within living memory, the approach guides are
one of the few remaining built structures remaining of the airfield. The
construction of airfields across Buckinghamshire left a major mark on the
landscape in the Modern period. The majority of the airfield s in the county
were constructed for secondary roles such as training and therefore had a
design and build quality not intended for permanence. The technology and
construction used on the approach guides could provide historic
comparisons with other more permanent airfields of the World War II
period.

Brogborough deer park (MBD693)
8.2.34

The significance of the asset is derived from the archaeological interest and
the potential for buried remains relating to the deer park, including the
remains of built structures, to still be present in the area. Furthermore,
although there are no extant earthworks associated with the earthwork, its
boundaries are marked by modern field boundaries, which provide
evidence for the landscape development of the area.

Iron Age and roman remains at Kempston Hardwick (MBD6900)
8.2.35

The significance of the asset lies in the archaeological interest of the site
and the potential for the site to hold evidence of past human activity, in
particular, that which may address regional research agendas, which would
include a better understanding of the characterisation of settlement patterns
in the Vale of Aylesbury along with evidence for the continuity of settlement
from the Iron Age to the early medieval period as specified in the Regional
Research Agenda (Fulford 2010:7)
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Fleet Marston Roman settlement (MBC22267)
8.2.36

The significance of the site lies in the archaeological interest of the buried
remains and the potential information that they could provide in regard to
roman satellite settlement. The site is adjacent to Akeman Street roman
road, a major route, and is within a wider landscape that includes not only
further roman settlement, including the roman town of Fleet Marston, but
earlier prehistoric and later medieval settlement. As the site also includes
inhumations there is the potential for cultural evidence including religion
and burial practices. It is likely that he remains would be of national
significance as a scheme of preservation in situ has been agreed in order to
preserve the archaeological interest of the site.

Medieval fishpond and settlement remains (MBC3378/3379 and MBC7092)
8.2.37

The site is a small discrete medieval settlement that remains largely
undisturbed by modern development. The archaeological interest derives
from the potential for there to be well preserved remains of the settlement
that could provide evidence of their culture, domestic and social
arrangements and reasons for the abandonment of the site. Additionally,
the remains could be compared with other contemporary assets in the area
including moated and defensive sites, which could provide a social and
economic evidence base for the wider medieval landscape.
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9.

HARM TO SIGNIFICANCE AND POTENTIAL IMPACT / BENEFIT

9.1

Harm to Significance

9.1.1

The CIfA 'Standard and Guidance for Historic Environment Desk-based
Assessment' (2014) considers that an assessment of the cultural heritage
significance of heritage assets should identify the potential impact of
proposed or predicted changes on the significance of the asset and the
opportunities for reducing that impact. Policy 129 of NPPF states that this
evidence should be taken into account when considering the impact of a
proposal.

9.1.2

Harm to cultural heritage significance is the basis of assessing impact. In
order to assess the level of harm or potential impact of any future
development on built heritage or buried archaeological remains,
consideration has been afforded to:
·

Assessing in detail any impact and the significance of the effects arising
from any future development of the study area;

·

Reviewing the evidence for past impacts that may have affected the
archaeological sites of interest identified during the desk-based
assessment;

·

Outlining suitable mitigation measures, where possible at this stage, to
avoid, reduce, or remedy adverse impacts.

9.1.3

Key impacts are defined as those that would potentially harm the cultural
heritage significance of the heritage asset and so consideration is afforded
to the heritage values of the assets (See statement of significance section
8).

9.1.4

Each potential impact has been determined as the predicted deviation from
the baseline conditions, in accordance with current knowledge of the asset
and the proposed development.

9.1.5

The level of harm is often difficult to define. However, substantial harm is
taken to be ‘total loss of significance of a heritage asset’ (NPPF 2012,
paragraph 133) which implies loss of the asset, loss of its heritage values
and/or its setting. Furthermore, NPPF Planning Policy Guidance (revised
2014) states that ‘even minor works have the potential to cause substantial
harm’. It goes on to states ‘It is the degree of harm to the assets
significance that is to be assessed rather than the scale of the
development’. Consequently, this provides a baseline for varying levels of
harm with less than substantial harm being negligible, slight harm or harm,
as defined in Table 60 below.
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Table 60: Criteria Used to Determine Scale of Harm
Level of Harm Description
Substantial harm:

Complete destruction of the asset or its setting (i.e. total loss of significance); change to
the asset or its setting resulting in loss to significance which fundamentally changes our
ability to understand and appreciate the resource.
Minor works which adversely impact on heritage values which are intrinsic to the
significance of the asset/setting have the potential to cause substantial harm.
Less than substantial harm:
Harm
Change to the asset or setting (some loss of significance) resulting in an
appreciable change in ability to understand and appreciate the resource.
Some heritage interest remains unaffected.
Slight harm
Change to the asset or setting (some loss of significance) resulting in a
slight change in ability to understand and appreciate the resource.
Overall, the heritage interests remain unaffected.
Negligible
Negligible change or no material changes to the asset or setting. No real
change in our ability to understand and appreciate the resource. The
heritage interests remain unaffected.

9.1.6

Current planning policy guidance for the historic environment, embodied in
NPPF (DCLG 2012), advises that heritage assets are an irreplaceable
resource. It has been the intention of this study to identify the
archaeological and built heritage significance and potential of the study
area, and assess the impact of the proposed Project, thus allowing the
policy stated in NPPF (ibid) to be enacted upon.

9.1.7

The impacts from the Project have been assessed on the information
available at the time of compilation and are subject to change. Where
detailed designs and specifications were not available a worst case
scenario has been assumed and broad principles for mitigation have been
applied.

9.1.8

The impact assessment is presented for below-ground archaeology and
earthworks, and in the case of scheduled remains of this type the impact on
setting is also highlighted (although the full setting assessment is presented
in Section7, above). Following this the impact is presented for areas of
ridge and furrow, historic hedgerows and potential archaeological remains.
The physical impact on built heritage assets is considered and also on the
setting of these assets drawn from the setting assessment.
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Below-ground Archaeology and Archaeological Earthworks
9.1.9

The current iteration of the scheme has been assessed as having no
impact on the setting of Scheduled Monuments, or assets of schedulable
quality.

9.1.10

Several non-designated heritage assets within the inner study area will be
subject to direct impacts from construction works associated with the
Project. They are presented by sub-section below:

Cherwell District sub-section
Table 61: Impacts on non-designated assets within Cherwell District subsection
Heritage Asset

MOX12361 – ancient hedgerow
Jarvis Lane
MOX5020 – Possible medieval/
post-medieval windmill mound

MOX26788 – a coherent block of
17th century ridge and furrow

MOX12267 – an area of Iron Age
and Roman pottery

MOX5012 – Site of Launton
Station

Ridge and furrow in area of
Satellite compound 1

Ridge and furrow (around
Grange Farm footbridge)

Magnitude and nature of impact

Slight Harm – drainage works would require the
removal of a section of the hedgerow
Harm – Construction works for the Charbridge
Lane overbridge could impact on the remains of
the windmill mound. Further investigation would
be necessary.
Harm - Construction works for the Charbridge
Lane overbridge would remove significant areas
of the earthworks. This would also create impacts
on the setting of designated heritage assets.
Harm – There is a high potential for unknown
buried archaeology from the Iron Age and roman
period suggested by features and finds noted
during previous construction in the area. Any
buried archaeology would be impacted upon by
the construction of Satellite Compound 1. Any
archaeology is likely to have been sealed by the
later ridge and furrow.
Substantial Harm – construction works for an
overbridge road would remove any remaining
buried remains of the asset.
Substantial Harm - The creation of a construction
compound would require the removal of a
significant area of earthworks. Removal of the
earthworks would also impact on the setting of
several designated heritage assets creating
potentially irreversible harm.
Slight Harm - The construction of a new footbridge
at Grange Farm and the landtake required in the
vicinity to widen the track, would impact on a
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coherent area of ridge and furrow noted from
aerial photographs.

Claydon/Quainton sub-section
Table 62: Impacts on non-designated assets within Claydon/Quainton subsection
Heritage Asset
Ridge and Furrow (Marsh
Gibbon footbridge
location)
Ridge and furrow (Marsh
Gibbon overbridge)

Ridge and furrow (east of
the former Steeple
Claydon station)
MBC14925 – remains of
Verney Junction

MBC13551 – Charndon
Mill

Ridge and furrow (south
of Verney Road)

Magnitude and nature of impact
Harm - Landtake along the southern side of the railway,
bridge works and a construction compound necessitate the
removal of earthworks
Harm – Landtake along the southern edge of the railway
corridor and that associated with the construction works for
Marsh Gibbon overbridge (OXD/31), Green Lane bridleway
and Twyford No.2 Level crossing will all necessitate the
removal of earthworks.
Harm– Landtake to the south of the railway and bridgeworks
will cause the loss of some of the earthworks which will also
impact on the setting of designated assets at Claydon.
Substantial Harm– Any buried remains of the former Verney
Junction station are likely to be entirely removed by
construction works.
Substantial Harm – Any buried remains of the 17th century mill
will be removed by the construction of the Compound A4 at
Claydon Junction.
Substantial Harm–landtake adjacent to OXD23 would
necessitate the complete removal of a discrete area of
earthworks

Winslow/Swanbourne sub-section
Table 63: Impacts on non-designated assets within Winslow/Swanbourne subsection
Heritage Asset
MBC23065 – approach guides for Little
Horwood airfield

Ridge and furrow (proposed Winslow
Station)

Ridge and furrow (east of Winslow
OXD/16)

Magnitude and nature of impact
Substantial Harm -Construction of a new
station at Winslow will require the removal
of the guides.
Substantial Harm – construction of a new
station at Winslow will require the
complete removal of the earthworks.
Harm – the construction compound for the
reconstruction of Horwood Road
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underbridge would require the removal of
a large section of the earthworks
MBC25756 – Possible ditched enclosures
Harm – the archaeological resource
remains unknown, however landtake may
necessitate the removal of some of the
buried archaeological remains
MBC13280 – Little Horwood Bridge
Harm – work to create an access track
may create harm to any buried remains of
the bridge
Ridge and furrow (Moco Farm)
Harm - Not noted in the HER but visible on
aerial photography. Construction works for
an access track would require removal of
the earthworks
Ridge and Furrow (west of Station Road)
Harm – partially impacted by landtake
Roman road – Viatores 169a
Harm – works in the vicinity of the
overbridge at Whaddon Road (OXD/11)
could impact on any underlying road
structure. A compound area to the
immediate east could impact on previously
unrecorded buried archaeology.
Ridge and furrow (north of Newton
Longville)

Harm – there are several areas of ridge
and furrow both recorded in the HER and
visible from aerial photos that would be
impacted by the works involved in
widening of the railway.

Milton Keynes sub-section
Table 64: Impacts on non-designated assets within Milton Keynes sub-section
Heritage Asset
MBC14980 – The London Brick
Company brickworks

Magnitude of Impact to the setting
Harm – the brickworks were located in
the area of the main construction
compound on Bletchley Road and any
remains will be impacted upon by the
construction of the compound.

MMK3583 – Eastwoods Brickworks
Harm – any intrusive groundworks have
the potential to impact on the buried
remains of the brickworks.
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Central Bedfordshire sub-section
Table 65: Impacts on non-designated assets within Central Bedfordshire subsection
Heritage Asset
Roman road – Viatores No. 173

Magnitude and nature of impact
(Harm) Medium adverse – the
construction of a sub-station could impact
on buried archaeological remains
associated with the roman road.

MBD10454 – agger of the roman
road (above)

(Harm) Medium adverse - the construction
of a sub-station could impact on buried
archaeological remains associated with
the roman road.

Brogborough deer park (MBD693)
Slight Harm - Few physical remains of the
park are known to exist, but it is possible
that buried remains such as infilled ditches
survive and could be affected by the
creation of construction compounds.
Additionally, the boundaries of the park
have been perpetuated by the present
field boundaries and therefore there is the
potential for impacts on historic
hedgerows
MBD5121 – Ridge and Furrow
Aspley Guise Parish
MBD3339 – Husborne Crawley
Parish

Harm – An access track west of Berry
Lane will impact on the earthwork remains
Substantial Harm – landtake to the west of
the A421 Bedford Road will require the
removal of the majority of a discrete area
of the earthworks.

MBD15807 – Post-medieval barn
Substantial Harm – The construction of
compound D1 will impact upon the
remains of the barn .

Bedford Borough sub-section
Table 66: Impacts on non-designated assets within Bedford Borough subsection
Heritage Asset
MBD6900 – Iron Age and Roman remains

Magnitude and nature of impact
Substantial Harm – the construction
of an overbridge at the location of the
present Kempston Hardwick level
crossing will impact on area of known
Iron Age and Roman settlement
remains, with construction works
likely to necessitate the loss of buried
archaeology.
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Aylesbury sub-section
Table 67: Impacts on non-designated assets within Aylesbury sub-section
Heritage Asset
Roman road – Margary 162

Magnitude and nature of impact
Harm – intrusive groundworks for the construction
access either side of the current railway corridor will
impact on the buried remains of the roman road.

Roman road – Viatores 173
a-d

Roman remains including:
MBC21691 - roman road;
MBC21690 – roman ditches;
MBC33197 – roman
boundary ditches

MBC21514 – Fleet Marston
Roman town

MBC22267 – Fleet Marston
satellite settlement

Harm - intrusive groundworks for the construction
access either side of the current railway corridor will
impact on the buried remains of the roman road.
Harm – Lower Blackgrove overbridge and Fleet
Marston overbridge (MCJ2/177) and the construction
access landtake between both sites, have a very
high potential to impact on previously unrecorded
buried roman archaeology, as suggested by the
prevalence of other archaeology recorded in the
vicinity.
Harm – the construction compound for the Akeman
Street underbridge reconstruction (MCJ2/175) will
impact on area within the Fleet Marston roman
settlement.
Substantial Harm – A satellite compound has been
located to the south of the current Aylesbury Vale
Parkway station in an area currently designated as
preservation in situ.

Akeman Street roman road
Substantial Harm - A satellite compound has been
located to the south of the current Aylesbury Vale
Parkway station in an area currently designated as
preservation in situ.

Wycombe District sub-section
Table 68: Impacts on non-designated assets within Wycombe District subsection
Heritage Asset
Ridge and furrow (associated with the
medieval settlement at
MBC3378/MBC3379)
Ridge and furrow (associated with
Apsley Manor Farm moated site)

Magnitude and nature of impact
Harm – will be impacted by the
construction of the Moat Farm
overbridge
Harm – will be impacted upon by the
construction access along the railway.
This would also impact on the setting of
associated designated assets.
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Historic Hedgerows
9.1.11

Due to the volume of areas needed for construction compounds or
construction access, and the prevalence of historic field systems across the
Project, it is highly likely that there will be some impact on, and removal of,
historic hedgerows.

9.1.12

Although specific design details are as yet unknown, if construction
includes impact on, or removal of, hedgerows of importance then
appropriate mitigation will be required. The Hedgerows Regulations (1997)
suggest that a hedgerow is ‘important’ if it has existed for 30 years or more
and it meets one of the further criteria set out in the Regulations, which
include:
·

It marks a boundary between parishes existing before 1850;

·

It marks an archaeological feature of a site that is a scheduled
monument or noted on the Historic Environment Record;

·

It marks the boundary of a pre-1600 estate or manor or a field system
pre-dating the Enclosure Acts.

Potential Archaeological Remains
9.1.13

All works to widen the line have the potential to impact on previously
unrecorded buried archaeology. At present it remains unclear what impact
the original construction of the railway had on the surrounding land, and to
what extent the land has remained undisturbed.

9.1.14

Although the prevalence of earthworks from the medieval period across
much of the Project area perhaps suggest a bias toward buried
archaeology contemporary with that historic period, previous archaeological
investigation illustrates that there is the potential for below-ground
archaeology from the prehistoric period onwards to be present across much
of the Project route.

9.1.15

The undisturbed rural nature of much of the landscape, suggests there is
the potential for below-ground remains to be present within the proposed
Project area, despite the destructive nature of agricultural practices.
Furthermore, the potential to expose discrete pockets of buried archaeology
exist within urban areas too.
Built Heritage

9.1.16

The assessment has identified 803 statutory designated built heritage
assets within the study areas. There are potential physical impacts on two
listed buildings and they are presented in Table 71 below. The scheme will
necessitate the demolition of two non-designated heritage assets.
Table 69: Impacts on designated heritage assets
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Heritage Asset

Nature of impact

Platform, platform buildings and
bridge at Quainton Road Railway
Station (LB1390836)

Widening of the track to allow for double track current
standards will necessitate the demolition and realignment of
a platform wall. The intention is to demolish the opposing
wall to the platform upon which the station building stands.

Ridgmont Station (LB1114037)

9.1.17

There will be platform extensions at Ridgmont Station

The proposed works will require the demolition of a number of nondesignated built heritage assets.
Table 70: Impacts on non-designated heritage assets

Heritage Asset

Nature of impact

MBD18252 – Railway Crossing
House

Demolition required

MBC25532 - Swanbourne Sidings

Demolition required

Additional potential impacts on non-designated built heritage
9.1.18

Many of the bridges along the scheme require some form of repair or rebuilding, often these are structures original to the railway and although the
assets are largely non-designated, the wholesale loss of these assets
would impact on their group value and could potentially diminish the historic
value and significance of the railway. Where original fabric from bridges can
be retained, this would be the preferred option. New infrastructure would
create less of an adverse impact on setting if it follows design principles
and architectural styles sympathetic to the existing infrastructure.
Setting

9.1.19

Where impacts on the setting of designated assets are assessed as being
as significant (moderate or above) they have been presented in the table
below. For the full setting assessment refer to Section 7.
Table 71: Impacts on the setting of designated heritage assets

Heritage Asset

Significance of impact to the setting

Church of St. Mary, Launton (LB1369735)

Moderate Adverse

Listed barn south of Manor Farmhouse
(LB1232879)
Launton Grade II Listed Buildings including:
LB1046510, LB1200434, LB1232877, LB1232878,
LB1232880, LB1232885, LB1232886, LB1232887,
LB1232888, LB1232914, LB1232915, LB1232916,

Moderate/large Adverse
Moderate Adverse
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LB1232917, LB1232919, LB1232920, LB1276857,
LB1276858, LB1276859, LB1276871, LB1276872,
LB1300750
Claydon House (LB1288461)

Large/very large Adverse

Claydon Registered Park and Garden (1000597)

Large/very large Adverse

Middle Claydon Conservation Area

Large/very large Adverse

Grade II Listed Buildings in Middle Claydon
including: LB1214706, LB1288449, LB1214764,
LB1288297, LB1288425

Large/very large Adverse

Upper South Farmhouse (LB1311401), Lower
South Farmhouse and Barn (LB1117821 and
LB1158682)

Moderate/large Adverse

Horwood House (LB1288825) and Lodge
(LB1288818)

Moderate Adverse

Signal Box, Princes Risborough (LB1276408)

Large Adverse
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10.

MITIGATION STRATEGY

10.1

Policy Recommendations

10.1.1

Current legislation (NPPF, DCLG 2012) draws a distinction between
archaeological remains of national importance and other remains
considered to be of lesser significance. Substantial harm to or loss of
designated heritage assets of the highest significance, including scheduled
monuments, protected wreck sites, battlefields, Grade I and II* listed
buildings and Grade I and II* registered parks and gardens and World
Heritage Sites, should be wholly exceptional. Those perceived to be of
international or national importance may require preservation in situ
(avoidance).

10.1.2

NPPF 2012 (132) states that substantial harm to or loss of a Grade II listed
building, park or garden should be exceptional. Therefore the preferred
mitigation for harm to these assets is avoidance where possible. Those
assets of lesser significance may undergo preservation by record
(intrusive), where Regional / County or Local / Borough significance can be
demonstrated. Furthermore, the Planning Act (2008) and NPPF (2012) in
paragraphs 5.8.9 and 128 respectively cite the requirement for the
evaluation of assets where their significance is not fully understood.
Below-ground Archaeological Remains and Archaeological Earthworks

10.1.3

The proposed Project will directly impact on several areas of known or
potential archaeological remains.

10.1.4

Impacts on ridge and furrow potentially of national significance are likely to
be considered as major adverse and should be avoided. Impacts on
earthworks of less than national significance may be subject to a
programme of archaeological walkover and topographic survey (or lidar
survey) prior to their removal. Where impacts on ridge and furrow are
deemed unavoidable, detail taken from the topographic survey could allow
for the earthworks to be reinstated following construction works, therefore
retaining some of their interpretability and sense of appreciation.

10.1.5

In order to further assess the potential and significance of buried
archaeology within construction areas, a programme of archaeological field
investigation will be required by the relevant Planning Archaeologists. In the
first instance this is likely to take the form of non-intrusive (geophysical)
survey followed by archaeological trial trenching. The results of this field
evaluation will allow for the formulation of an informed mitigation strategy
for the impacts on any buried archaeological remains detected.

10.1.6

Mitigation for the removal of historic hedgerows should include a
photographic record and archaeological watching brief maintained during
the removal of the hedgerow and adjacent construction works for the
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purposes of compiling a detailed description and collecting palaeoenvironmental samples from the soils beneath the boundaries..
Built Heritage
10.1.7

Any alterations to a listed building will require Listed Building consent. For
those non-designated assets subject to demolition, an appropriate level of
historic building recording to Historic England standard, will be required.
Setting

10.1.8

Historic England (2015) guidelines for mitigation of the impact of a
development on the setting of a heritage asset suggest that in the first
instance impacts are best mitigated for either by relocation of the
development or changes to its design. Where relocation of the development
is not possible, good design alone may be capable of reducing the harm.

10.1.9

Where components of a design exist that cause harm to significance,
screening may have a part to play in reducing harm. Screening can only
mitigate for negative impact rather than removing that impact and should
not be used as a substitute for good design principles. Screening has the
potential to compound further adverse impacts and should therefore also
merit careful design by respecting and, where possible, promoting the
current characteristics of the landscape.

10.1.10 The assessment of the significance of the setting to the value of the
designated heritage assets has indicated that the proposed Project will
have a moderate adverse impact on 23 assets, a moderate/large adverse
impact on seven assets, a large adverse impact on one asset and a
large/very large adverse impact on eight assets.
10.1.11 Due to the age of the existing railway much of the route has already been
screened by vegetation. Although some removal and management of
vegetation is to be expected, if a tree screen can be retained and, where
necessary, improved with strategic planting this could reduce both the
visual and audible impact of the Project. Retention rather than wholesale
re-planting would be immediately beneficial rather than requiring time for
the planting to establish. Where tree screens do not existed, there is the
potential to implement such mitigation providing it does not then create a
negative impact on the setting of heritage assets.
10.1.12 Natural screening of the line should be considered rather than extensive
use of modern fencing which may appear incongruous in the landscape and
could act to highlight the presence of the railway. Within rural sections of
the Project, field boundaries are largely hedged with occasional mature
trees. Planting tree screens that mimic this pattern will help blend any new
screening into the surroundings.
10.1.13 During the construction phase works traffic, in particular heavy goods
vehicle and wagons, should be routed to avoid sensitive receptors where
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possible. Vehicles should avoid the centres of small rural villages that are
noted for their tranquil nature and where this is unavoidable, traffic could be
limited to a maximum number of vehicles in any working day. If construction
materials can be routed to larger compounds and freighted along the
existing rail network this could potentially reduce the level of impact from
the construction phase of the Project by limiting impacts to those assets
immediately adjacent to the line.
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